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NINETEEN-FIFTEEN
The New Year finds the British

Empire involved in the fiercest war
of all the ages, a war in which we
had to take part to preserve our

freedom and political existence.

The stand taken by the Overseas
Dominions of the Empire in sup-

])orting the Mother Country has

called forth the highest admiration

from neutrals and has created bit-

ter dismay in the hearts of the foe.

Canada is doing her part nobly. We
have equipped and sent forward
tens of thousands and there is a

readiness and willingness to des-

patch hundreds of thousands of our

good men should there be need

for them.
Due to one cause or another, a

depression has prevailed in Can-
adian business for the past year or

eighteen months. The outbreak of

the war was merely an incident to

caj) the climax. Internal conditions,

which were primarily res])onsible

for the depression, have been sub-

jected to heroic treatment, and the

Dominion is probably all the better

for having received such a salutary

lesson as to the lack of wisdom in

growing big too quickly.

We are of the war, but not in it.

We are contributing men and ma-
terial to fight the battles of the Em-
pire, but there are no hostile armies
within our borders, nor is it pos-

sible that there ever will be.

The highest duty of Canadian
business men is "to keep their

heads" and endeavor to practise

''Business as usual."

One can find scores of men who
are unable to see any break in the

clouds of depression, but we ven-

ture to say that one can also find

hundreds who realize that the rift

has already appeared through which
the sun of prosperity will soon shine

again.

Canadian business is so closely

related to business in the U. S. that

the one is afifected by whatever
aflfects the other. Business in the

U. S. is to-day decidedly on the

mend, and it is the opinion, not
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merely the hope, of those who are

in the. best position to know, that

business in Canada will pick up and
gradually get under full way.

Let us get down to the particular

case of the Kodak business. The
tourist trade in Canada should be
larger in 191 5 than it ever was be-

fore. Our summer resorts, moun-
tain scenery and genial summer
climate will draw thousands upon
thousands of the wealthy folk,

who used to spend their sum-
mers in Europe, but now think

it wise to keep away from the

seat of the war. Tourists will

spend their money here, and the

people with whom they spend will

have more to spend themselves.

No matter how long the war lasts,

there will be tremendous demand
for foodstuffs from the European
countries engaged. Government re-

ports show that the crop acreage

in 191 5 will be at least fifty per

cent, higher than it was in 19 14.

Suppose that the crop proves only

fair, the higher price from an in-

creased acreage will put more
money in the hands of the farmers
throughout the East, as well as the

West, than ever they had before.

So, then, the course that would
seem to commend itself to the pru-

dent business man is to endeavor to

do business in a safe and sound way.
He should eliminate anything that

savors of risky trading, but at the

same time he should hold himself
in readiness to take advantage of

every opportunity that offers. In a

nutshell, this advice would be ''Keep

up your stock and keep pushing."

There are right now many new
selling points in the Kodak line, the

influences of which are just being

felt. The Autographic feature, with
all its advantages to the tourist, the

architect, the engineer, the con-

tractor, or to anyone in the record-

ing of interesting data ; the new
Kodak Anastigmat lens, /. 8, which
is now being supplied on the most
important models, permits the ama-
teur to enjoy, so far as definition

is concerned, all the advantages of

the anastigmat lens at a slight ad-

vance in cost over the R. R. lens.

These two big features alone are

giving a tremendous impetus to the

Kodak line.

So here is for a big Kodak year

—and to prove our faith we ask
that you watch the big Autographic
campaign in the magazines—the

heaviest winter advertising we have
ever done.

Back this up with a proportion-

ate effort and the business will

come.

TERMS OF SALE
It does not seem necessary to dis-

tribute a new edition of the Terms
of Sale this year. The Terms of
Sale dated January loth, 19 14, and
which was the last copy sent to

the trade, are still in effect. The
only change we might mention is

the fact that we have added to the

line Autographic Kodaks and Auto-
graphic Backs, both of which the

trade will of course understand are

to be sold at net list the same as

regular Kodaks and Kodak Com-
bination Backs. With the addition

of the above our dealers will con-
tinue to operate under the 19 14
Terms of Sale. It would be well

for dealers at this time of year to

see that they and their salespeople

have a clear understanding of the

operation of these 7'erms of Sale.

Should one not be at hand, we will

gladly mail a copy upon request.
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SUGGESTIONS
FOR BETTER AMATEUR

RESULTS
One way to get more business

out of a customer is to show him
how to get better results.

Kodak Metal Tripod

The Kodak Aletal Tripod is

almost indispensable to the amateur
for indoor photography, and better

results outdoors, at this time of

year, can be obtained by its use.

Between now and early summer
is just the time to make a special

feature of Kodak Metal Tripods.

Kodak Anastigmat Lens, /.8.

Any effort on your part to sell

Kodak Anastigmat /.8 lenses, whe-
ther on new cameras, or in ex-

change for R. R. lenses, will be
repaid many times over in making
a customer satisfied with his work.
There are four models to which
this lens is at present fitted: Vest
Pocket, No. I A, No. 3 and No. 3A.
The advantages of the Kodak

Anastigmat over the R. R. lenses so

overbalance the slight difference in

cost, that you will have no trouble

in convincing any discriminating

amateur of their worth.

THE IMPROVED
UNIVERSAL CLAMP

The Universal Clamp has been
a steady seller for years. Readily
carried in the pocket, it forms a con-
venient substitute for a tripod, as

it may be easily attached to a chair,

fence, or almost any other object
within the limits of the clamp.
The improved model is made of

heavier material, and is provided

with a slotted jaw so the camera
may be pointed directly downward,
in addition to the other positions.

The wing nut screw is now made
of steel instead of brass, insuring

longer wear.

THE PRICE.

Improved Universal Clamp, - $ 75

Discount to the Trade. 33Vs%.

h-'Ti^'

-—V. y^.

Better than

a Diary
T7' EEP a Kodak record

^ of the good times now
and throughout the year.

Writing up a diary's

a bother — making the

Kodak record, a contin-

ual delight.

Let us show you the new
A utographic Kodaks

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column Cut—104B.

Double Column Cut—-104A.
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THE SOLDIER'S KODAK
At the present time there are

in concentration training camps
throughout Canada upwards of

25,000 men, who, in due course,

leave to assist in the defence of our
Empire on European battlefields.

On the departure of this contin-

gent other soldiers will take their

places for training in preparation

for a call for additional men.
Have you stopped to consider the

purchasing power of these thou-

sands of officers and men, of the

possibilities for creating here the

demand for a Kodak that will en-

able the soldier to tell his own story

of the great war by actual pictures

made with his own Kodak.
Every soldier naturally wants to

keep a lasting record of the brave
part that he and his own regiment
are playing in the war. This he
can well do and easily with the

little Vest Pocket Kodak. No cam-
era is better suited to meet the re-

quirements of a soldier in training

camp or at the front. It is small,

light and withal sturdy, simple to

operate and efficient to the utmost
degree, making pictures that par-

ticularly lend themselves for en-

largement. Here is a great market
for every Kodak dealer who is so

fortunate as to have a regiment sta-

tioned in his neighborhood. The
demand needs stimulating, in some
instances, creating.

Most local papers publish a roll

of honor, giving the names of men
who have enlisted from their neigh-

borhood for active, service. This is

just where the value of our descrip-

tive literature comes in. Send each
one of these soldiers a copy of the

little Kodak Booklet and a personal
letter that will create a desire for

a Kodak and point out features of

the Vest Pocket model that make
it above all the ideal soldier's Ko-
dak. Let your newspaper adver-

tisements and window displays

carry the same story home to the

soldier and his friend, for there is

a great market, but it needs stimu-

lating, which means work.

VELOX AND AZO PRICE
REDUCTION

Changes will be made in the bill-

ing prices of Velox and Azo papers
in the smaller sizes, making the

scale of prices in the various sizes

more uniform than in the past. This
change will be effective January ist,

191 5, but there will be no changes
in the prices on the other sizes and
packages not listed below. The dis-

count to the trade will be 25%, the

same as heretofore.

VELOX
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THE DRIMOUNT FOR
ENLARGEMENTS

Thin mounts for enlargements

are decidedly popular, and we
offer, under the name of "Dri-

mount," a style which we are sure

will quickly catch on with amateur
photographers.

The Drimount is a thin, flexible

mount with a slightly pebbled sur-

face, with a tint mask and light

ruled border.

As its name indicates, it is par-

ticularly well adapted for enlarge-

ments mounted with Kodak Dry
Mounting Tissue.

The Drimount will be supplied

in English Gray and Sepia Buff.
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THE KODAK SALESMAN
Our announcement of the forth-

coming ''Kodak Salesman"" has

been received with enthusiasm by
the majority of the dealers. The
return post cards containing the

names of the employees to whom
the publication should be sent have
kept our mailing department busy.

On the other hand there are

some dealers who have not as yet

responded.

We are going to spend a good
many thousands of dollars in mak-
ing the "Kodak Salesm a n"" worth
while by increasing the efficiency

of your employees.

Don't you zvant this help?

There is considerable work in the

preparation of a mailing list—and
this work all has to be done in ad-

vance. If you wish to have the

first number sent to you and your
employees fill out that postal card
and send it in nozv.

DONT TRANSPOSE
LENSES

Several complaints have come to

our attention lately from purchasers
of Vest Pocket Kodaks, claiming
that their cameras would not make
satisfactory negatives. Upon in-

vestigation, we found that in each
instance the trouble was caused by
the transposition of lenses. It seems
the customer wanted the Kodak
Anastigmat /.8 lens, but the Kodak
that had this lens on, was scratched,

or the shutter did not work as

accurately as the one on the $7.00
Vest Pocket the dealer had. So in

order to effect a sale, the dealer

suggested taking the lens from the

$11.50 Kodak and putting it on the

$7.00 camera, making the latter an
$11.50 outfit. The result was that

every negative proved a failure, be-

cause a meniscus achromatic back
lens and Kodak Anastigmat, /.8

front lens, were in combination. In
some instances a Zeiss Kodak An-
astigmat front lens was screwed
into a shutter with a back lens of
another combination.

These three lenses are different,

and work differently. It is impos-
sible to combine them and expect
to get results. They all are tested

very carefully before leaving our
factory, and if a shutter, or any
part of the Kodak fails to work
properly after you get it in your
cases, don't substitute one lens for

another of a different combination,
but return it to us for proper adjust-
ment, rather than spoil two per-

fectly good Kodaks and make two
dissatisfied customers.

Do it now.
T^ON'T think you have to wait

until Summer to sell Kodaks.

Start now by pointing out the

fascination of Winter Kodakery.

Never before this, has the Kodak
line presented such distinctive

selling points ; such advantages

to the user. Never before has

there been such an effective

Winter advertising campaign

launched to stimulate your sales

of Kodaks and supplies. These

unusual merchandising advan-

tages are the incentive, the in-

spiration to jK^«r selling force, to

make this the supreme Kodak
year.

1915
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AMATEUR DELIVERY
ENVELOPES

Show your customers that you
appreciate their trade and that you
are proud of the good work your
Finishing Department turns out, by
deHvering negatives and finished

prints in a uniformly neat packet,

instead of passing them out in any
okl way. And your name on the

packet will be a further evidence

of the pardonable pride you take

in your work.
To enable every Kodak dealer to

deliver Finishing results in appro-
priate dress we are offering neat,

attractive delivery envelopes at very
low prices.

These envelopes are made of a

substantial stock of a pleasing green
color, which lends itself well to any
printing the dealer may wish done.

We quote below figures for en-

velopes of three sizes, in lots of
i,ooo and 5,000.

Lots of 5,000 may be had im-
printed with the dealer's name and
address, as well as his list of prices,

at an additional charge of $1.00 per
thousand; lots of 10,000 similarly

imprinted, at an additional charge
of 75 cents per thousand. Smaller
quantities than 5,000 can not be
printed to advantage.

February is none too soon to pre-

pare for the rush of amateur work
that will come in a month or two.

Place your orders early, please.

THE PRICE

Amateur Delivery Envelopes

:

No. 1, for prints up to P«'1^"^* Perl.OOOnet

^3^ X 414, - - - $0.50 $4.50
No. 2, for prints up to
4 X 6, - - - - .60 5.00

No. 3, for prints up to
5 X 7, - - - - .70 6.00

DAK'
And now

conies flash

light time.

P^VERY evening has

its picture possibili-

ties and Eastman Flash

Sheets make it all so

simple that results are

sure from the very start.

Ask us for the free booklet,

"By Flashlight". It's so inter-

esting and contains such valu-

able information that we should

like to give a copy to all of our

friends.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

.Single Column Cut—331 B.
Double Column Cut—331 A.
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Let us finish what your

Christmas Kodak began.

npHE experts in our finishing department

are just as eager as you are to get the

most from every exposure.

And the benefit of their experience is

your's for the asking—they are ready, at

all times, to suggest and criticise so that you

may obtain even better results in the future.

All the Kodak sundries in stock,

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Double Column Cut No. 271A. Single Column Cut No. 271B.
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FRANCE SCORES!
A Big Boom in Vest Pocket Kodak Sales

The sales of Vest Pocket Kodaks
in France are, at the present time,

phenomenal. They are, in fact,

more than two and one-half times

as great as in times of peace—and
they are steadily increasing.

Despite the fact that the wealth-

iest manufacturing centre of the

country is still in the hands of the

enemy, French Kodak dealers are

receiving orders for Vest Pocket
Kodaks as fast as they can sell

them.

Now, a very large proportion of

the would-be customers in France
are British officers with a few-

hours' leave from the firing-line.

These men, for one reason or an-

other, are leaving home without

Kodaks and seizing the earliest op-

portunity to obtain them on the

"other side" of the channel.

It is thought that the chief reason
why these British soldiers did not

buy their Kodaks at home is simply

this—that they did not know how
easy it was, with the Vest Pocket
Kodak, to obtain interesting pho-

tographs at the front.

Are you trying to sell Kodaks to

our own soldiers before they leave

your district? If not, you are neg-

lecting what is undoubtedly the fin-

est opportunity for business you are

likely to have for many a day.

How can you best take advantage
of this opportunity? Use your win-
dow to display the Vest Pocket
Kodak prominently. We will gladly

supply very attractive posters to

help make the display most effec-

tive. Then we have prepared a

neat little folder to be sent to

soldier-prospects.

The folder deals with the matter

so exhaustively, and is illustrated

so clearly, that when the soldier has

read it he knows all there is to know
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about the merits of the Vest Pocket
Kodak, and it is then easy for you
to make the saje to him.

Ask for the posters and a supply

of the folders. See that the folders

are mailed to the soldier and his

friends.

How many folders will you have?

NOW THAT INVENTORY IS

OVER
In a recent issue of New England

Homestead there appeared an arti-

cle that fits the case of each and
every one of us :

"Its' a good thing at least once a year
for every farmer to stand aside and look
at his place as if it belonged to some
other fellow, and pick out the things this

other fellow has left undone. Sticking

too close to the work sometimes narrows
a man's vision and makes him overlook
important things. By going past a pile

of rubbish four or five times a day, you
finally come to think it belongs there,

just as a man will sometimes plow around
an old stump, year after year, as if it

were established by Divine mandate."

When you come into your store

the next time, just imagine your-

self the customer and see if there

isn't something wrong somewhere

;

if your goods are properly and
neatly displayed

;
your clerks alert

and anxious to serve. It always
is a good thing to put yourself in

the place of the other fellow, for

only in that way can you get his

angle, and consequently serve your
own best interests. All this is just

as important as the inventory you
have taken to check the ups and
downs of your stock. The new year
is now virtually past, and we have
all settled down to the grind with a

determination to make every effort

count in the balance sheet of the

year.

BREAKING INTO NEW
MARKETS

As small, and limited in its

scope as your business seems to

you, there is always a chance to

expand, and always a means
through which this can be done.

One way of accomplishing this,

is by getting the children interested

in photography. The things which
appeal to the child form impres-

sions that stay by them through
life. And if a child becomes in-

terested in photography, he belongs

to the life class. This means busi-

ness not only to-day, but right

along.

Not long ago a prominent educa-

tionist, in an address before the

Art League, suggested that the use

of the camera be taught in the pub-
lic schools in lieu of the compul-
sory drawing course, indicating this

as one way to turn an idle course

into practical use.

As remote as this idea may be

from adoption, it carries with it the

conviction that here is an enormous
undeveloped field for amateur pho-

tography. Would it not be well

worth your while to look into this

field? Perhaps if you offer to give

a No. O Brownie as a prize in some
school contest, it will start the in-

terest. And then by making an en-

largement from a negative the

winner has made, and exhibiting it

in your window with the announce-

ment of what it is, you will have

plenty of interest centered around

your store. The enthusiasm that a

child works up invariably radiates

into the home, and that is the kind

of publicity that shows dollars and

cents values.
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KODAK CHEMICAL
OUTFIT

There are thousands of amateurs

who feel that a good part of the fun

of Kodakery is in doing their own
finishing. Most of these use chemi-

cals in small quantities, and the

Kodak Chemical Outfit was pre-

pared for this purpose. It contains

one tube each of the following:^
Eastman Special Developer Pow-
ders, for films, plates and papers

;

Eastman Intensifier; Eastman Re-
ducer; Eastman M. Q. Developer,

for Velox, Azo and the other de-

veloping-out papers, and Velox Re-
developer. This little outfit retails

complete for thirty cents, whereas
if purchased separately would cost

thirty-five cents. If, however, some
of your customers do not want the

complete outfit, it would be to your
advantage to break the package and
sell the tubes separately, rather than

be obliged to over-stock on any par-

ticular article which moves slowly.

Every amateur doing his own
work needs this outfit. Try sug-

gesting it.

a

CABLE RELEASE
FOR KODAK AUTOMATIC

SHUTTER
It is now possible to fit any

Kodak Automatic shutter, except

the oldest models, with cable re-

lease. The old shutters have a pump
that is small in diameter, but as

there are only a few of them out,

the chances are that you will not be

called upon to fit them.

To adjust cable release, unscrew
and remove the connection to which
rubber tube is attached, by using

pliers. Remove brass plunger from

air-chamber and connect cable re-

lease, by screwing into air cylinder.

THE PRICE.

Cable Release for Kodak Automatic
Shutter $ .25

Discount to the trade, 25 per cent.

We have a full

line of Autographic

Kodaks in stock.

VOU will be surprised at the

simplicity of the Autographic

attachment — the device which

marks the biggest photographic

advance in twenty years and

which enables you to write it on

the film at the time.

The advance in price over the

regular Kodak models is slight.

The price of film remains the

same.

We want you to have the new

Autographic Booklet.

RICHARD ROE & GO,

single Column Cut No. 229D.
Double Column Cut No. 229C.
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ABOUT CATS THAT
COME BACK

The retrenchment cat has already

come back.

A big drug firm which sells one
or two well-known articles has not

advertised to the public for three

years, having done its retrenchment
chopping early. ^
And now, what? Well, this, for

instance, a number of its salesmen
are not making even their expenses.

Needless to say, they are growling

and grumbling and kicking. And
what are they kicking about ? They
are kicking against the firm's no-

advertising policy and waking up
finally to the fact that there is some
heft to the advertising idea.

In plain commercial language,

these salesmen and the sales man-
agement are finding that it's actual-

ly very much harder to revive a

proposition which a no-advertising

policy has gradually let slump, than

it is to introduce a wholly new arti-

cle. This is a surprising fact, but

one which even the dullest and most
unintelligent salesman, who has

never taken a correspondence

course in advertising, is learning

every day with this drug firm—and
I venture a guess that there are

others.

He goes up against a proposition

like this : Mr. Druggist, upon being

confidently approached about the

once famous trade marked article,

puckers his brows and says, "What
did you say you were selling? Oh,
yes, I remember now. What's been

happening to it?' We haven't sold

any for so long that we've forgotten

what it looks like. Has it been

asleep?"

At which Mr. Salesman's chest

caves in and he begins to crawl

around on his knees and sputter

about the glories of the past and
vehemently deny that his firm is

dead or dying.

But Mr. Druggist has the deadly
germ of disaffected interest in his

mind, and he is actually harder to

warm up for this old product than
he would be for something new.
You can bet a hat that the sales-

men quickly get onto this, and are

leaving this firm' and hunting
around for something which won't
hang a ball and chain to their ankle

to start with ; said ball and chain

being nothing else than interrupted

public prestige through stopped ad-

vertising.

Those who, like this advertiser,

started retrenchment three years

ago, are now getting pinched, and
those who started a year or so ago
may not feel it for a little while.

But watchman, what of the

night?—Editorial in Advertising

and Selling.

While the above deals with the

case of the manufacturer, there is

therein a good lesson for the re-

tailer, and the lesson is simply this

—permanent and profitable selling

of goods is accomplished only by
those who advertise and push with-

out ceasing.

In spite of war and war rumors,

the latter being really more harmful
to business than the former, Kodak
advertising goes on steadily and
consistently. Team up with our

advertising efforts and keep push-

ing in your local sphere. The gen-

eral buying public will not have a

chance to forget Kodak goods, be-

cause we are hammering away all

the time, but the people of your
town may forget you sell Kodak
goods if you don't keep on remind-

ing them.
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TIMELY
NOVELTIES
With this issue we

enclose a sample of a

new style of mount

—

*• The Military " —
which presents some
novel features of a

most timely nature.

As the name indi-

cates, this mount is

specially designed for

sale to soldiers and
their friends, interest

being at once created

by the flags of the

Allies — Britain, Bel-

gium, France and
Russia — which are

shown in full colors

on the front.

There is nothing

cheap or trashy about

these goods : The
stock is of high qual-

ity, with a linen finish,

and the colors of the

flags are correct. We
have not tried to use

the flashiest inks ob-

tainable. The whole
effect is of refinement

and high quality.

The cards are made in folder

form, on the insert or slip-in plan,

the retaining flap with the cut-out

being tastefully designed with a

border of beading effect, brought
up in a chaste, subdued tint.

'The Military" mount is made in

one color—white—and one size, to

take either vertical post cards or

3A prints. The price is $3.25 per

package of one hundred, and $1.75
per package of fifty. Discount 25
per cent.

On this page is an illustration

of another style in the same series

THE Army" Mount.

—"The Army." The illustration

shows the design splendidly. This

style differs from the Military in

that it is somewhat larger, measur-
ing 7 X 10 outside, with opening in

the flap for 3A prints or post cards.

"The Army" is offered in the one
size and style for vertical prints, but

in two colors—Gray and Brown.
Has easel back, so that the picture

in mount may readily be set up by
itself on the mantel or a table.

Prices are $3.50 per package of one
hundred, and $1.85 per package of

fifty. Discount, 2^ per cent.
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In offering these new styles we
wish to lay emphasis on the point

that the mounts are strictly quality

goods, far removed from cheap,

loud, frippery ; they will please even
your most fastidious customers.

Place your orders early — the

goods are ready. Feature them in

the windows and inside the store.

They will sell readily and will re-

act as a stimulus to your general
photographic trade, if you give

them the prorpinence they deserve.

SPECIALISTS
It is most interesting to observe

the. preferences of dealers as evi-

denced by our sales records, notably
in their specializing on certain

Kodaks, as well as in the way an
unusual tendency to specialize on
Premos will occur.

One dealer specializes on selling

3A Kodaks, while another spe-

cializes on Kodaks with Anas-
tigmat lens equipments, and yet a

third is a star at starting the

Brownie consumers of film. And
so it goes.

We have nothing to say against

specialization within reason, but the

specialist often finds it wise to

guard against letting his own pref-

erence change from an advantage to

a detriment.

Consider your customers. Every-
body in town is a possible buyer,
and stock up accordingly. When
you have fulfilled this first require-

ment, you can afford to indulge
your individual taste or preference.

The wise course to pursue, then,

is that of balancing your stock and
efforts so as to get the fullest pos-
sible amount of business from your
public, and this is true of cameras,
papers, film, chemicals and sundries

alike.

EXCHANGE PRICE FOR
KODAK ANASTIGMAT

LENS ON V. P. K.

Four dollars and a-half is the
exchange price for fitting the Vest
Pocket Kodak with a Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens in the proper Ball Bear-
ing shutter. This arrangement, of

course, means that the regular
equipment removed reverts to us,

and that the Kodak must be re-

turned to the factory to be fitted.

Boost the K. A. lens, for it will

ensure better results for your cus-

tomers and therefore better busi-

ness for you.

Exchange price of Kodak Anas-
tigmat equipment for regular equip-

ment on V. P. K., $4.50. Discount,
32 per cent.

a

ORANGE AND RUBY
GLASS

Commencing February 1st, 1915,

the prices of Orange and Ruby
Glass will be advanced, as follows

:

4 X 5 $ .15

5 X 7 20
5 X 8 20
6/2 X 8/2 30
7 X 9 30
8 X 10 35
10 X 12 50
11 X 14 .60

Above prices are net.

HYDROCHINON AGAIN
REDUCED

Effective at once, the present

selling price of Hydrochinon, will

be reduced to one and three-quarter

times our regular published price
;

or $2.45 list per pound in cans,

$2.62 per pound in bottles. Dis-

count to the trade, 40 per cent.
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What Shall We Call It ?

Call it Autographic Photography! That

is really what it is. There's nothing

weird or difficult about it, though

compared with non-autographic pho-

tography, it is like the card index

system to old methods of filing. It is

as simple as the Kodak itself; a higher

development of the same old pho-

tography—with the bother left out

—and still, Autographic Photography

,

Centre your efforts on the Auto-

graphic Kodaks and make Autographic

Photography the beginning of a new era,

an epoch in the history of amateur

photography.
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You never reach the limit, there's

always more fun in a Brownie.

A source of continual delight to the

children—and the grown-ups as well.

Made by Kodak workmen and sub-

jected to thorough Kodak tests.

Price, $i.oo to $12.00

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Double Column Cut No. 186A. Single Column Cut No. 186B.
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ii Careful, Cautious and Canny"
THE DEALER'S MOTTO

No sane person will try to argue

that business is fine with the aver-

age merchant or manufacturer in

the Dominion. Business is really

good with a comparatively few
manufacturers, who have been in a

position to furnish war material for

the use of our own Canadian soldiers

and the armies of the European
Allies. With others, business varies

all the way from near good to bad.

What then are we going to do about

it?

First of all, let's decide what we
should not do, thus eliminating the

negative side of the proposition.

Certainly, now more than ever, we
should avoid a policy of resting on
our oars, for it behooves us to stir

around and push for business, re-

alizing on every opportunity, in-

significant and trifling though it may
appear.

Right here it is in order to make
brief mention of ourselves. We

belong to the class of manufacturers
who find business nearly good. It

is normal in some parts, above nor-

mal in others, and below normal in

more places than we like to see.

What are we going to do about it?

Sit still and hope, merely hope for

the best ? Certainly not, Mr. Kodak
Dealer. We are maintaining our
regular staff of travellers, who will

call on you to help you and solicit

orders, just as in former years.

We are doing more advertising than
ever, and will try to realize on every

sound opportunity that presents it-

self. Besides, we to-day have a

more attractive line of goods than

ever before—be it cameras, films

or papers—the whole line presents

more real selling points—and we are

out to make capital out of these.

Now for the case of the dealer.

Our success is most intimately

bound up with the success of the

dealer, for the sole outlet for our
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manufactures is through the dealer.

Therefore it seems clear that the

success of our dealers is a condition

of our success.

We are putting the heaviest pres-

sure we can bring to bear upon the

buying public. Every sane and
proven method of influencing the

consumer will be used in your favor.

We have made good in the past,

with your co-operation, and at this

time, too, we shall make good with
your co-operation.

What is your attitude to Kodak
goods ? Do you regard them as mere
luxuries that sell well in time of

peace, but are severely frowned
down by the consumer in these days
of war? The dealer who entertains

such a notion is sadly mistaken, and
is misjudging the public. Figures
do not lie, and they indicate no
such attitude in the mind of the

consumer-at-large.

Is your attitude one of watchful
waiting or one of blank despair?

Are you careful, cautious and
canny? We hope you are.

Careful implies that you will be
watchful of your interests ; canny

—

that you will have your eye on the

main chance, and cautious—that you
will let the light of reason guide

your steps in the road of business.

Here is an application of this

motto : Most dealers, particularly

in the Western Provinces, place

heavy sorting orders early in the

year for goods like cameras, sun-

dries, chemicals, etc., which orders

form the backbone of their stock

for the rush trade of the mid-sum-
mer days. Possibly, conditions in

some localities 'this year will not

warrant the placing of sorting or-

ders as heavy as those of a year

ago. But be careful, cautious and
canny about your Kodak business,

and be ever on the alert to guard

against running short of goods at

any time. Be watchful of your own
interests and never lose a single

sale because you haven't the goods
in stock. You need the business
this year more than ever, and extra
precautions should be taken against
losing opportunities, because you
are short of goods. Keep your eye
on the main chance and be in a posi-

tion to nail every chance that offers.

Under-buying is likely to be more
dangerous to your real interests

than you may conceive. The hawk
it traditionally the ideal of watch-
fulness, and it is a good bird to

have in mind these days, both when
you are thinking of getting orders,

and of filling the orders you get.

Careful, Cautious and Canny!
Let's repeat what these three words
signify. Careful implies watchful-
ness of your own interests ; cautious

—that you will act in the light of
reason, and canny—that you will

have your eye on the main chance.

Practise the positive sense rather

than the negative of each one of
the three.

TIMELY AND GOOD
Seldom has any novelty caught

on with the trade as quickly and as

firmly as did the two new styles

of mounts announced in February
Trade Circular—''Army" and "Mili-

tary" styles. We have received

splendid orders for both styles from
all parts of Canada.
These goods afford an opportun-

ity to spruce up your trade gener-

ally, as well as to rake in a good
many dollars of extra profit. Push
them for all you are worth, for they

appeal to the popular fancy with

the peculiar strength of timeliness.
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AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO
ADVERTISE.

If you use the cash register

system in your store and have one
of the large ones with an electric

light, which flashes on when the

cash drawer is opened,—here is

your opportunity to do some
clever advertising.

This class of machine has a long
narrow glass window at the top,

and on this is usually printed, the

name of the store. This is in

reality wasted space, for the cus-

tomer who has come into your store

does not need to have the name of
the store impressed upon him, as

much as the suggestions you have
to offer him. So, why not make
use of this space in your cash

register for suggestions ? For a very
small outlay, you can have a sign

painter cut several pieces of ground
glass the proper size and on them
print suggestions something like

these

:

Have you seen the Autographic Kodak?
Take a Kodak with you.

Make your Kodak Autographic.

The eye is instinctively directed to

the cash register when change is

made, and the force of your sug-

gestion is driven home while your
customer is in a buying mood.

READ THEM.
'XTIT'E much more frequently than necessary,

receive complaints from dealers that other

dealers in their town have been supplied with

booklets or other advertising matter while they

have been neglected.

We sometimes receive complaints that the

dealer has not been informed as to certain

changes in price or discount or as to the advent

of new goods.

In every instance we can trace these com-

plaints back to the fact that the dealer has not

read his Trade Circular.

MORAL: Read your Trade Circular.
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GRAFLEX FILM CAMERAS
NOW INCORPORATE

AUTOGRAPHIC FEATURE.
We are now prepared to furnish

both 3A and lA Graflex Cameras
with Autographic Feature. This im-
provement is added without in-

creased cost to the purchaser, on the

IA Graflex at $69.00, and on the

3A Graflex at $86.00.

Many of those now using lA
and 3A Graflex Cameras wiU wish
to have the new Autographic Fea-
ture added to their instruments, and
we can supply this feature as fol-

lows :

For lA Graflex Camera, $6.00, less 32%.
For 3A Graflex Camera, $7.50, less 32%.

It is necessary to send the cam-
era to Toronto to have the Auto-
graphic feature properly installed.

Please note that the March issue

of the Kodak Salesman gives these

prices for Autographic feature on
IA and 3A Graflex, at $4.00 and
$5.00 respectively. These are really

net prices, but we think it right to

establish the list prices as above.
Please make this known to your

clerks.

PYRO POWDERS
Amateur photographers are show-

ing a marked preference for de-

veloping powders put up in glass

tubes, and we now announce the

withdrawal of the Eastman Pyro
Powders, paper wrapped, both in

the 25 and the 50 cent packages.
The same powders, put up in tubes,

five tubes to a carton, at 25 cents,

have become so popular that no in-

convenience can be caused by this

withdrawal. Please remember this

when ordering.

Discount to the trade, 40%.

No. 3A Graflex Camera, with Autographic Feature.
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HINTS ON ORDERING
Dealers will find it greatly to their

advantage in every way to make
use of the order blanks, which may
be had from us, free for the asking.

Orders that are properly made out
naturally receive first attention, and
mistakes are very, very few when
the order is written on a regular
order form.
Pkase order film by numbers.

Orders are entered and the stock
shelves are arranged on this plan.

The numbers are easy to remember,
but you should have a Film Sched-
ule, where you may always be able

to glance at it. Set one up on or
above the desk at which you write
out your orders.

You can help us a whole lot in

giving a better service by ordering
film in multiples of twelve, as the
rolls are packed in dozens or multi-
ples of a dozen. It makes for speed
and accuracy in filling your order.

Papers should be ordered as

listed. Use the Condensed Price
List, or paste the price lists given
in the direction sheets on a card,

to be kept with the Film Schedule
card, always handy for reference.

On additional orders, please spe-

cify shipping instructions to be fol-

lowed in case the first order is gone
before the addition arrives, as is

frequently the case.

Please do not ask us to guess how
you want your goods shipped.
That's what happens when you are
not explicit in giving shipping in-

structions. If we fail to guess aright

you are apt to be displeased, and
really we are not to blame, if we
chance to guess wrong, when you
call upon us either to venture a guess
or delay shipping your order till we
write and get an answer from you.

a

AUTOGRAPHIC FILM
Autographic results can be ob-

tained only by the use of Auto-
graphic film in an Autographic Ko-
dak, though ordinary film may be
used in Autographic Kodaks. On
the other hand, Autographic film

may be used in ordinary roll film

cameras with perfect satisfaction.

No. lA Graflex Camera, with Autographic Feature.
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KEEP THE NUMBERS OF
KODAKS SOLD

Keep an accurate record in your
stock book (or somewhere), of the

model and number of every Kodak
you buy, and when that Kodak is

sold, cross off the number, or, bet-

ter still, write the notation—Sold

March i6th to John Smith. By
doing this, you not only protect

yourself, but your customer.

Not long ago a case came to our
attention, where the dealer missed
a Kodak from his stock. The mat-
ter was reported to the police, and
a Kodak answering the description

was recovered. The dealer kept no
record of Kodak numbers, and in

the eyes of the law, could not claim

it. The matter was referred to us and
our records showed that a Kodak
bearing the same number had been
sold to that dealer, but he was
obliged to stand the loss, simply

because he had no record to prove
that the camera had ever been in

his stock, or what disposal had been
made of it.

This is only one of many similar

instances that have come to our
attention, but it seems that every

dealer, in order to safeguard his

own interests, should insist that such

record be kept of every Kodak
taken in, or going out of stock.

a

HYDROCHINON UP
Effective at once. Hydrochinon

prices to be twice our published list,

i.e., $3.00 per i lb. bottle, $2.80 per

I lb. can. Other quantities in pro-

portion. Discount 40%.

Wouldn't you have a splendid

hold on your trade, if all your cus-

tomers were subscribers to Kodak-
cry f

ADVERTISING TAPE
Many dealers are making use of

the Advertising Tape for parcel

wrapping, which was announced in

Tirade Circular for November last,

the spools being supplied to Kodak
dealers at actual cost to us, because
of mutually valuable advertising

printed on the tape.

Owing to the increased cost of

importations we have been forced

to revise the prices, and show below
a comparison of the former figures

with those that will go into effect

immediately, the material being still

supplied at cost prices.

Price
Old Revised

7.80 $ 8.30 net

16.10

Style No. 2, 1 spool
5,000 yards, -

Style No. 2, 2 spool,

5,000 yards, - - 15,20

Style No. 2, 3 spool,

5,000 yards, - - 22.00 23.60 '

Style No. 2, 4 spool,

5,000 yards, - - 29.20 30.90 '

Style No. 2, 5 spool,

5,000 yards, - - 35.80 38.40 '

Style No. 2A, 1 spool,

3,000 yards, - - 6.50 6.90 '

Style No. 2A, 2 spool,

3,000 yards, - - 12.60 13.30 '

Style No. 2A, 3 spool,

3,000 yards, - - 18.50 19.60 '

Style No. 2A, 4 spool,

3,000 yards, - - 24.50 25.90 '

Style No. 2A, 5 spool,

3,000 yards, - - 30.40 32.10 *

Uniform printing on entire quan-

tity ordered.

Above prices F.O.B. Toronto.

"Hozv to Make Good Pictures"

brings in just a quarter of a dollar

at the start, but remember that

many more quarters will find their

way to your cash drawer because of

that book. Despise not the quarter

or the book.
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KODAK TELLSWAR
ZONESTORYWITH

PITILESS DETAIL

Thousands of Kodaks are in

Kits of Soldiers and Civili-

ans, and Their Pictures

Are Reaching The
Sunday World.

The war establishes the kodak in

the role of news-gatherer. From a

popular pastime, it turns to chron-

icle world events. From the ro-

mance of the summer wood, it turns

to tell the romance and the realities

of war.

Thousands of kodaks are in the

kits of soldiers at the front. Thou-
sands more are in the hands of

civilians within the war zone. And
the shutters of all these are busy
''getting" the story of the greatest

of all wars, as only pictures can.

For obvious reasons most of this

story will not be read until the

smoke of battle has cleared away.
Difficulties of communication, and
a strict news censorship will see to

that. But much is getting through
the lines—sometimes via the travel-

ler's satchel, and sometimes even on
the stretcher of a wounded soldier.

As these pictures show, the kodak
tells the story of conditions within

the war zone, with pitiless detail and
absolute impartiality. The stories

of Belgium's plight are tender, stir-

ring and heartrending, and told with
all the intimacy of kodak records.

Other pictures show the devastation
of cities that stood in the path of
the destroyer. Still others show, at

close range, the work of the Red
Cross, its mission of humanity shin-

ing like a torch above the passions

and fierce conflict of contending
armies. The kodak is bringing all

this home to us with a fidelity and
graphic realism the pen can never
approach. Just as fast as it can get

them The Sunday World will eager-

ly show kodak pictures in its illus-

trated sections.

— Toronto Sunday World, of Feb. 28, '15.

No photographic equipment
is complete without a

Vest Pocket

Kodak
There afe times when a larger

Kodak might seem Hke an incon-
venience—the V.P.K., never.
You don't know it is there till

you want it and it is ready for busi-
ness just as soon as you are.

Slips into the vest pocket easily,

or into a lady's hand bag, with
room to spare.

PRICK, with Kodak Anastigmat
lyCns/H— $11 .oO.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Cut No. 200 F, Single Column.
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FOR GREATER PROFITS
Now is a most opportune time for

every dealer to prepare for the rush
days of Aniateur Finishing business.

For one reason or another, some
dealers are not yet taking care of

their customers in this respect, but
we strongly advise every Kodak
dealer to look into this proposition

carefully, and to undertake the

work, if it is at all possible for him
to do so.

A Finishing Department is a part

of the service you should give your
customers, and proper service will

be highly profitable in its influence

on the sale of the goods, as well as

in the immediate return in dollars

and cents for developing and print-

ing the amateurs' exposures.

In the last few years there has
been a large increase in the number
of dealers who finish their cus-

tomers' work, and we have never
heard of one who regretted the un-
dertaking: On the contrary, we have
had letters from many dealers ex-

pressing satisfaction at the effect

of good finishing on their photo-
graphic trade.

To the dealer, who is already do-
ing Amateur Finishing, we offer

several helps, in things that make
for better work, done at less trouble

and expense.

For example : A Rounds Print

Washer—$10.00 less 33 1-3% will

ensure speedy and thorough wash-
ing wherever there's a water pres-

sure of twelve pounds.
The new Eastman Rotary Print

Trimmer—$5.00 less 25% — will

trim prints, wet or dry, more quick-

ly and cleanly' than any other

trimmer.

Swivel Printing Frames, with
transparent back, enable the printer

to register the negative and paper

accurately right in the frame and,

fastened in front of the light, will

speed up your printing considerably.

These frames list at $6.00 and $7.00
respectively, in 8 x 8 and 10 x 10
sizes. Discount 25%-
The difficulty in securing accur-

ate masks for producing white mar-
gins is easily overcome by the East-
man Mask Charts, which are obtain-

able in the 5x7 size at 10 cents

per dozen, less 33 1-3%—see illus-

tration on opposite page.

Suitable delivery containers are

absolutely essential. We offer a fine

line of envelopes at reasonable
prices. See page 7 of Trade Circular

for January last.

PRICE LIST CHANGES
Due to the increased cost on im-

portations, we are compelled to an-

nounce an increase in the cost to

dealers on the Wratten & Wain-
wright Photographic products.

On the Wratten & Wainwright
Photographic Plates, Panchromatic,
Process Panchromatic and X-Ray,
the trade discount has been 20% and
will hereafter be 15%.
On all Wratten Filters, either

Film or cemented in glass, an allow-

ance of 10% has been made up to

the present time, which will be re-

duced hereafter to 5%.
On Dark Room Lamps and Safe-

lights, trade discount of 25% will

now be extended.

New List Prices on Filters in B.

Glass, mounted in Light Metal Cell,

should also be carefully noted

:

vSize
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Slip this little

KODAK
into your pocket

Before you start for the front, be
sure that you have " The Soldier's
Kodak" in your breast pocket.
It weighs only 9 ounces ; it is

exactly 4%-in. long, 2^-in. wide,
and I -in. thin. It requires neither
skill nor scientific knowledge to
use it, and with it you can easily
make a lasting picture record of
your share in the Great War. Get
your Vest Pocket Kodak.

$7.00, $11.50 and $22.50

Hall & Son
6 Upper Street - Newtown

THE SOLDIERS' KODAK
After the war is over, many a

Canadian veteran will illustrate his

yarn by means of pictures taken
at the front with a V.P.K.
The ''Soldiers' Kodak" folder has

been most effective and V. P. K.
sales are now at a high point. The
first contingent left before you had
a chance to bring the V. P. K. to

their atention, but there are lots of
these little cameras going with the
second contingent, and the third is

just being mobilized.

In Great Britain and France V.

P. Kodaks have sold at a wonder-
ful rate ; in fact, we assisted Kodak,
Limited, in London, by sending
several thousand from Toronto, so
quickly did the demand in the Old
Country exhaust the stocks.

Posters and folders are still

available for live-wire dealers.

Get all the business you can, espe-
cially when the boys really want to

take cameras with them. Supple-
ment the folders by newspaper ad-
vertising. We show two good ads.

Take

KODAK
w ith you

No matter how valuable a souvenir
you may bring home from the war,
it will convey to the minds of your
relatives and friends nothing like
as much of your doings as a Kodak
picture record would. The little

" Soldier's Kodak " weighs only 9
ounces, and you can easily slip it in-

to your breast pocket. Get one to-

day. Don't run the risk of return-
ing home without a picture record
of your share in the Great War.

$7.00, $11.50 and $22.50

Hall & Son
6 Upper Street - Newtown

D. C. Cut, 200 G. vS. C. Cut, 200 H.
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"TRADING UP.yy

Every customer who comes into

your store has either a fixed or vague

idea of what he wants to buy. There

is always the opportunity to suggest

to the man with the fixed idea, some-

thing better or more complete than

he has in mind. But the fellow who
doesn't know exactly what he wants

—what are you going to do with him?

Don't inveigle him into buying a

Brownie, when he wants you to sell

him a Special. Don't let him feel that

you are underestimating his buying

power. Fire the big gun first.

After you have tried this ^^ trading

up" plan, analyze your sales, by

dividing your total sales by the total

number of your customers, and you

will soon find an increased value per

customer, in actual dollars and cents.
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Make your Kodak

Autographic

Any Kodak plus an autographic back gives you an
Autographic Kodak—and the means for dating and
titling your negatives when you make them.

We can now supply separate Autographic Backs for

all the more important Kodak models so that, by the

mere substitution of the new back for the old, you
may reap the full benefits of the biggest photographic
advance in twenty years.

Autographic Photography is photography with the

doubt left out—the identity of each picture is positively

established against all time.

The cost of the autographic back is small—and there

is no extra charge for autographic film.

Prices rajige from $2.^0 to $4.^0 according

to size a?id style.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Cut No. 229 C. Double Column. Cut No. 229 D, Single Column.
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The Kodak on the Farm.

There is more Kodak business to

be had from the farm than a good
many of us have reahzed. Just

glance over the figures on page 3
from the Dominion of Canada Cen-
sus and Statistics Monthly for Jan-
uary of this year. Is it a surprise

to learn that during last year, when
business conditions throughout the

country were for the most part none
too good, the Canadian farmer was
having the best year financially that

he has ever enjoyed?
Canada is largely agricultural, so

it is the farms that produce a large

proportion of our wealth.
Why shouldn't the farmer buy

Kodaks and Brownies? More than
ever before the Kodak has a direct

appeal to the up-to-date farmer.
To-day the farmer does not go
blindly at his business. With high
wages and high cost of living, he
must make every animal and every
acre pay a profit. He must experi-
ment and keep a record of experi-
ments for future reference. A pic-

ture record with notes best serves

this purpose. Pictures of the stock

at the time of purchase and at stated

intervals
;

pictures to show what
lime did for this field and what a

commercial fertilizer did for that

one. If there is live stock to be

sold, a photograph mailed will serve

to interest a prospective buyer. In

this and many other ways it pays to

keep a Kodak picture record.

And in addition to the practical

side, there is a home side, a fun side

and an educational side to the Ko-
dak on the farm. Making pictures

of the home surroundings, of the

kiddies and their pets, must appeal

as strongly to the farmer as to any-

one else. Then, too, a Kodak adds
happiness and variety to farm life.

It accompanies the young people on
trips to the city, to their picnic or

hunting and fishing trips, and the

pictures it makes fill an album that

is always a source of delight. The
educational side, too, is important to

the young people. A camera is a

teacher of observation as well as a

recorder of facts. It makes the
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mind more active, leads to new dis-

coveries and new interests in life.

We want to get the farmer's trade

and so do you. If we work together

we can get it. Our start has been

made by a direct appeal to the far-

mers through advertisements in all

the leading farm papers. This cam-
paign will be supplemented by a new
booklet "The Kodak on the Farm,"
which will be of 48 pages, 5^ x7%",
most attractively gotten up and pro-

fusely illustrated with pictures of

farm life. The text points out

many of the ways in which a camera
may be profitably and pleasureably

used on the farm, and briefly ex-

plains the simplicity of the Kodak
method of photography.

As usual the booklets will be sup-

plied to Kodak Dealers in reason-

able quantities free of charge. They
will be ready about the 15th of May
and will be furnished with the deal-

er's imprint on the back cover.

Every Kodak dealer who has a

country trade should have a few of

these booklets for distribution. In-

quiries for them will come as a re-

sult of our advertising campaign,
and a wise distribution of the books
among your country customers is

bound to increase the sales of Ko-
daks and Brownies.

Supplement the booklet by adver-

tising in your local paper. Many
suitable electros for farm advertise-

ments are illustrated in our adver-
tising cut sheet. These electros are

free for the asking.

Remember the "Kodak on the

Farm" Booklets are furnished only

upon request. Get your order in

now, so that we can make arrange-

ments for imprinting your name
and address on the back cover in

advance and save time on the dis-

tribution.

PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

"1 3 F. P. Kodak Autographic
Back"

This is an item reprinted exactly

from an actual order. What should

we ship—a No. 3 Autographic Ko-
dak or an Autographic Back?

Lately we have had a number of

similar orders that require us to

venture guesses, which are some-
times wrong, and thus cause delay.

Here's a simple way to avoid such
uncertainty. Use the word Auto-
graphic right after the number of

the Kodak, as. No. lA Autographic
Kodak Jr., No. lA Autographic Ko-
dak, etc.

If an Autographic Back, simply,

is wanted, please make your order
read thus— 1 Autographic Back for

No. lA Kodak Jr.

a

AUTOGRAPHIC, NOT
AUTOGRAPH, KODAK

It is gratifying to note the large

number of dealer advertisements

that have come to our attention

lately, featuring the Autographic
Kodaks. This is going to mean
more business for you as well as

ourselves. But let us get together,

in our phraseology. In our big na-

tional advertising campaign, we re-

fer to them as Autographic Kodaks,
which is the right name, while a

great many of the dealer advertise-

ments call them Autograph Kodaks.
Now there is nothing serious in this

mistake, but there are a discrimin-

ating few who are always ready to

criticise any little error, and that is

why advertising is particular busi-

ness. It is the court from which
there is no appeal, and consequently
every piece of advertising copy
should be read and carefully cor-

rected.
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PLEASE CO-OPERATE
As the busiest time of year for

both our dealers and ourselves is

right at hand, we ask your co-oper-

ation on a matter that may seem
trifling, though it is of vital interest

to both sides.

When you return cameras for

repairs please attach a tag to the

camera for identification when it

reaches our receiving room. From
now on, daily, we shall be receiving

cameras in very large numbers, and
if one is without means of identifi-

cation, it causes a loss of time in

handling the whole lot, apart from
the very important fact, to you and
to us, that our customer's camera
will not receive attention until it can
be identified through correspond-
ence. We both lose business when
a customer is held up in his con-
sumption of material.

Similar precaution should be
taken in regard to every package of

goods that you may have occasion
to return. Post marks are gener-
ally illegible, and we can't trust to

recognition of any dealer's hand-
writing. If you don't use a printed

address sticker, bearing your ad-
dress, please brand the package
boldly with your name and address.

Most important of all, write a

letter about the return you are mak-
ing. Please don't include instruc-

tions for repairs on the same sheet

as an order. You delay efficient

handling of both matters when you
deal with them in one letter.

Help us to serve you promptly by
following the suggestions we ofifer.

HYDROCHINON DEVEL-
OPER POWDERS IN TUBES
To fill out our line of developer

powders in accordance with the

manifest preference of amateur con-

sumers we have recently put on the

market, in packages of five tubes

each, the reliable Eastman Hydro
Powders. These packages list at

twenty-five cents each, and are at-

tractively got up. Get them in stock

and bring them to the attention of

those amateurs who prefer a

straight Hydro developer.

Trade discount 40 per cent.

FLASHED OPAL GLASS
Owing to disturbed conditions of

supply, we find ourselves forced to

raise the price of Flashed Opal
Glass to the figures below

:

7x7 inches $1.10
8 X 10 " 1.10

10 X 10 '' 1.40

10 X 12 '' 1.40

11 X 14 '' 2.25

14 X 14 '' 3.00

14 X 17 '' 3.40

Trade discount, 25%.

Stock them all,

push them all,

all the time:
Autotime Scales,

Film Clips,

Kodak Chemical Outfits,

Kodak Color Screens,

Kodak Portrait Attach-
ments,

Universal Clamps,
Velox Water Colors.

Better pictures mean more
pictures, and more profit to the
dealer. Every one of these items
helps the amateur to broaden his

field of work and to make better

pictures with greater simplicity.
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PRACTISE YOUR MOTTOS

These are the days of mottos, of

slogans, and of legends. We have
"Business as usual," ''Careful, Cau-
tious, Canny," and ''Made in Can-
ada," to mention but a few of the

good ones.

Some of the current mottos, etc.,

are as admirable as the famous "Ex-
celsior" on the banner of the youth
who through an Alpine village pass-

ed, while others are purely selfish

and reek with hatred.

Anyway, a motto, a slogan or

legend is of no use, earthly or other-

wise, unless you put it into practice.

And how best to put the good ones

into practice is your problem.

If it is not capable of being put

into practice, then a motto is a mat-
ter merely of words, empty words,
and should be thrown into the dis-

card right away. That's how you
will be able to pick out the good
ones for you.

Canada is doing very well in get-

ting certain kinks straightened out,

for removing which there was no
leisure in the hey-day of boom. The
real estate situation is being treated

heroically and Eastern folks are

realizing that money does not bear
interest on a diet of gophers and
prairie grass. The Western farmer
is becoming more of a farmer : he
is going in for mixed farming; his

eggs are no longer in the one basket,

which is exposed to the risk; of
serious bumps.
And what of wheat? Govern-

ment returns estimate the increase

in acreage sown at fully 40 per cent,

greater than for 1914. With only
a fair crop, think of the money that

will flow into the Canadian West
from wheat at $1.50 mark, to which
it is pretty strongly attracted ! In the

East, manufacturers are chirpy over

the thinning of the clouds of de-

pression, and every day there are

more factories resuming operations.

In spite of the extra taxes, the gen-

eral view is that we have seen the

worst days.

We are down to brass tacks now
—Canadian manufacturers and mer-
chants of every kind. We have to

make good in this most searching

period, and don't go to bed every

night with Despair perched on your
pillow, for then it won't be long be-

fore you wake up to realize that

Calamity has got a throttling hold

of- your business.

Every cloud has a silver lining

and the lining of some clouds is

rendered visible by the effect they

have in putting us on our mettle.

"Hustle and Push—push and hustle

without let up," is the soundest ad-

vice anyone can offer.

For our part we are practising

that piece of advice as effectively as

we can. We are advertising more
than ever before. Our line of goods
sparkles with more selling points,

(note Autographies and Kodak An-
astigmats out of the many). Our
travellers are on the road, with

specific instructions to devote time

to helping the dealer with his indi-

vidual problems. We are giving our

customers new help in the "Kodak
Salesman," and "Kodakery" is get-

ting a firmer hold on the amateur

—

"Kodakery" is your magazine, pub-
lished for you ; bear this in mind al-

ways.

Coming back to mottos : There's

another good one for you to prac-

tise these days
—"Have the goods in

stock." You can't push or hustle

effectively unless you have the

goods. All your careful thought
and work will be brought to naught,

if, when you come to make the sale,

the goods are several hundred
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miles away, instead of lying ready
to your hand.

Be as much on guard against un-

der-buying as against over-buying.

Hew to the line and do justice to

yourself and to your business. Sales

lost through absence of goods the

customer wants, have a most dis-

heartening effect oii yourself and
your clerks. Such incidents take the

sap out of life and are more like

nightmares than actual occurrences.

So then, it is good policy to prac-

tise the two mottos
—

"Hustle and
push—push and hustle, without let

up," and "Have the goods in

stock." Practise them on a sane,

well-considered plan. There will be

a big premium this year on good
efficient stock-keeping.

HINTS ON ORDERING
Our office and factory close at

twelve noon on Saturday, during

the twelve months of the year. This

gives but half the time to take care

of shipments, and it is inevitable

that an occasional delay happen with

your order received on Saturday.

Please bear this in mind and mail

your orders so they reach us not

later than Friday morning, if you
want the goods for week-end busi-

ness. This precaution on your part

is especially worth while during the

summer months, when the week-end
business is rushing.

For business on holidays, also,

it is wise to anticipate your wants
as far as you possibly can, for we
close on holidays. With hundreds
of customers ordering goods, it is

obvious that we can't handle ship-

ments satisfactorily to ourselves or

our customers if everybody's re-

quirements are all crowded into one

day's shipping.

Please remember that a special

rush order on a rush day is likely to

cause an error by the conditions un-
der which it is handled, and the

hurried making out of the order is

likely to involve errors.

Using a regular order form will

help to avoid mistakes. Get a pad
of order blanks, gratis, with your
next order.

TIPS

( 1 ) If ever a customer comes into

your store to buy supplies for use
on a trip of any sort, don't let him
leave without a few Kodak Magnes-
ium Ribbon Holders in his outfit.

You will be rendering a distinct

service, particularly if he is going
on a fishing or camping expedition

of some duration, where it would
be impracticable to make prints

from the negatives he has developed
in his tank right on the spot, were
it not for this handy little printing

light.

Bear this in mind for the days of

spring and early summer.
(2) You know what a lot of

trouble the beginner experiences

from getting hypo and developer

together on his prints. These don't

mix at all and cause the most dis-

couraging stains.

To guard against such troubles,

always impress on the amateur that

he should never dip his fingers in

the hypo once he has started de-

veloping. Show him the advantages

of using an Eastman Print Paddle,

with which prints can be easily

handled in, and removed from, the

bath without getting his fingers in

the hypo. The price may seem high,

but point out that the paddle will

last for years and years, because

it is made of hard rubber moulded
around an aluminum core, practi-

cally indestructible.
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WHICH PAYS BEST

Always sell a customer the best

Kodak you think he can afford to

pay for and to use. Not because
the higher the price, the more your
profit—there is a lot better reason

than that.

This is the reason—perhaps it is

new to you. Records prove conclus-

ively that the more expensive the

model, the more exposures the own-
er makes with it.

This is the way you should look at

the matter. You make far more profit

on your film sales than you do on
the Kodak sale in the first instance.

You may say that the man does not

always come back to you for his

supplies. Perhaps he does not—but

other men, who have bought their

Kodaks elsewhere, do. And so mat-
ters come out even.

Is there anything else in your
store of which you can say that the

after sales amount to more than
the first? If you are an optician,

and sell an expensive pair of binoc-

ulars, does the customer come back
again for supplies? If you are a

druggist, and sell a Thermos bottle,

does the customer come back again
for supplies?

No. Kodaks stand in a class by
themselves. Is this not a very good
reason why you should pay atten-

tion to your Kodak sales? Is this

not a good reason why, if you are

a druggist, you should treat the

Kodak as something more than a

side line?

There are other points worth con-
sideration in this connection, but
enough has been said now to start

you thinking.

Stock up now—with some of the

more expensive models.

There are, literally,

millions of No. 2

Brownie negatives
that have never been
enlarged because the

Brownie users have
not yet realized how
easily the work can
be done with the

No. 2

Brownie Post Card

Enlarging Camera.

A little time and effort

spent in starting the

vogue will be amply
repaid by the large

sales ofthese cameras

and supplies that will

most surely result, if

your pioneer work is

well done. Think

!

Post Card size pic-

tures from 2i x 31 neg-

atives, by a process

as easy as contact
printing.

The Price:

$1.75 less 25%
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NEW ALBUMS
With a winter's accumulation of

prints, the amateur ought to be in

a receptive mood to talk albums.

These two new albums are dis-

tinctive and will be good sellers if

you give them the opportunity.

Send your orders in early.

The Consul Album

Very attractively bound in black

seal grain leather, and is especially

appropriate for home portraits or

as a gift album. Has olive grey

leaves, capacity 24 prints, slip-in

style.
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^ FOR SUMMER CAMPS.

''Soldiers' Kodaks" are, going
s])lendidly, and though the Second
Canadian Contingent may not have
to wait much longer before starting

for Europe, remember that the

Third is just being got together.

The boys have been in permanent
buildings during the winter, but it

is more than likely that from now
on the new concentrations will be

in summer camps. Such quarters
are more favorable to photography,
and our soldiers will make thous-
ands of pictures of camp life this

coming summer.

Keep pushing the Soldiers' Kodak,
for there is every indication that

they will sell even more readily

from now on, than in the past few
months.

Below are two good ads for your
newspaper advertising

:

Take a

Soldier's Kodak
with you

and bring back your own
priceless picture record

of the great war.

The Vest Pocket Kodak is

the ideal Soldier's Kodak. It is

small and light, weighing only

9 ounces, and will make clear,

sharp pictures i^x2>^ inches.

$7.00 $11.50 $22.50

RICHARD ROE & GO.

The Soldier's
KODAK

So small as to slip

readily into the breast

pocket, never in the way
yet always ready without
focusing to record a happy
group, or a brave deed.

No soldier's kit is com-
plete without a

Vest Pocket Kodak
$7.00 $11.50 $22.50

RICHARD ROE & CO.

S.C. Cut 200-H. U.C. Cut 120()-G. S.C. Cut 2U0-H. D.C. Cut 200-G.
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Kodak
Baby Book

.lust as thc\ arc— from the toddling

nursciA da\s until thc\ i^o out into

tlic hii; work!— let the Kodak keep

the Baby Book record of them.

RICHARD R()K&(X).
I201 Tiipod A\enuc

Street Car Sign No. 579

// 'n'fe if ON fill' film—
iif fhe f/nn', 7iif/i an

AUl'OGRARH IC KODA

K

Make every negatixe more \aluahlc bv

permanently recordini^- at the time, the

date and title of each picture.

I'RICF.N, s .CO AN!) ll'UXRDs.

RlCHAKl) ROl-: c^ COMPANY,
I20I TRfFOl) AMiNTE

r
^^a^^

Street Car Sisn No. 580

CAR CARDS
A great many dealers have asked

us for car cards, as they have con-

tracts beginning shortly for space
in the cars. So we are preparing
these attractive cards which will be
ready about May ist, and later will

have two or three more.
Remember ! they are sent to you

gratis, but only on request. Both
cards are beautifully printed in

colors and are all ready to use as

soon as your name and address is

inserted where you see the name
Richard Roe & Co.

Send in your order early as there

always is a big demand for them,

especially at the opening of the

season, when people are thinking

about Kodaks. It's the timely

advertising that pays the biggest

returns.
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REVIVERS OF ENTHUSIASM
Are they all in commission—the

cameras owned by people who
patronize your store? Are they all

consuming film?

Just do a little ''recollecting," or

look up your old files, and you will

soon call to mind many former en-

thusiasts, who don't practice Ko-
dakery now, even though they visit

your store day after day to buy
other goods. They are still your

customers, but not for the most
profitable side line you have to sell.

Effective means to revive the en-

thusiasm that has waned with a

resulting loss of business, would be

more than welcome ? Yes ! And
you have the means ready to your
hand in the Autographic Idea.

"Autographic Photography" will

revive enthusiasm. It has done the

trick in many cases that have been
brought to our notice by dealers.

Start to-day to awaken the inter-

est of the former enthusiasts by
suggesting Autographic Backs for

their Kodaks, as well as by featur-

ing Autographic Kodaks in your
window displays. Here's a dandy
chance for a good letter to your list

of Kodakers, including those who
have dropped out of the ranks.

Another helper in this good cause
is the Kodak Anastigmat lens, which
amply fills the desire of every ama-
teur for a good lens that will cut

sharp and clear, at but a nominal
advance in price over the regular

equipment.

The K. A. lens may be had in

exchange for regular equipment on
Nos. lA R. R., 3 and 3A R P. K.
at $10.00 less 32%—On V. P. K.
at $4.50 less same discount.

Plave the goods in stock.

DON'T
Don't under any consideration

attempt to take a Kodak Anastigmat

/. 7. 7 lens from the Ball Bearing
shutter and fit it to the Kodak Auto-
matic shutter. These are not inter-

changeable except through special

adjustments which have to be made
at the factory, and to attempt to fit

them without these adjustments,
means putting the Kodak Auto-
matic Shutter out of order. Some
dealers have done this and then sent

the Kodak Automatic Shutter in for

repairs, claiming that it was defect-

ive.

If your vacation kit in-

cludes a

KODAK
FILM TANK
you can develop your films at the
camp in broad daylight—with the
assurance that you are getting the
best possible negative in each and
every case.

Let us show you how conveni-
ently, simply, and efficiently it

works.

" The experie7ice is in the Tank.''

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column No. 254 B.
Double Column No. 254 A,
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You don't have to provide amusement

for the children—Just leave it to the

BROWNIE
and every hour of the youngsters' day will be sixty minutes

of happiness.

This sturdih^ built camera makes pictures of the children

b}^ the children, the simplest thing in the world.

The Brownie is the cousin of the Kodak and the relation-

ship is shown by the pictures it takes.

PRICES, $1.00 to $12.00

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

vSingle Column 181B, Double Column 181A.
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THE LINE FOR 1915

It's to be an autographic year

—

also an anastigmatic year.

The indications are that, on the

big average, the higher priced

cameras are selHng better than for

a long time. There's a strong de-

mand for fine equipment and the

better grades of lenses.

All Kodaks, with the exception

of the Panorams, are now auto-

graphic. Any Kodak, with the

exception of the Panorams, may
now be had with an anastigmat
lens.

The new catalogue, an advance
copy of which was sent to you a

few days ago, tells the details about
the new goods and new prices^xit
there are some things worthy of
special note, right now.
The No. 1 and No. lA Folding

Pocket Kodaks have been dropped
from the list, as have also the

Nos. 4 and 4A Folding Kodaks.

The Six-Three Kodaks have been
omitted, but to take their places,

we are this year listing the Specials,

in addition to their former equip-

ment, with the lenses formerly
listed only on the Six-Threes, and
at attractive prices. For instance,

the No. 3A Autographic Kodak
Special with Cooke Kodak Anas-
tigmat /. 6.3 will retail at $46.00.

The Kodak line is now in what
might be called three classes

—

all,

hoivever, autographic. The Junior
line in two sizes. No. 1 and No.
lA with single lenses, R. R. lenses

and Kodak xAnastigmat /. 7.7 lenses.

The "regular'' line in the No.
lA, No. 3 and No. 3A sizes, with
R. R. lenses or Kodak Anastigmat
/. 7 .7 lenses.

The Special line with rapid

anastigmat lenses only and furn-

ished in four sizes—here comes the

secret—the new No. 1 Autographic
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Kodak Special (234 x S}i), and
also the No. lA, No. 3 and No.
3A Autographic Kodaks Special.

The Vest Pocket Autographic
Kodak fills its own class with the

three lens equipments at $7.00,

$11.50 and $22.50, no advance in

price having been made, by the

way, for the autographic feature

as applied to this camera.

Every Spring season, with the an-

nouncement of our catalogue, we
have had some new feature or

some new camera to feel a bit

proud of. This year we are more
than pleased that we have been
able to announce such a complete
line of anastigmats ; that we have
been able to make all of the Fold-
ing Kodaks autographic, and have
so satisfactorily completed the

line of Specials, with the new
2^4 X 3^4- The line is consistent

and logical, from the $7.00 Vest
Pocket and the $9.00 Junior, up
to and including the No. 3A Special

with its equipments, varying all

the way from $46.00 to $74.00.

Interest in the autographic feat-

ure is growing with every issue of

the magazines. Month after month
we are hammering it into the pub-
lic what the autographic advant-
ages are— and this means more
than a demand for autographic
cameras from new purchasers, it

means a big market for Auto-
graphic Pjacks from among the

hundreds of thousands of your
customers who have non-auto-
graphic Juniors, No. lA (R. R.
type ) Nos. 3, 3A, 4 and 4A Fold-
ing Kodaks, and Nos. lA, 3 and 3A
Specials. And we are letting them
know about these extra backs, too.

The first announcement was the full

back cover of the Saturday Even-
ing Post of April third, in colors.

This was followed up by numer-
ous other full pages and smaller
spaces in other important publica-

tions during April, and with full

pages in all of the leading magazines
for May. And it is all autographic
publicity that is going to make
business.

And then there is the extra
anastigmat profit. You know the

advantages of the anastigmat to

the amateur. It means better

pictures, and that means more
sundry business. All Folding Ko-
daks are nozv listed zvith anastigmat
lenses. Most of them should be
sold with anastigmat lenses. It's

up to the man behind the counter.

No. 1 AUTOGRAPHIC
KODAK SPECIAL

Since their introduction, four

years ago, the Special Kodaks
have borne the deserved reputa-

tion of "class." In optical and
mechanical perfection, in design

and in finish, they have left nothing

to be desired in hand camera
construction.

In the No. 1 Autographic Kodak
Special, we ofifer this same degree
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of perfection in a 2j4 x 3;^ camera.
Smaller cameras can be, and are,

made for 234 x 3^4 pictures, but
not with an equivalent in lens and
shutter capabilities. The lenses

have the full speed at which they
are listed, and the shutters are large

enough to give the benefit of that

speed.

The regular equipment is the
Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat lens, /.6.3

and Optimo shutter, with cable
release, highest speed 1-300 of a
second, and variable speeds to one
second, and it has, also, both
'bulb" and time actions. Four
other high-grade lens equipments
are also listed.

For loading the back is made
upon an entirely new principle,

opening in the center in a sliding

motion, and leaving both film

spools easily accessible.

In opening, the standard is ex-
tended to the 100 feet mark on
the focusing scale and easily and
quickly adjusted for all intermed-
iate distances, by a simple lever
attachment. Has a new brilliant,

collapsible, reversible finder with
revolving window for correct com-
position of pictures in both vertical
and horizontal positions.

Although this little camera pos-
sesses every feature that the most
discriminating amateur could de-
sire, it is so simple that a beginner
can easily operate it. Is beauti-
fully finished throughout a n d
covered with the finest quality
long grain calf; has black leather
bellows and highly nickeled trim-
mings.

Details.

For rectangular pictures, 2^4 x 3^4
mches. Capacity, 6 exposures without
reloading. Size of Kodak, 1^x3^x6^^
inches. Weight, 265^ ounces. Lens,
Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat, /.6.3, focal

length, 4^ inches. Shutter, Optimo,
with cable release. New brilliant, revers-
ible, collapsible finder. Two tripod
sockets and new lever focusing device.
The film cartridge for this camera is the
same as the one used for No. 1 Auto-
graphic Kodak Junior.

Prices.

Xo. 1 Autographic Kodak Special,

Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat lens,

/.6.3, Optimo shutter, - - -$45.00
Ditto, with Cooke Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens, /.6.3, - - - - 36.00

Ditto, with B. & L. Anastigmat
lens, /.6.3, - - - - - - 36.00

Ditto, with Zeiss Tessar, Series
lib, /.6.3, - - - - - - 54.00

Ditto, with Zeiss Tessar, Series
Ic, /.4.5, ------ 56.00

Grain Leather, Velvet lined Case,
with Strap,------ 2.50

Autographic Film Cartridge, 6
exposures, 24 x 34 (No. A120) .20

Kodak Portrait Attachment, - - .50

a

THE BROWNIES
The only new Brownie to go in

the catalogue this year is the No.
0, which came out too late last

season for cataloguing, but which
had a tremendous sale in spite of
this handicap. It is bound to have
another big year. The only other
change in the Brownie line is a
price reduction, the already popu-
lar No. 2A Folding Pocket Brownie
having been reduced from $7.00
to $6.00. The 2A has always been
a lively rival of the No. 2, and at

only one dollar advance in price

should outstrip it in sales. It's

worth pushing every time to the
prospective Brownie customers,
for it is a most satisfactory little

instrument, and therefore a con-
sistent film consumer.

\'elox Water Color Stamps make
it easy for your customers to color
their pictures.
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IMPORTANT KODAK SUNDRIES

KODAK AMATEUR
PRINTER

The Kodak Amateur Printer is a

great convenience to the amateur
who does his own finishing. It

enables one to make any number
of uniformly masked prints from
the same negative—and quickly

—

with Velox or any developing-out
paper. The Printer consists of a

box with a removable top, and in

it a glass window through which
the printing is done. Prints may
be made with white margins, any
size from 1?^ x 2^ up to and in-

cluding 4x5 and 3% x 5^ inches,

by a simple automatic masking
device that holds the negative
firmly until released. Within the

box is a small red electric bulb to

permit of adjusting the negative
and paper, and a 60-watt Mazda
lamp, which is automatically turned
on when the hinged frame is closed
to make the exposure.

In the side of the box is a re-

movable window covered with red
and orange paper, serving as a
dark-room lamp.

The Printer is supplied complete,

without lamp, but including 5>^
feet of electric light cord and
socket.

Price.

Kodak Amateur Printer. - - - $5.00
Discount to the Trade, - - - - 25%

KODAK "MASKIT"
PRINTING FRAME

The new Kodak "Maskit" Print-

ing Frame is designed to secure

prints with a uniform white margin,

and through a simple locking de-

vice, to overcome the difficulty of

the negative and mask slipping on
the glass of the frame. This obvi-

ates the necessity of gumming the

negative or mask to the glass, and
accurate registry of each print is

made certain.

Each ''Maskit" frame is supplied

with three cut-out masks and a

metal extension strip for use when
small negatives are being printed.

Alost amateurs make from two
to five prints from each good neg-
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ative, and the new "Maskit" frame KODAK SKY FILTERS
not only permits of making these The Sky Filter is similar to the
uniformly accurate, but eliminates Kodak Color Filters, except that
the bother of adjusting the nega- only the upper half of the filter is

tive and mask for each operation, stained a yellow color to relieve
By pointing out these advantages the brightness from the sky, while
to your customers, you should have the lower half of the filter being
no trouble in selling one to nearly colorless, permits of a normal ex-
every amateur doing his own posure for the foreground. The
finishing. Sl^v Filter is intended only for use
Ready about June 1st. in landscape photography, to equal-

Price. ize the great difference of light

3ji X 4% $ .40 between the sky and the fore-
3%^Sy2 4d ground. They are mounted in the

T^. ,' ATA 1 \,i*/
0/

" ' same manner as the Color Filters
Discount to the Trade, SSMiA. //^ i c \ t^ •

Discount in lots of 100, assorted, 40%. (^^^"^^ Screens). Designatmg num-
bers, prices and discounts are also

^
the same.

INSLIP ENLARGEMENT Nos. 1, 2, 8 and 9, ... . $0.50

MOUNTS Nos. 3, 4 and 6, 7S

^, T r AT . -1 Xos. 5 and 7, 1.00
The Inshp Mount provides a Discount to the Trade, 331/3%.

convenient and attractive means ^
of keeping and displaying enlarge-

i^^^p. ak IITNIOR F!I M PI IP
ments. The prints slip in between KODAK JUNIOR FILM CLIP
a light weight mount and the mat, This new clip is the most prac-

and if desired may be tipped to tical for tank development or dry-

the mount. hig of films. Has two jaws to

Inslip Mounts are supplied in prevent film from slipping. One
two colors, English Gray and size only.

Sepia Bufif. In ordering, be sure Kodak Jr. Film Clip, . . . . $0.12

to state the color wanted. Discount to the Trade, . . . 25%
For Size Price ^

T 3i7r^V 77^'%3/ ''Vm KODAK ANASTIGMATSA 3y4x5y2 7%x 9^ $.60
^ , ,. , ,

B 434 X 6H 8^ X 10^ .60 A splendid demonstration of the
C 5 x7 9^x11^ .60 superiority of the K. A. lens over

p A^'^'Tn' Ji-^
""
H-"^ -^n the ordinary R. R. is given on pagesh 6 X 10 10^ X 149^ .70 o 1 n r ^; i^ j iT c ; r

F 8 X 10 l2ys^l4H 95 ^ ^^^^^^ oi 1 he Kodak ^>cilcsjnan tor

Price Per ^^^Y- This Comparative test was
'A Doz. made under exactly the same condi-

G 10 X 12 15^ X 1714 $ .95 tions for both lenses, with full shut-

J n xU U^^'Aoi li ''' °P^'""g- Note the wonderful

^. , ^ , .0, covering power and definition ob-
Discount to the Trade, 25%. Gained with the /. 77 lens.

*'The Kodak on The Farm" will Autographic Kodaks, anastigma-
make sales for you, if you use it in tically equipped—big words, big
the right way. profits.
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1915
Puts a Big Premium on Good Stock-keeping

Present conditions, of retail busi-

ness in Canada put a big premium
on good, efficient stock-keeping and
salesmanship.

The wonderful prosperity of the

past few years has perhaps tended

to encourage slipshod methods in

regard to stock-keeping and the ef-

forts made to sell goods. With
business booming, the occasional

loss of sales was not felt so much,
because of the feeling that oppor-
tunities to sell were plentiful, for

they kept on knocking at the door.

Now, however, conditions have
so changed that the merest sem-
blance of an opportunity should be
seized and nursed into an actual,

really and truly sale.

To help along the good work of

salesmanship, we are publishing for

the special benefit of our dealers'

clerks, a new magazine. The Kodak
Salesman. A statement of principles

underlying real salesmanship is

given on the second cover page of
the February number— the first.

Get out your copy and study the

principles there set out.

Now for stock-keeping: Every-
one wants to know what he is buy-
ing, and in trade across the counter,

the one most satisfactory way of
giving the customer the information
is to let him see and handle the

actual goods.

Sales made from catalogues lack

finality, for the transaction is not
closed until the delivery of the

goods, and there is always a good
chancy for a hitch to crop up. You
are selling goods, and the goods
must be on hand if the sale is to be
a satisfactory, complete transaction.

The possible demand is the chief

factor that controls the amount of

stock you should carry. With Ko-
dak goods, the demand is not to be
limited by any definite rule, for you
can safely count among your pros-

pects everybody who really likes

other people or is interested in

things he wishes to keep in his mem-
ory. And who does not?

A good stock of cameras should

comprise Kodaks, Brownies and
Premos, in sufficient numbers of

varying styles to allow a good rep-

resentative showing at all times.

The one essential point is that your
stock should be so well assorted

that you will never run a risk of

losing a sale because you haven't

the goods to satisfy the customer's

desire when he wants to buy.

Pay particular attention to new
goods, and those of peculiar general

interest, for those are the goods on
which the heaviest current advertis-

ing is done. Autographic Kodaks.
Kodak Anastigmat Lenses, Kodak
Juniors, Premoettes, are all being

heavily advertised, as well as the

V.P.K. in its three styles.

Regulate your stock with refer-

ence to the demand at all times, but

be on guard against underesti-

mating the demand. Delays are

sometimes unavoidable, for abso-

lute perfection does not exist any-

where at all times, but do all you
can to avoid making your customer
wait for what he wants. Delay is

the sure way to repress his enthusi-

asm, and make him dissatisfied. A
dissatisfied customer is not an asset,

but a weighty liability, which will

be mighty costly to wipe out.
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A Note of Confidence

MARCH and April are very important
months for us, for during that period
we ship the sorting orders from

Eastern and Western dealers, which are to

form the backbone of the stocks for the
coming rush of summer trade.

We confess to having felt some appre-
hension this year as to what March and
April would bring forth. Our anxiety,

slight though it was, has not developed,
but has been decidedly allayed.

On the basis of the first four months'
volume, we can confidently predict good
Kodak business this summer, and right on
to the end of 1915. However, success is

conditioned on the co-operation of every
dealer in steady, consistent pushing. Shall
we have your co-operation ?

Figures prove, beyond any doubt, that

Kodakery is not a fad for idle moments.
It has a firm, intimate position in the life

of people of every age and class. The
Kodak line to-day is brilliant with talking
and selling points. You can get the
business if you go after it actively and
faithfully.
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THE 1915 PREMO LINE

New cameras, new equipments,

improved film packs and a carefully

studied advertising campaign—
these, together with your co-oper-

ation, should make 1915 a banner

Premo year.

Please notice that phrase "with

your co-operation." Selling our

goods as we do, through the dealers,

advising prospective purchasers, in

all our advertising, to go to the

dealer, it is perfectly obvious that

our business cannot increase until

first the business of our dealers in-

creases.

In fact, the entire proposition is

a mutually co-operative one be-

tween you and us.

We must produce such goods as

the public wants, we must spend

thousands and thousands of dollars

in advertising to let the public

know that we produce such goods
as it wants, and that such goods
can be obtained in your and our

other dealers' stores.

Those dealers who have linked

up their stores, through local ad-

vertising, with our general adver-

tising, and whose salespeople have
backed up in the stores the merits

of our goods as set forth in our
advertisements, have been the ones
who have realized to the full the

profits which have come with the

Premo business.

This is the principle, and this

spirit of co-operation is the foun-
dation upon which the Premo
business has more than doubled
in six years. So it is that we
feel sure that a firm continuance
of this policy, linked with the

right co-operation from every

one of our dealers, will mean still

further Premo business.

PREMOETTE SENIOR

This new model is made for the

two most popular of amateur sizes

—2y2 X 414 and 3^4 x 5>4. Its big

selling feature is its anastigmat lens

equipment combined with com-
pactness, simplicity and low price.

It is even more compact than the

Film Premo No. 1. It has an un-

usually rigid standard with auto-

matic clamp, and is fitted with

Kodak Ball Bearing shutter with

cable release and the Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens, j.7 .7 . It is a very at-

tractive camera to the eye, and it

is being extensively advertised in

all the prominent May magazines.

Have your selling force study up
and then ''talk up" the Premo-
ette Sr.

Every amateur would like an

anastigmat equipment, but many
have not felt able to afford one on

account of prices which have here-
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tofore prevailed. In this model is

offered a very simple camera which
even a beginner can use, which is

equipped with a genuine anastig-

mat lens and which is furnished

at a price that anyone can afford.

We look for the camera to be one
of the biggest sellers ever put out
in the Premo line. Prices : 2^x4^,
$15.00; Syi X Sy2, $17.50. Discount
to the trade 32%.
The Kodak Anastigmat lens f.7.7

will also be fitted to other Premo
cameras at the following prices:

Pocket Premo C, with Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter and Kodak
Anastigmat lens, f7.7, 3}i x 4%,
$17.00.

Pocket Premo C, with Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter and Kodak
Anastigmat lens, f.7.7, 3>4 x 5>^,
S20.00.

Premo No. 8, with Kodak Ball

Bearing shutter and Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens, f.7.7, 3^ x 5>^, $19.00.

Premo No. 9, with Kodak Auto-
matic shutter and Kodak Anastig-

mat lens, f.7.7, 3y4 yi Sy2 or 4 y: 5,

$33.00.

Discount to the trade, 32%.
Particular attention is called to

the Premoette Jr. No. lA Special

and the Filmplate Premo Special

as fitted with the Cooke Kodak
Anastigmat lens, /.6.3. Last year

we offered the regular models as

Six-Three cameras fitted with this

anastigmat. This year we are able

to offer the same equipment on
the Special cameras, at even more
favorable prices than for the reg-

ular camera of last year.

The possibility of getting really

de luxe cameras equipped with
high speed anastigmat lenses and
shutters, at the low prices at which
the cameras are offered, is sure to

appeal to your customers, and you

should have an excellent business
in these desirable models.

The Premo advertising campaign
for 1915 has already been started.

Back covers on many of the best

magazines will appear throughout
the summer, and large inside space
in practically all of the standard
publications will be used.

Advance copy of the new Premo
catalogue will shortly be sent to all

dealers, to be followed by the reg-

ular supply for distribution, just as

fast as we can handle them.

A NEW WORD
A very successful dealer in photo-

graphic materials told us the other
day that his policy is to make his

store as Kodaky as possible.

This new word, he claims, ex-
presses his view with the greatest

clearness and point. What he wants
is to have the Kodak punch behind
the goods he has to sell.

Low prices and special consider-

ations in one way and another have
had their influence with him, but he
says he found the advantage rather

questionable when it came to satis-

fying the customer in whose eyes

"Kodak" on goods, stands for de-

finite ascertained quality.

He instanced Powders and Solu-
tions, where customers put up an
argument over purchasing private

brands, their line of reasoning being
that the Kodak Co. could not afford

to take chances with their film and
paper business, therefore, the P. &
S. bearing the Kodak name, neces-
sarily had to be such as to ensure
satisfactory results on the Com-
pany's sensitized products.

Taking the thing by and large,

there's sound reason in the policy

of making his store more and more
Kodakx.
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DEEP TANK DEVELOPMENT
Recently we have had several en-

quiries for the formulas for mak-
ing up developer for use in the 8x8
X 38 or ten gallon tanks.

Developing Formula for 10 Gallon Tank

Ozs. Grs.

Water (125 degrees Fahr.) . . . . 128

Elon 110

C. K. Co. Sulohite Soda 12 225

Hydrochinon 425

Potassium Metabisulphite 170

C. K. Co. Carbonate Soda.... 6 275

Pyro 2 175

Potassium Bromide 65

Dissolve chemicals in the order named.
Add enough water to make 10 gallons.

Temperature 65 degrees Fahrenheit.

Note.—Avoirdupois zveight is the stan-

dard used in compounding photographic
chemicals.

After the films have developed

for the required length of time, they

should be quickly removed from the

developer without any efifort at

draining, and placed in the rinsing

tank they should be placed in the

raised and lowered to remove the

developer, after which run the hand
in between the backs of each roll

to separate them. From the rinsing

tank they should be placed in the

fixing solution (where the film

should also be moved up and down
so that the fixing solution will get

in between the film and the wire

supports), and allowed to remain

at least five minutes after all the

white has disappeared. If negatives

are insufificiently fixed, they will,

after a few weeks, show stains

which cannot be removed.

Note.—The zvater in the rinsing tank

should be changed each day.

After fixing, the negative should

be transferred to the washing tank

and washed for at least thirty min-

utes in running water, occasionally

raising and lowering the wire film

supports to insure thorough wash-
ing.

Ij; will be found necessary to add
to the developer occasionally to re-

place that which evaporates or

which is drawn out when the films

are removed from the tank. This

additional developer can be taken

from a jar containing a solution of

the same strength, or it can be mixed
up when required in accordance

with the following formula

:

Additional Solution

Ozs. Grs.

Water 75

Elon : 7

C. K. Co. Sulphite Soda 309

Hydrochinon 24
Potassium Metabisulphite 10

C. K. Co. Carbonate Soda 170

Pyro 62

The temperature of the developer

should be kept as nearly 65 degrees

as possible. The time required for

development at that temperature is

sufficient to allow the operator to

prepare other films for development
or to attend to the rinsing and wash-
ing of the films.

During the summer months, or

when orders are heavy (about 250

rolls in six days), this developer

should not be used more than one

week. During winter months or

when orders are light, solution may
be used two weeks if strengthened

at the end of the first week by add-

ing one-half of the original amount
of all chemicals, according to the

following formula

:
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Strengthening Solution

Ozs. Grs.

Water 64
Elon 55

C. K. Co. Sulphite Soda 6 112

Hydrochinon 212
Potassium Metabisulphite 85

C. K. Co. Carbonate Soda 3 138
Pyro 1 87

When the developer is new the

time required to develop will be

about 18 minutes. Time of develop-

ment should be increased about one
minute per day for the first week.

After strengthening the time re-

quired will be about 20 minutes and
should be increased one minute or

more a day for the second week.

XoTE.

—

Film Pack Film should be de-

veloped 50 per ee)it. longer than X. C.

Film.

The exact increase in time of de-

velopment from day to day will

depend largely on the number of

films developed and can only be

determined by watching the work
carefully. If an. increase of one
minute a day is not suflficient to

produce results nearly or quite equal

to those obtained when developer

was fresh, make the increased time
of development two minutes or

more if necessary.

To obtain the best results at all

times developer should be watched
carefully from day to day and as

soon as there is any indication of

a falling off in quality, either in-

crease the time of development or

strengthen the developer.

Note.—When conditions are such that

it is impossible to maintain a tempera-
ture Qf 65 degrees in the developing
solution, add one minute to developing
time for every degree below 65 degrees
Fahr., and decrease time of developing
one minute for ei'ery degree above 65
degrees Fahr. Developer should not be
used above 70 degrees or beloiv 60 de-

grees Fahr.

A slight scum is liable to form on
the surface of the solution. This
should be removed daily and the

solution then thoroughly stirred be-

fore using.

a

IN TUBES
We list below the powders now

])ut up in tubes, so as to make it

more convenient for dealers in or-

dering. The containers all present

a neat, snappy, attractive appear-
ance.

Developer Powders

—

Eastman Hydro Developer Powders,
Eastman Pyro Developer Powders,
Eastman Special Developer Powders.
The above put up in 5 tubes to a box,

listing at 25 cents each.

Eastman M. Q. Developer Powders,
100 tubes in a special display box,
listing at $5.00.

Eastman M. Q. Non-Abrasion Devel-
oper Powders, put up 3 tubes to a
box, lists at 25 cents.

Solio Toning and Fixing Powders, per
box of 5 tubes, 25 cents.

Eastman Reducer and Stain Remover,
per box of 5 tubes, 25 cents.

Eastman Intensifier, per tube, 15 cents.
Royal Redeveloper, per box of 6 tubes,

75 cents.

Velox Redeveloper, per box of 12
tubes, 60 cents.

For efficiency in your Fin-

ishing Department use an

Eastman Rotary
Print Trimmer
Makes a clean cut without

a pull, on wet or dr}' prints.

Simple and easy to operate.

$5.00 less a Discount of 25%
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NEW GOODS FROM THE GRAFLEX
FACTORY

1915 will see many important

additions to the Graflex and Gra-
phic lines, as well as a number of

improvements in the cameras.

These, with the reduction in price

of some of the Auto Graflex line

of cameras, will unquestionably
make the Graflex even more popular
than it was last year. The new
goods include the following

:

Compact Graflex

Compact Graflex, 3^ x 5^/2, taking
Plate Holder, new Graflex Roll Holder,
Magazine ^ Plate Holder or Film Pack
Adapter.

Camera without lens, including 1

double plate holder, - - - - $80.00
With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,

f.6.3, No. 4, - - - - - - 96.25
With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series

Ic, /.4.5, No. 15a, - - - _ 120.00
With Cooke Series II, /.4.5,

No. 21^, ----- - 120.00

Discount to the Trade, 32%.

Revolving Back Auto Graflex Jr.

Revolving Back Auto Graflex Jr., 2^
x 3%, taking Plate Holder, new Graflex
Roll Holder, Magazine Plate Holder or
Film Pack Adapter.

Revolving Back Auto Graflex Jr.,

without lens, including 1 plate

holder, ------- $75.00
With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,

f.6.3, No. 3, ----- 88.25

With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series
Ic, /.4.5, No. 15, - - - - 105.50

With Cooke Series H, /.4.5, No.
21, ------ - -106.00

Discount to the Trade, 32%.

This camera is similar in con-
struction to the Auto Graflex Jr.

supplied last year, but is equipped
with the revolving back which per-

mits the making of vertical, as well

as horizontal, negatives without
turning the camera on its side.
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Telescopic Revolving Back Auto Graflex

Telescopic Revolving Back Auto
Graflex, 3^ x 4^, taking Plate

Holder, new Graflex Roll Hold-
er, Magazine Plate Holder or
Film Pack Adapter, without
lens, including 1 double plate

holder, ------ $104.00

With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,
/.6.3, No. 3, - - - - - 113.25

With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series

Ic, /.4.5, No. 15, - - - - 130.50

With Cooke Series H, /.4.5, No.
21,------- - 131.00

Discount to the Trade, Z2%.

Graflex Enlarging Camera

Graflex Enlarging Camera, 8 x 10,

including one Bromide Paper
Holder, ------
Discount to the Trade, 32%.

$30.00

This enlarging camera will accept

negatives 3^4 x 5>^, 4 x 5 or

smaller, and make enlargements of

any size up to 8 x 10 inches.

Speed Graphic

ZYa x 4^ Speed Graphic, without
lens, including one double plate

holder, ------ $37.00

With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,
/.6.3, No. 2, ----- 51.00

With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series

Ic, /.4.5, No. 14, - - - - 67.00

With Cooke Series H, /.4.5, No.
20)^, ------- 67.50

Discount to the Trade, 32%.

This camera is similar to the

Speed Graphic Cameras previously

supplied, excepting the construction

of the shutter. The shutter on the

3% X 4yi Speed Graphic is actu-

ated to give exposures of any dura-

tion from ''time" to 1-500 of a

second, instead of 1-1000 as sup-

plied with the larger models.

The Graflex Roll Holder

Graflex
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giving an absolutely flat surface.

This is a feature of the utmost im-
portance when using lenses work-
ing at large apertures.

The Graflex Roll Holder is sup-
plied for Graflex Cameras only,

and will not take any film except
the new Eastman Graflex Film.
In order to avoid confusion and
error in shipping, the film for the

1915 model Graflex Roll Holder
should be ordered by number.

Eastman Graflex Film

The Price.

No. 50, 2^ X 3%, 6 exposures, - $ .20

No. 51, 3^x4^, " "
- .35

No. 52, 3^ x 5H,
" "

- .40

No. 53, 4x5, " " - .45

No. 54, 5 x7, "
''

- .80

Discount to the Trade, 25-10%.

Ready about June 15th.

Eastman Graflex Film is supplied
in 6-exposure rolls only, and in

order to avoid supplying the old
style Cartridge Roll Holder Film,
the Graflex Roll Holder Film must
be specifically ordered by number.

Auto Graflex Cameras

These instruments have been
reduced in price as follows

:

Telescopic R. B. Auto, 4 x 5,

without lens, including 1 double
plate holder, reduced from $126
to, ------ - $115.00

Revolving Back 3^ x 4^ Auto,
without lens, including 1 double
plate holder, reduced from $126
to ------- - 115.00

Revolving Back Auto, 4 x 5, with-
out lens, including one double
plate holder, reduced from $144
to ------- - 132.00

Home Portrait Graflex, without
lens, including one double plate
holder, reduced from $180 to - 150.00

Stereoscopic Auto Graflex, with-
out lens, including 1 double plate
holder, reduced from $184 to - 172.00

No. Graphic Camera, reduced
from $55.00 to - - - - _ 50.OO

No. Graphic Enlarging Camera,
with one plate holder, reduced
from $28.00 to - - - - - $25.00

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?
The Kodak Trade Circtdar is

written for the purpose of placing

before you, information that is

indispensable to your business.

Important price changes and ways
and means whereby you can make
a little more money here and
there. In other words, it is pub-
lished so that you can keep right *'up

to the minute" in information that

is vital to the successful conduct of

your Kodak business. You cannot

be expected to know as much of the

details of camera construction ; of

shutter construction or of the exact

functions of one lens in relation to

another, as the Kodak workmen
who do nothing else.

There isn't an article,—no, not

even a line,—in the Trade Circular

that you shouldn't read every

month in order to better the Kodak
service which we are bound to

maintain. In the January Trade
Circular we devoted one-half page
to an article entitled "Don't Trans-
pose Lenses," and since that time

dozens of Kodaks have been sent

in for adjustments, and investiga-

tion proved that in each case the

lenses had been transposed. The
result is obvious ; two cameras in

each case are rendered useless.

Before leaving our factory every

lens or combination of lenses is

thoroughly tested and works per-

fectly in that particular camera,
and to change them around means
that you are courting trouble.

Make this point clear to. your
clerks and salesmen, if they do not

already know it, for such an error

might be the means of losing a

customer.
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Food for Thought.

'\^/'HEN business is brisk proportionate advertis-
^ ing should always accompany it. Then the

burden on the advertising is to direct trade more
than to create, to drive hesitating trade into the

corners of the store which are seldom visited by
general buyers.

" Times are dull, business is duller," so growl
the business bears. Naturally the business man
turns his study to economics, and very likely

worries himself into a severe attack of business
parsimony. Because the buyer is practising

frugality, the business man hacks down expenses
with broad axe blows, instead of intelligently

cutting them with a fine toothed saw.

The progressive business man should lead, not

folloAv, his customers.

Someone, perhaps, is thinking of that old-

fashioned conservative objection of " What's the

use of advertising when my business is the only
one of its class in town ? " and with it comes the

''Me too," saying, "Our custom is so settled and
solid that all the advertising in the world cannot
increase it."

The business which is the only one of its class

in town has need of advertising to inform the

public that it exists at all, and persistent, liberal

advertising is one of the best preventives for

coming competition.

Advertising not only brings trade—it directs

trade; it creates trade.

Half of the customers in any community do not
know all they want until somebody tells them; and
no matter how small may be the community, no
man's tongue, nor any woman's tongue, can cover
the field.
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FOR THE FARMER
From the advance notice of the

''Kodak on the Farm" in April

Trade Circular, we have received

many requests for the booklets,

which are being supplied right

along now, with dealer's imprint.

A sample copy has been sent to all

our customers ; those who have not

yet asked for a supply should get

in their requisitions immediately, so

as to get the full advantage of the

early summer trade.

Farmers are famous as eager
readers of advertising matter, and
a classy booklet like the "Kodak
on the Farm" will be read from
cover to cover, because it is a superb
piece of printing and the contents

are of the very character to grip

and hold the farmer's attention and
interest. Neither ourselves nor our
dealers have any reason to refrain

from making a noise about this

booklet, and if you do your part the

business will come. We are doing
our part in the farm papers and
kindred journals.

Bargaining is a characteristic of
farmers, but you can counter effec-

tively with the Brownies on the

farmer who is bargain-hunting for

a camei-a. Every Brownie sold

should later lead to a Kodak sale,

and by all means get all the farmers
you can started in the Kodak way
of photography, for it means dollars

and cents to you, both now and in

the future.

Work the farmers of your vicin-

ity on the ''fine tooth comb" system,
but do not necessarily work them
all in the same way.

You know your customers. Many
of them can be landed by sending
a booklet with a letter. On many
the booklet may be wasted, if sent

right away, and such cases had bet-

ter be handled by a really personal

letter, asking the customer to call

next time he is in town for a free

booklet that will interest him, men-
tion of the name of the booklet

being optional. When he calls you
can start the good work with a suit-

able personal introduction.

A modification of this plan that

will prove successful, is to issue an

invitation to the farmers to call,

through the local paper. You know
the advantage of personal talk by

way of introduction, and the ex-

pense will be made up by one or two
sales.

Both in your letters and in your

selling talks to farmer prospects,

dwell on the usefulness of a camera,

coupled with the pleasure-giving

feature. Modify your talk to suit

particular cases, but drive home
your arguments none the less, bear-

ing heavily on the autographic ad-

vantage. As a class, farmers are

better off to-day than any other

class in Canada. The appeal of

Kodakery hits them just as hard

as it hits people in other walks of

life, and if you put yourself on your

mettle, you will overcome their re-

luctance to buy, which is for the

most part mythical.

"HOW TO MAKE GOOD
PICTURES "

offers big rewards to dealers who
push and sell it without let-up, be-

cause it trains the amateur in both

the elements and the refinements of

Kodakery. That means better work,

better sales, better profits.
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CHEMICAL PRICES COOKE KODAK /. 6.3—
. LENSES

Hydrochinon Up Again . 111 • .1 •

As announced elsewhere ni this

We are forced to advance the Kodak Trade Circular, the Six-

price of Hydrochinon again, and Three Kodaks and Six-Three Pre-

until further notice this will be mos are discontinued. The Cooke
billed at three and a quarter times Kodak Anastigmat /. 6.3 lenses

our regular list price ; or $4.55 per regularly supplied with these cam-
pound in cans; in bottles, $4.88. eras, will be fitted to the Specials,

Discount remains at 40%. if desired. These lenses are listed

^
*

as special equipments in the Kodak
and Premo catalogues, as follows:

Elon Advances ,, 1 a a , • t 1 1 oNo. lA Autographic Kodak Sf^c-

At last we are compelled to cial with Cooke Kodak Anastig-

advance the price of Elon, the new
shutter"'

^'^'^ """'^ ^°"'^''""\40
00

price to become efifective at once. ^o. fTutogr^phic Kodak's/racial

Hereafter Elon wdl be bdled at an with Cooke Kodak Anastigmat
advance of 50 per cent, over our lens f.6.3 and Compound Shut-

regular list, making the list price* ^.^^*"% ' ~ ~
\ . \^ ~,

, 'c.
~ ^^'^^

t^n -7- 1 -li .1 1 r No. 3A Autographic Kodak She-
$9.7d per pound, with the usual dis-

^-^^^ ^-^^^ Cooke Kodak Anastig-
counts to the trade. mat lens /.6.3 and Compound

Shutter, ------ 46.00
^

Premoette Junior No. lA Special

n J. • o^ 'J with Cooke Kodak x^nastigmatPotassium Bromide
1^^^ ^^3 ^^^^^ Compound Shut-

Until further notice this chemical ^.*^^' ," ' ^ ' ' ' ." ,
'

.
," ^^-^^

will be billed at two and a half times
^.^p.^ate ^^^^^caa,^^ w.tl,

the origmal list. Discount remains /.6.3 and Compound Shutter,

the same. sizes as follows:

3^ X 454 ----- - $40.00^ 3^ X 5^ ----- - 45.00

POST CARD ORDERS ^ ^^ ^
^ ; : ^

, ,:,,
^^^

Discount to the Trade, 2)27<

.

In ordering a supply of Post a
Cards, please be sure to make clear CAMERAS AT THE
the text of your imprint. It is a FYPOQixiniM
difficult thing to decipher every- tiAru;^! 1 H-Fl>

body's handwriting, and sometimes The conditions imposed on the

errors occur. If possible, have the taking of cameras into the grounds
imprint you want on the cards, type- of the Panama Pacific Exposition
written, or if you have previously are as follows

:

ordered cards, send a sample. If No cameras making pictures

you cannot do this, print it by hand, larger than 4x5 inches, and no
as there is less liability of errors tripods whatever, will be admitted
occurring in this way. to the grounds.
You will save your time and ours, For cameras making a picture

and the inconvenience and expense 4x5 inches or smaller, a charge
of errors, by making your orders of 2? cents per day is made. This
perfectly clear. Thank you! includes the 3A size.
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KODAK SERVICE
Not long ago a certain dealer

wrote that he had been flooded with

requests to exchange cameras of

other than our make, for Autogra-
phic Kodaks. These people were
looking for Kodak service.

The Autographic Back is just one
more link in the chain of that ser-

vice. It offers exclusive advantages

to those who have the old-style Ko-
daks, as . Printer's Ink aptly puts

it, in their issue of April 8th, as

follows

:

"THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN

KODAK ADVERTISING "

''The Kodak Company has arranged
to supply Autographic Backs for all

Kodaks of the most important models,
and is advertising to this effect in the

magazines. The prices asked are nom-
inal, so the offer may almost be said to

have been made as a matter of good-
will, so that the purchasers of old-style

Kodaks may be placed on an equal foot-

ing with those who bought the new
Autographic Kodaks last year."

Your interest in a customer does

not cease, however, with the sale

of an Autographic Kodak, or an
Autographic Back. It extends far

beyond that—to the final results.

And the final results mean repeated

sales of Autographic Film Car-
tridges, Velox, and a hundred and
one other things that go to make
Kodakery a pleasureable pastime.

1915 PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION

Every year the results of these

contests are more satisfactory and
more in line with the spirit of ad-

vertising. The 1914 contest brought
forth such gratifying results that

it was decided to run this year a

similar contest for pictures illus-

trating Kodak Advertising Slogans.

Three thousand dollars in cash

prizes are offered, and as usual we
have prepared a circular giving full

details. We will gladly send a sup-

ply of them, if you will let us know
how many you can use.

It will pay you to tell your cus-

tomers about it.

a

ADVERTISING HELPS
On the opposite page are repro-

duced three new, striking car cards

now ready for distribution. All are

in colors of a pleasing tone, and the

subjects are especially appropriate

in linking up your advertising with

our National Campaign. For ex-

ample, the subject used in car sign

Xo. 581 will be found on the June
back cover of Woman's Home Com-
])anion, in colors. Car sign No. 582
shows a silhouette photograph which
is to be used in our general adver-

tising, and the Premo subject will

appear in colors on the back cover

of the July Cosmopolitan.

CAMERA SALES
A good steady volume of camera

sales is vital to the permanent and
profitable existence of your photo-

graphic department. It is the cam-
eras sold that create and sustain and
increase the demand you have for

films, papers, chemicals, sundries,

etc.—the whole profitable business

you now enjoy.

We can't offer any magical for-

mula for making sales of cameras,

because we know of none, but we
do believe that "pushing," in any
of its varied forms, is always re-

warded by increased sales, whether
it be of the lowly Brownies or of

the classy Specials. And the re-

ward is usually in proportion to

the effort expended. "
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Make M)u

Kodak Story
Aiitoi^mphic

Date anci title every nega-

ti\e at the time ot exposure

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1102 TRii'oi) AxiNTi:

Street Car Sign No. 5-^7.

AiiyiK.'hcrc—cvcriju'Jii're

Kodak
Indoors or out, on your travels or

at home, Kodak is at your service.

It means photography with the

bother left out.

Richard Roc Sc Co.
no I Tripod A\c.

street Car Sign Xo. 5(S'.-

""
" -
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Clmcli each memory with an

Autographic Kodak
You don't wonder when? where? or why? such and such a picture was

taken—you know—because information of this kind is written on the film,

at the time the exposure is made.

Think of the completeness of an Autographic Kodak record of the

children, a veritable household history with the dates and facts in writing

below each negative, think of the service it renders on a pleasure trip, of its

incalculable value to the surveyor, the engineer, the contractor, the farmer,

the orchardist—and then you will realize why the Autographic Kodak is the

biggest photographic advance in twenty years.

And yet it is all very simple.

Come in and see our complete line of Autographic Kodaks. They are

so mechanically and photographically right that they speak for themselves

—

they'll do the talking.

Prices from $y.oo up.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY
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THE FARMER'S KODAK
There is every indication that our

customers are planning to make
.i^ood use of the ''Kodak on the

Farm" hooklet, for we have had
requisitions from all parts of the

Dominion, and even repeat orders,

which have all been taken care of.

All agree that the booklet is a

dandy in appearance and should

prove a dandy in performance. It

will get the business sure enough,
if the man for whom it is to work
will give some help, chiefly in the

way of discriminating use.

Results depend on how you set

the booklet to work. Here's one
good scheme, though not by' any
means the only one, you can utilize ;

Prepare a list of the farmers in

your vicinity who own automobiles,

and to each one, either by letter or

])ersonal talk, i)oint out how much
pleasure a Kodak would add t(j the

joy of auto trips, especially dwel-

ling on the Autographic advantage,

which you can elaborate with ex-

amples galore. With the pleasure-

giving feature, you can combine the

feature of utility to the farmer, for

every farmer can ])rofitably use a

Kodak in making highly valuable

l)ictures of his stock, his crops,

barns, etc.

Your selling talk or letter can
make its. appeal to the two most
])otent factors that create desire, the

useful and the pleasureable, and a

little thought will enable you to de-

vise an appeal that will present both

features, in a style that will carry

conviction.

And please don't squelch your

sale by playing up the ]^)rownie to

a man who owns a farm and a car.

Talk Autographies and Kodak An-
astigmats, if you desire to practice

moderation.

If you use a letter, remember that

you should not use stamps merely

to tell your customers you have

something which you would like

them to buy, but rather seek to

show that the goods you offer are

well worth having, on the combined

grounds of business and ])leasure.
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AND NOW FOR BUSINESS
The last issue of the Kodak

Trade Circular outlined briefly the

changes and additions we have made
in the Line for 1915. No one can
dispute the fact that it is the best

line we have ever offered—one pre-

senting the greatest opportunities

for selling efforts. The Autographic
Kodaks have had a wonderful sale

thus far, but there are thousands of

people who are ready to buy Auto-
graphic Kodaks, if they but knew
of their advantages. We are creat-

ing a demand through our National
advertising and all that remains for

you to do to "cash in" on it, is to

explain the peculiar advantages the

Autographic Kodak presents to the

user. Has it occurred to you to

demonstrate it to the Architects,

Engineers and Contractors in your
territory? A large percentage of

them use Kodaks in keeping pro-

gressive records of their work, but

they have to keep a memorandum
separately. Do they know about the

Autographic Kodak, and that it was
designed for just that purpose?
Have you pointed out clearly the

pleasure there is in making and
preserving the Kodak Baby Book
record with an Autographic Kodak,
of the child from the toddling nurs-
ery days, until it goes out into the

big world ?

These are just a few of the many
exclusive advantages the Auto-
graphic Kodak offers as a sales

factor.

Push the Autographic Kodaks.
Back up your belief in them and
ours by co-operating with our ad-
vertising. Advertising is the pulse
of business. It h-as been said that,

'*a man's business was once ruined
by advertising

—

hut his competitor
did the advertising."

TO RECRUIT 35,000

MORE MEN HT ONCE

Will Raise Canadian Force to

Above 1 50,000—General
Hughes Gives Details.

(Canadian Press Despatch.)

Montreal, June 8.—Major-General
Hughes announced here to-night that
an appeal would immediately be made
to recruit nearly 35,000 more men to

go to the firing line in France.
This new force will be composed

of twenty-seven regiments of infantry
and six batteries of artillery, to be
recruited from all parts of Canada.
With the formation of this new force
the number of men raised for active
service by Canada will total upwards
of 150,000.

The clipping above is of great im-

portance to Kodak dealers from the

standpoint of camera sales.

Thousands and thousands of V.

P. K.'s have gone to the front with

the Canadian troops, who have been

making such a fine name for them-

selves, and the Soldier's Kodak has

been a genuine treasure to those who
were fortunate enough to have them.

Twenty-seven new battalions of

infantry and six new batteries of

artillery to be recruited mean bril-

liant possibilities for Kodak dealers

to equip the boys with Soldier's Ko-
daks, and every dealer has a chance

at this business because of the num-
bers that will be recruited from all

over the Dominion.
The ^'Soldier's Kodak" folder is

now in its fifth edition, which shows
how well it has done its work. They
are supplied gratis in any reasonable
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quantity, and with them window
posters, and now's the time to get

your ''Soldier's Kodak" campaign
going.

We know by our daily sales of

\\ P. K.'s that the soldiers are buy-
ing them, for these little dandies

have sold much better in 191 5 than

ever before.

The man in the field early will

get the most business. Use your
local paper to supplement the work
of the folders. Remember that you
will also be able to sell a good
many rolls of film to every soldier,

for in this bright weather they will

make countless pictures of camp
life.

MADE IN CANADA

No soldier's kit is com-
plete without a

SOLDIER'S
KODAK
To make that priceless

picture record of the great

war.

Size I X 2| X 4I inches,

weighs onl}^ 9 ounces and
makes wonderfully clear

and sharp pictures if x 2^
inches.

$7.00 $11.50 $22.50

RICHARD ROE & CO.

MADE IN CANADA

Let the

Soldier's

KODAK
make a record of your

share in the war.

It is as small as a note

book or diary and will tell

a more interesting and

convincing story.

$7.00 $11.50 $22.50

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column Cut—200H.

Double Column Cut—200G
Single Column Cut—200H.
Double Column Cut—200G.



During- the winter months, the work
on our new factory was all inside the

buildings, such as installing pipe lines

for water and refrigeration, as well as

ventilating lines, for which purposes
there are miles and miles of piping used.
On the return of spring, actual construc-

tion was started again, and we sliow

above the main manufacturing building
complete externally. Our last illustra-

tion, in the November issue, showed the
same building, up to the fourth floor.

This building measures 460 feet in

length by 80 feet in width.
The power • plant is on the way to
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completion, the battery of eiglit boilers

with their mechanical stokers being
already installed, and of this interesting

unit of the plant, we hope to show a

picture in an early issue.

The building that will house our stock

and shipping departments is being rapidly

erected, and the executive building has

also Ijcen started. Construction will be

pushed as hard as possible right along
until completion.
Kodakery goes on in spite of the war,

and we are making preparations to take

care of the great volume of business

we now have, and expect to have, as

Canada grows greater and greater.
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HYDROCHINON
Hydrochinon is a most active

chemical, and while we have been

forced to advance the price from
time to time, these advances have
been as gradual as it was possible

to make them. This also speaks

well for the judgment of our deal-

ers, for if there had been a general

tendency to stock heavily, we
would have been forced to make
much larger advances than have
been made.

Until further notice, Hydro-
chinon will be billed at four and a-

half times our regular list price,

that is, $6.30 per pound in cans,

$6.75 per I lb. bottle, subject to a

discount of 40%.

POTASSIUM BROMIDE
Hereafter our selling price of

Potassium Bromide will be two and
one-half times the original publish-

ed list price. Discount is un-

changed.
a

ELON ADVANCED
Until further notice Elon will be

billed at an advance of one and
three-quarters times our regular list

price, that is, $11.38 list per pound
in bottles, discount remaining un-

changed. One-pound bottles largest

containers supplied.

DENTAL X-RAY FILM
Dentists and Roentgenologists

have asked us to plac^ on the mar-
ket a film that was a little larger

than the No. i, and a little smaller

than the No. 2 Dental X-Ray Film.

The result is the No. lA package;'

size of films, i^^ x 2y^, and, like

the others, contains one dozen
pairs.

The No. 3 (4x6) and the No. 4

(8 X 10) Dental X-Ray Films,

which were for exterior work, are

now discontinued, as these sizes

seem to be little used in dental work.

Price

No. lA package containing 1 doz.

pairs, 1^ X 214, - - - - - $1.10

Discount to the Trade, 25%.
a

VELOX AND AZO IN
5-INCH ROLLS

There has been a considerable

demand for 5-inch roll widths of

V'elox and Azo for Cirkut Camera
Prints, and we are now prepared
to supply these in single or double
weight as follows :

VELOX PAPER
25 ft. Roll, 5 in. Single Weight $1.25

5 in. Double Weight 1.60

50 ft. Roll, 5 in. Single Weight 2.50

5 in. Double Weight 3.20

100 ft. Roll, 5 in. Single Weight 5.00

5 in. Double Weight 6.40

AZO PAPER
25 ft. Roll, 5 in. Single Weight .50

5 in. Double Weight .65

50 ft. Roll, 5 in. Single Weight 1.00

5 in. Double Weight 1.30

100 ft. Roll, 5 in. Single Weight 2.00

5 in. Double Weight 2.60

Discount to the Trade, 25%.
a

TWO EXPOSURE
CARTRIDGES

Up to the present time we have
been supplying a 2 exposure Auto-
graphic Film Cartridge, with each

Kodak equipped with Autographic
IJack, excepting the Vest Pocket,

Na I Special, No. 4 and 4A Ko-
daks, and also with each separate

Autographic Back ordered. This
was for the purpose of giving the

opportunity to experiment in writ-

ing the Autographic records.

Hereafter we will discontinue

putting these 2 exposure cartridges

in the Kodaks.
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All out-doors invites your

KODAK
The unobtrusive companion that

keeps the picture story of your

vacation

Kodaks at $ ,00 and Upwards
Prompt Developing and Printing

Richard Roe & Co.
1201 Iripod Ave.

Car Sign No. s^-/-

PUBLICITY HELPS

There is not the least doubt but

that advertising and advertising

hterature have a tremendous in-

fluence on sales. And our adver-

tising experts have been laboring

for the past two months in their

efforts to help boost your sales.

]n a few days you will have a

full line of Kodak and Premo store

and window signs. The Kodak
Summer Booklet is awaiting your

orders and the Premo is on the

way.

The covers of both new booklets

are in full color, and the subjects

are most attractive.

A new car card is rei^roduced in

this number of the Trade Circular.

It is unusually attractive for sum-

mer advertising, and will be sent on

request.

We're proud of the new line of

store and window cards, which we
have prepared for the benefit of our

dealers, and hope they will work
successfully for you all through the

summer season. Practically all the

subjects used on these cards have

been, or will be, used in our sum-
mer campaign of advertising, and
this team work is going to boost

the sales. So keep them working
all the time.

Please remember that the store

and window cards are sent to all

Kodak dealers. The Summer Book-
lets, advertising cuts and car cards

are sent only on request.

AUTOGRAPHIC FILM
There are in daily use thousands

of Pocket Kodaks that are not.

equipped with the x\utographic fea-

ture. Do not supply Autographic
Film for use in these cameras as we
need all we can make at the present

time to fill orders for Autographic

models in these sizes. The manu-
facture of Autographic Film Cart-

ridges requires different machinery
from that used in making N. C,
and this change cannot be made
all at once. You can help the situ-

ation and thereby work for our

common good, by supplying Non-
Autographic film wherever possible.
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Make your

Kodak Autographic

Bring it to us and we will make

it up to date b)^ substituting an Auto-

graphic back for the old style back.

Any Kodak plus an Autographic back

gives you an Autographic Kodak

—

and at small cost. There are auto-

graphic backs for most of the popular

models.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Column Cut—229D. Double Column Cut—229C.
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THE ''QUALITY" PLAN

We are firm believers in the

theory that qiiaHty affords a better

ground for seeking trade than does

mere cheapness of price, and we are

convinced that this is never more
truly applicable than to the matter

of amateur finishing.

We are convinced because we
know that the dealers who are mak-

ing the most profit out of their

finishing departments are those who
provide their customers with the

satisfying combination of good

work and moderate prices. These

people have the volume of trade

that runs up the volume of profit.

It is fair to say that the quality

of amateur finishing depends on

skill and care more than on actual

materials used in the work, for it

is an everyday experience to have

different finishers turn out work of

vastly different quality even though

they are using the same material.

What then is to be gained by
depreciating in the eyes of the cus-

tomer the skill and care you put

into the work? That is what hap-

pens when a finisher offers to do
work at prices that are so ridicu-

lously low as to be absolutely ruin-

ous to profit-making.

Cut prices on developing and
printing do not create the same im-

pression as, and are not on a par
with, cut prices on dry goods or

notions. The cut on the latter may
be due to an over-stock or to the

age of the goods, but cut prices on
amateur finishing just means that

the finisher puts a very low value
on his own skill and care. And of
course, there's always some person
to go one better than the first cutter,

so there's a regular race started to

see who can think the least of his

own work.

The amateur photographer has a

keen appreciation of quality even

though his criticisms are technically

astray. He is willing to pay the

price for good results and the "qual-

ity" plan is the only proven method
of making his patronage permanent
and profitable.
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Kodaks, Bro^vsrnies and F*remos ^whiichi may
be used as Ki:x:ed Kocus Cameras by

follo^vsring the directions t)eloA?sr

No. lA Autographic Kodak, R. R. Lens f Set focus at 25 feet; use speed i/^s sec-

No. 3 Autographic Kodak, R. R. Lens 1 ond. Set stop midway between No. 8
[ and No. 16.

^°'
^'^i m^aT^Lens

'"^
^°'^''^' ^^'' ^"''''

i
^^^ ^°''"' ""^ ^^ ^^^^' ""'^ ^^^^"^ '^25 sec-

No. 3 ^Sgraphk Kodak, f.7.7 Anas-] °"^- ^^^ ^^op midway between /.ll

tigmat Lens. I and 16.

No. 1 Autographic Kodak Jr. with Men- f ^^\ ^°^"! ""^ ^^
^^-^l'

""^^ '^^^"^ % '^'';

iscus Achromatic Lens. 1 °"^- ^,^^\ ^^^P ^^^way between No. 1

I, and No. 2.

No. 1 Autographic Kodak Jr. with R. R. / ^^^ H^^,
^^ ^5 feet; use speed % sec-

T gj^g
r- ^ J Qj^j^ j^g^ g^Qp jjiidway between No. 8

[ and No. 16.

No. 1 Autographic Kodak Jr. with f.7.7 j
Set ^ocus at 25 feet; use speed j^s sec-

Anastigmat Lens. I
°^^^- ^^^ ^^op midway between /.ll and

Meniscus Achromatic Lens.' '

] °"^J- ^^^^^ '^°^ "^^^way between No. 1

No. 1A Autographic Kodak Jr. with f
^^^[j ^°^"J ^^^.^^^ 1^^,^^^^^^^^^

[ and

No. lA Autographic Kodak Jr. with/ ^^^
^°^e"!

""^ ^^ ^^^}' "s^^Pe^^ %''^^;
R R Lens 1

°" *^^^ ''^^P "Midway between No. 8
and No. 16.

No. lA Autographic Kodak Jr. with f
^^\ ^^S^^

^^ ^5 feet; use speed Vsg sec-

f.7.7 Anastigmat Lens. 1 °^^^- ^et stop midway between /.ll and

No. 2 Folding Brownie. | Set focus at 20 feet. Set stop at No. 1.

No. 2A Folding Brownie. \
^^} ^ocus at 25 feet Set stop midway

^
I between No. 1 and No. 2.

No. 3 Folding Brownie with Meniscus ( ^^\ ^°9!^! ^^ ^5 feet; use speed ^25 sec-
" ond. Set s"^— ^,..u..»,. u„^ m„ o

and No. 16.

roiuing orownie wiin ivieniscus i , o ^ . •T —i ;%—r.

Achromatic or R. R. Lens.
]

°". .t^^^./^°P "^^^^ay between No. 8

( Set focus at 25 feet; use speed ^5 sec-
3^ X 4^ Film Premo No. 1. < ond. Set stop midway between No. 8

[ and No. 16.

3>4 X 4^ Premoette Senior with f.7.7 f
^^\ ^^^^^ ^^ 25 feet; use speed ^^5 sec

Anastigmat Lens.
1 and' 16

^^°^ midway between /.ll

(Set focus at 25 feet; use speed ^5 sec-

ond. Set stop midway between No. 8
and No. 16.
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TThie Holiday
Calendar

Calendars bring a welcome addi-

tion to the general turnover at holi-

day time, and they should be fea-

tured prominently by every Kodak
dealer, because they will create ex-

tra business for his Finishing De-
partment, as well as boost the sale

of papers and printing supplies.

The great secret of success in

selling calendars is in getting an
early start ; it is not a bit too early

to begin planning for your holiday

trade in calendars.

The calendar mounts offered this

year are the genuine goods. They
are made on the "slip-in" plan, of

rich, marble-finish stock, with a neat

design in harmonious colors, and
the photograph is tastefully framed
by the cutout with its artistic rule-

borders. Made in two colors—Olive-

gray and Brown, with the useful

easel-back. The calendar pads are

embossed in gold bronze to match
the stock of the mount proper.

It is to your advantage to place

your order early.

Tine Price

For Horizontal or Vertical Prints—specify in ordering. If not specified on
order, we shall ship vertical style.

No. For Prints. Pr. per 100.

V.P. Horizontal or Vertical 15/^ x 2^ $ 9.00

1 Horizontal or Vertical 2^ x 3^ 9.50

lA Horizontal or Vertical 2^^ x 4J4 10.00

3 Horizontal or Vertical 3^4 x 4^ 10.50

3A Horizontal or Vertical 3^ x 5^ 12.00

Packed 25 in a box. Discount 40%.

Pads—No. 1 $1.25 per 100

Pads—No. 2 $1.50 per 100

Discount 25%.

A bird in the hand may be worth two in the bush, but

there's no shadow of doubt as to the comparative worth of

goods in stock when it comes to closing and completing a sale.
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Separating Carbon
Paper fronn Atato-
graphic Film

We have had some inquiries as

to the best means of separating the

carbon displacing tissue from the

film when preparing Autographic
Film Cartridges for development by
the deep tank method. This is a

very simple matter, and if done in

the following manner, there is no
reason why either the hands or film

should be ''smutted" in the opera-

tion.

Unroll the red paper until you
come to the point where the film

and carbon tissue are fastened to

it. With a pencil or letter opener,

placed between the film and car-

bon tissue, tear the ends apart, just

as you would in opening an envel-

ope. The red paper will roll over

the carbon tissue, protecting the

hands from the latter, and by roll-

ing the red paper with the right

hand and the film edges with the

left hand, pull until the film is de-

tached, and proceed with the devel-

oping just as with Non-Autographic
Film.

As the Other Fello^w
Sees It

"O wud some po'er the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us."

Just try to imagine yourself in

the market for a store, one just like

your own, a thrifty little business

with good clientele and with pos-

sibilities for expanding and increas-

ing it generally.

If you were the other fellow and
buying your own store, the chances
are you would go at it with a fine

tooth comb ; would weed out some
of the undesirable merchandise

and relegate it to the store room;
clean out a lot of junk that your
clerks have been walking around
for years ; remodel the store front

to allow the proper display of the

goods you want to feature, and
possibly give the interior woodwork
a coat of paint to brighten it up.

If the other fellow's viewpoint

looks good, give it a trial.

MADE IN CANADA

Give

Vest Pocket

KODAKS
to your soldier friends.

Then eacli can bring back
his own priceless picture

record of the great war.

SMALL-LIGHT
STURDY-EFFICIENT

$7.00 $11.50 $22.50

RICHARD ROE & GO.

S. C. Cut 200II D. C. Cut 200G
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Our Progress
A matter of supreme importance

to any manufacturer is the attitude

of the merchant who retails his

goods.

Certainly his reputation for hon-

esty and fair deaHng must be gilt-

edged, and it is perhaps equally im-

portant that his customers should

have a proper conception of the

stability of his particular industry,

as well as of its position in the

industrial life of the country.

We get along very well with our
customers, so we shall not labor

the point of honesty and fair deal-

ing, but we do wish to convey an
adequate impression of the position

we occupy in the industrial life of
Canada.

We particularly desire to arouse
the interest and enthusiasm of Ko-
dak dealers who are located at a

distance from Toronto, more espe-

cially those in smaller places, be-

cause we know that if we win their

interest, it will be reflected in the

greater volume of our goods that

they will sell.

On pages 6 and 7 of this issue

we show in course of erection the

power plant for our new factory,

on its twenty-five acre site near
Toronto. In past numbers we have
given general details, and have
shown other units of this new plant,

but we now show the power plant
because we feel that a proper con-
ception of any manufacturing in-

dustry can be formed by consider-
ing its power plant.

Provision has been made for a
boiler capacity of 3,000 h.p. with
an immediate installation of 1,500
h.p., for which the boilers and
mechanical stokers are now in place.

On the viaduct shown, coal cars
will be brought in and the fuel

dumped straight into the bunkers,
from which it will feed the fires by
gravity; there will be no handling.

Ashes from the fire-boxes will be

taken away by ash conveyors travel-

ling in a tunnel beneath the boiler

furnaces. Steam heat for the whole
factory will be supplied by this

plant, the different buildings being

linked up by means of tunnels.

Electric energy will be supplied

by generators with a total capacity

of 1,000 h.p. These generators will

also supply light for the factory.

In manufacturing sensitized goods
it is essential to be able to control

temperature, and this point will be

taken care of by a battery of ice

machines, having a capacity equal

to the melting of more than four

hundred tons of ice per day.

The smoke-stack appearing on
the left of the picture rises to a

height of two hundred feet, with a

diameter of nine feet at the top.

These are a few of the particulars

of the power plant for our new
home. It is some ''sizeable" outfit

—what do you think?

Construction is being pushed as

rapidly as possible, but it will be
some time yet before we are able

to occupy this new plant.

From the information given,

every Kodak dealer should take a

deeper interest in Kodak goods, for

the simple reason that he knows he
is building for his own future busi-

ness, just as we are.

a

F^ilm Hangers
We have substituted a more ex-

pensive metal for the one formerly
used in Film Hangers, and are

obliged to make a slight advance
in the price. In the future these

will be listed at 25 cents each, and
subject to a discount of 25 per cent.
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release Don't
We appreciate the advantage to

the dealer of stocking Autographic
film alone instead of Autographic
film and the regular Eastman film,

but it is not yet within our power
to turn out Autographic cartridges
in quantity sufficient to supply them
for both Autographic and Non-
Autographic Kodaks.

Please do not supply Autographic
film for non-autographic Kodaks.
The time is not yet ripe for this

plan, and dealers will avoid delay
in shipping their orders if they do
as we ask.

a

Revised Prices on
Nlaple Leaf TTrays

One efifect of the European war
has been to close continental sources
of supply for enamel-ware goods,
and at the same time to make it

all but impossible to obtain similar

goods in the British Isles, where
practically the whole production has
been absorbed by the requirements
of the British Army in the way of
hospital supplies.

So long as we possibly could, we
have adhered to the old list prices

on Maple Leaf Trays, but difficulty

in obtaining stocks, coupled with
the higher rate of duty, now forces

a revision of prices on this line of

goods. The new list prices quoted
below have been arrived at by tak-

ing an average of the cost of trays

in stock, which were procured at

former prices, and of the new and
higher cost prices ruling to-day. In
this way, we believe that the most
fair and equitable adjustment of
prices can be made for all parties.

Size.

4x5.
4x6.

Price.

.$ .30

. .35

Size. Price.
5 X 7 $ .50

7 X 9 90
8 X 10 1.25

11 X 14 2.70
14 X 17 3.75

16 X 20. 6.00
20 X 24 10.00

Trade Discount, 40%.
a

AncTiatenr Delivery
Envelopes

The orders of our customers have
proved positively that the amateur
delivery envelopes we ofifer Kodak
dealers are worthwhile goods, and
we want to extend this service to

all our customers, therefore we an-
nounce below a revised plan for

supplying these containers.

(a) The envelopes, plain, sell for

$4.50, $5.00 or $6.00 per thousand,
according to size. No. i, 2 or 3.

(b) In lots of 5,000 and 10,000,

envelopes may be had printed with
matter the dealer supplies, at regu-
lar prices, plus charges of v$i.oo per
thousand and 75c. per thousand
respectively.

(c) In lots of less than 5,000, en-

velopes may be had carrying the

dealer's name and other matter in

fair size across the top above the

ruled spaces for customer's name
and address, with the inside pages
of the container carrying advertise-

ment of the Frontenac Album and
Velox Water Color Stamps, the

fourth page showing a film ad.

With this standard printing, plus

the dealer's imprint, envelopes may
be had at prices below. We shall

be glad to send samples of envelopes

with the standard imprint, to dealers

interested.

1 M. 2 M. 3 M.
No. l..$7.00 $6.50 $6.00 per thousand
No. 2.. 7.50 7.00 6.50 per thousand
No. 3.. 8.50 8.00 7.50 per thousand

These prices are net.
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Don't Let Your Fin-
ishiing Department

IVIalte thiis IVTis-

take
Naturally you want all the finish-

ing business you can get. To get

it you must give your customers
the most satisfactory service.

It is important that you keep
close watch of just what sort of

work this department is turning

out.

We know that in some cases, fin-

ishing departments have neglected

or forgotten the fact that Premo
Film Pack films require either

PYemo developer or else a longer

development than roll film.

While Premo Film Pack film is

from the same stock and coated

with identically the same emulsion
as the Kodak N. C. film, it has a

special treatment to overcome
scratching when pulling out the tabs.

This treatment does not afi^ect the

speed or the quality of the film.

But it docs affect the development.
The Premo Tank powders are com-
pounded from a different formula
than the Kodak Tank powders.
They contain more carbonate in or-

der to open the pores of the gelatin

after its special treatment, and admit
of developing the film in the same
length of time as the Kodak film.

The Kodak powders can be used,

hut in this case the film must be
left in the solution 50% longer, or

it will be thin and under-developed.

With the Premo Tank powders,
the normal time of 20 minutes will

produce the proper results. If the

Kodak Tank powders are used in

the Premo Tank, the film must be
left in the solution 30 minutes at

65 Fahr.

In other words, if your developer

is right for 20-minute development
for Kodak films, it will be right for

30-minute development for Premo
Film Pack films. But should you
allow the film pack to remain in

only for 20 minutes, your negatives

will be thin and under-developed.

Impress this fact, then, upon your
finishing department.

In case your finishers develop by
the dark-room method, no matter
what powders are used, satisfactory

results will be obtained, for this is

not automatic development; the

operator watches his films, and in

the case of the film pack, merely
continues developing until he actu-

ally sees that he has the proper
density.

We know that the above state-

ments are correct from test after

test. See if the department is de-

veloping film packs in the same
tanks as roll films, and if so, call

attention to the necessity of leaving

film packs in the tank for 50%
longer time than the roll films.

Advertising

sells Kodaks
YOU HAVE THEM.

Kodaks sell Film

YOU HAVE IT.

Films have to

be finished

YOU DO IT.

What's the answer?
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Kitting
Aiitographic Backs
Autographic Backs as made are

uniform. They should fit the cor-

responding models (except old

models which may have to be

returned to us for fitting), without
adjustments of any kind. Instances

have occurred, however, where the

Backs have been bent slightly in

transit, and there are more cases

where a' heavy fall has put the

camera slightly out of alignment,

thus causing some difficulty in mak-
ing them fit properly. In cases of

this kind you will, no doubt, be able

to make the proper adjustment, but
if it is impossible for the customer
to bring the Kodak to you, impress
upon him the importance of using
care and persuasion, rather than
force, in putting the Autographic
Back on his Kodak for the first time.

If the new Back does not slip

properly into the grooves at each
end of the instrument, do not force
it into place, as the ends of the

Kodak, through rough usage, .may
be slightly out of shape. If the ends
of the Back are bent in, very slight-

ly, this will, in most cases, cause the

Back to fit properly.

If this is not effective, and you
also are unable to make the proper
adjustment, send the Kodak and
Back to us and we will locate the

trouble.

Remember !

Your customers do not all

know that the Vest Pocket

Kodak at $11.50 is Auto-

graphic and Anastigmatic.

B. & Iv. Anastigmat
/. 6.3 Lens

We are now prepared to fill

orders for the No. i Autographic

Kodak Special, fitted with B. & L.

Anastigmat lens. This new lens

has a speed of /. 6.3. The fact

that it is made by the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co., is sufficient

guarantee of its quality, so that

there should be no hesitancy on

your part in fully recommending it

to your customers.

This is listed in the Kodak cata-

logue as a special equipment, for

the No. I Special, at the same price

as is the Cooke Kodak Anastigmat,

/. 6.3 lens, $36.00.

Disturbed conditions make it

difficult to obtain Cooke lenses in

sufficient quantities, and if you
have orders in for this camera with

Cooke Kodak lenses and wish to

cancel them, taking the B. & L.

Anastigmat instead, we will will-

ingly make the change.

All the leading farm papers

are carrying the message of

Kodakery into the farmers'

homes, and the same good

work is being done by the

general papers, weekly edi-

tions, etc., which circulate

so freely in farming com-

munities. The farmer is

constantly receiving a Kodak

reminder for your benefit.

Will you do your part to

complete the sale and gather

in the profit ?
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**Go to Your Dealer"
Every dollar we spend in adver-

tising, is done with the idea of

effecting the sales of Kodaks,
Cameras or supplies through you.

If you have followed our magazine
advertising, you will see the sug-

gestion, "Go to your dealer," or

words to that effect, in nearly all

of our advertisements. This means
that we are doing all in our power
to help build up your business by
interesting the. Magazine and Farm
Paper readers in your locality, in a

product you handle. It would be
unwise for us to say in our adver-
tisements, "Go to Richard Roe &
Co." There might be a John Doe
& Co. in your town, and that

would start trouble. We not only
go as far as we can with the sug-
gestion to the readers, "Go to your
dealer," but a step or two further,

in supplying attractive literature,

window cards and signs, and every-
thing which in our judgment will

help to get the customer, inside your
store. Then too we furnish eye-

compelling car cards and advertis-

ing cuts, with which you can do
what we are not permitted to do,

and that is, advertise the name of
your store and where you are doing
business.

Here is your opportunity to iden-

tify yourself with the sale of cam-
eras and supplies by making use of

the car cards and advertising cuts,

in a way that will be far better than

anything we can do for you. The
vacation season is here—the call to

Kodak. Make the most of it, for

it is all too short.

All the Folding Kodaks

are now Autographic.

Autographic—Unless
Ottier^Arise Specified

Commencing June 15th and there-

after, on orders received for all

Kodaks (excepting Nos. 4, 4A and
the Panorams), we supplied the

Autographic models as listed in the

Kodak catalogue, unless your order
stated positively that the Non-Auto-
graphic back was desired.

Autographic Backs for Nos. 4
and 4A Kodaks will be furnished
when specially ordered. In order
that no misunderstanding may arise

as a result, we suggest that you en-
ter your orders for Kodaks as now
listed in the 191 5 Kodak catalogue.

Our dealers were advised of the

above on May 25th, and we repeat

this notice now to make doubly sure

of its being effective.

Xo Our Customers
What do you think of the adver-

tising helps we have furnished for

your business-getting campaign ?

We ask your opinion because we
have taken especial pains this year
to supply matter of quality and in

cjuantity good enough to ensure suc-

cess to the dealers who use it

actively and consistently.

Apart from the helps furnished

direct, we are exerting the most
powerful influence possible 011 the

buying public through the maga-
zines and other publications which
cover the Dominion at large.

All we ask is that you use the

booklets, show cards, etc., to build

up your own business, for the better

business you do, the better business

we shall do.
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The Kodak that goes with you on your

vacation will come back with a complete

story of the summer's fun— a story that

will have a freshening interest with each

succeeding year.

Take a

KODAK
with you.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column Cut—147B Double Column Cut—147A.
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PROSPECTS

It is well recognized that the pros-

perity of Canada depends in largest

measure upon the prosperity of our

farmers, both Eastern and Western,

for the manufacturing centres of the

East have always counted on the

Western farmers to absorb a goodly

portion of their products.

Adverse conditions prevailing in

the West last year had the effect of

slowing up the factories of the East,

but it now seems certain that the

West will come into its own this

Fall. A most competent authority,

one who is in the closest touch with

actual conditions, and has not the

least incentive to exaggerate his

estimates, figures that if the crops

of the Prairie Provinces, as they

promise at the end of July, come to

a proper harvest, the Western far-

mers will receive One Hundred and
Twenty-One Million Dollars more
than they got for their 19 14 crops

—

an increase of over 50 per cent.

Ontario and Eastwards also give

promise of a good harvest, which,

with the Western crop, should start

the factory wheels turning as be-

fore.

The farmers will have more
ready money than ever before

wherewith to gratify their needs,

and the manufacturing centres will

feel the impulse of the readier buy-
ing by the farmers.

To yon, our dealers, we simply

wish to point out that we have,

without let-up or retrenchment, been
advertising to the public for your
benefit. You should now prepare

yourselves, without being too san-

guine, to reap the benefit of the

heavy work we have been doing,

and shall continue to do in the com-
mon interests.

The Fall of 191 5 should prove a

''hummer" for Kodak business with

the live-wire dealers.
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Kodak
Negative IlluLnainator

The Kodak Negative Illuminator

has been designed as a convenience

for Kodak dealers who do amateur

finishing, in showing the customer

the full printing value of his nega-

tives, at the time he gets them. And
it is reasonable to expect that with

such means of showing the nega-

tives, better orders for prints and

for enlargements may be secured.

Some dealers have arranged a

light, covered with a ground glass,

and while this may answer the pur-

pose, the illumination is apt to be

very uneven. Every dealer should

have an illuminator, for in looking

through a negative, either at an

electric light or ordinary daylight,

the customer cannot see the quality

that is in the negative.

The new Kodak Negative Illum-

inator is intended for the dealer's

show-case or counter where finish-

ing is usually delivered. An elec-

tric light cord 5>4 feet long with

plug allows the device to be con-

nected with a fixture behind the

counter so the light may readily be

switched on or off.

The illuminator is made of the

best quality oak, dovetailed and

wax finished in a pleasing brown
tone. The sloping front is fitted

with a 6 X 6^ inch flashed opal

glass, below which is a ledge to

prevent negatives from slipping off

as they are being shown. Above
the flashed opal glass is a narrow
panel containing the line "We make
the print on Velox" in white letters

on a blue ground.

Inside the box is a socket for the

small Tungsten lamp which is fur-

nished with the illuminator.

The box rests on four rubber tips

and has concealed openings at the

front and back for ventilation,

which prevent the glass from be-

coming overheated.

This illuminator is handsome
enough for any sales-counter and
will be found a great convenience

in showing negatives, will interest

your customers and make sales.

In ordering please state the cur-

rent in use in your store—whether

104, 106, 108, no, 120 or whatever
voltage you may have. This is im-
portant as low voltage lamps burn
out quickly with high voltage current.

We are selling it without profit,

at ------ $2.25

Revised Prices
POWDERED ALUM.

Until further notice the price

will be twice the original figure,

i.e., 20 cents per lb., less discount

of 33 i-37o-

POTASSIUM BROMIDE.
Price advanced to 42 cents per

ounce, less discount of 25%.

ROYLON.
Until further notice, the price

will be one and three-quarter times

original list, or $11.38 per pound.

Discount unchanged, 33 1-3%.
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CALENDARS
Some dealers may think calendars

are not worth bothering with, but

we feel sure that the majority of

our customers will want to cash in

on the opportunity offered for get-

ting a good bit of extra business at

the Holiday season.

Feature calendars as inexpensive

souvenirs from one friend to an-

other, and use them in connection

with your Finishing Department,

to which they should bring a deal of

extra work.

Slip attractive prints of local in-

terest into a few calendars and set

them up near the shelves or draw-

ers where you keep your work for

delivery, so that your patrons may
receive a suggestion to buy, from
the goods themselves.

Orders will not be delayed in

shipment, for the goods are ready.

Make your selection promptly and
get the goods in stock so you can

get an early start in pushing them.

See page 3 of July Trade Circular
for prices, etc. Please remember
that on account of the strictly sea-

sonable nature of the goods we are

unable to take back calendars for

credit.
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Kodalt Advertising
Slogan Competition
There are among your customers,

many who would no doubt be glad

to compete for a share of the

$3 ,000.00 in cash prizes for new pho-

tographs to illustrate advertising

slogans, if they but knew about it.

HERE ARE THE SLOGANS.
Take a Kodak zvith you.

All outdoors invites your Kodak.
There are no game laws for those

zvho hunt zvith a Kodak.
Let the children Kodak.
Write it on the film—at the time.

^ (For Autographic Kodak Advertising.)

For the best photographs illus-

trating each of these slogans, we
will pay $300.00. For the second
best photographs illustrating each,

we will pay $200.00.

And for the best new slogan,

(to be originated) together with a

photograph illustrating same, we
will pay $500.00.

We want something original,

not simply copies of those which

have been used. The thought is

suggested in the slogans, and it

simply remains to work out the

practical ideas with the proper

settings. One thing that is essen-

tial, though not a condition of the

contest, is that any figures that are

introduced should be clothed in up-

to-date fashions, and the Kodaks in

the pictures should be the latest

models. Many of these pictures

will not be used before next sum-
mer, and while we cannot get

around the fact that the dress will

be one year behind the times, we do
not want them of a style that was
in vogue two or -three years ago.

If you haven't a supply of cir-

culars describing the contest, let us

know and we will send them.

Sonc:Le TVlore Progress
In our November 19 14 number

we showed the beginning of Build-

ing No. 5 at Kodak Heights, on the

lower floors of which will be our

Stock and Shipping Rooms, the

upper storeys being occupied by the

Camera Assembly and Card Mount
departments.

On the opposite page there's a

picture of this same building now
erected to the fifth floor, its full

height. This unit measures 280 feet

in length by 85 feet in width, and is

of the best concrete construction,

like Building No. 3, which we
showed in the June Circular. A
good idea of the size of the Kodak
Heights Works may be had from
the pictures of these two units.

Projecting from the first floor

above the ground, at the right of

the building, will be noticed the

steel bonds for a concrete bridge,

which will link Buildings Nos. 3
and 5 and serve for transferring

manufactured goods direct into the

stock room.
In the next issue of the ''Kodak

Salesman" there will be shown a

very fine view of the power plant

and water system, in relation to the

manufacturing buildings, to which
we invite our dealers' attention.

Correction^ in^ Con.-
densed Price List

The Apollo Album "C" really has

10 X 12 leaves, and lists at $1.70,

while the "D" has 9 x 14 leaves

and lists at $1.75. The sizes and
prices were transposed. Please

make the correction in your book.

1915—The Autographic and
Anastigmatic Year.
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A Year Ago
• August, 19 1 4, was one long night-

mare for Canadian business men.

Domestic conditions were none too

rosy to start with and the outbreak

of the big war seemed to many to

be the last straw that would cer-

tainly fracture the spinal column of

the commercial camel. It was a

time of sore trial, but Canada car-

ried the heavy load fairly well and

few there are who will not believe

that we have seen the worst days.

Pessimism is a most virulent poi-

son, and very hard to throw off, but

we really believe that calm and

reasoned optimism is the effective

antidote that every business man
should now favor.

The powers that be decline to

say when the war will end, and the

theories given in the newspapers
are advanced by men whose busi-

ness is to theorize on this topic,

regardless of the accuracy or inac-

curacy of the information on which
they base their predictions.

The best news we could have is

the triumph of the Allies. In the

meantime, our best service to our-

selves and to the Empire is to go
ahead doing business and producing.

The nightmare has been dissipated

and we are down to "brass tacks."

Let reason and optimism prevail

rather than pessimism and stupor.

a

An Improved Nlajes-
tic F*rint Dryer

This new dryer, known as No. i,

will thoroughly dry and properly

shape double weight or single weight
prints in from fifteen to twenty
minutes.

Has a capacity of two rolls, one
inside the other. The outer or 11

inch roll is wound upon a metal

core and may be used for large

prints 6>^ x 8^^ and up. The small-

er roll, 7 inch, may be used indepen-
dently of the outer roll by simply
withdrawing it from the tube, and
is intended for smaller prints which
are more evenly shaped in a roll of
lesser circumference.

When fully loaded the No. i will

accommodate about 200 prints of

average size and is equipped with
universal motor suitable for either

alternating or direct current, but in

ordering you will please specify

whether natural or artificial gas is to

be used. It is well to note that the

gas plate, though its use speeds up
the process, is not essential, be-

cause the current of air effects the

drying in a very short time, even
though it is unaided by the gas
heater.

This dryer is supplied complete
with motor, fan, gas heater and one
set of blotter rolls.

The Price.

Improved Majestic Print Dryer
No. 1, with one set of drying
rolls, complete $30.00

Extra Dryer Rolls, 11 inch 2.00

Extra Dryer Rolls, 7 inch 1.75

Extra Muslin Faced Blotters
for use with 7 and 11 inch
rolls 1.40

Trade Discount, 25%.
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IT is easier to make progress with a strong

current than against it. Your local ad-

vertising efforts will be more productive of

lasting results if you go with the strong

current of our general advertising than if you

oppose it, even in what may seem to you a

mere detail.

The word '

' Kodak '

' is our registered

general trade mark and may not be rightfully

applied to any goods but those we designate

by that name. When you advertise that you

sell '' Eastman Kodaks " you are doing your-

self an injustice because you thereby imply

that there are other Kodaks and ''there ain't

no such animal."

Why should you help your competitor

who is only too glad to palm off inferior goods

on the Kodak reputation? Don't give him a

loophole by unwittingly leading the public

into the false belief that there may be several

makes of Kodaks. Brownie Cameras are not

Kodaks. Occasionally we come across dealers

who advertise that they have "Kodaks from

$i.oo up." There never was such a Kodak,

and the lowest priced Kodak in our current

catalogue is the V. P. K. at $7.00.
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What if the

calendar does

decree that your

vacation ends on

such and such

a day !

With an

Autographic

Kodak

you can make your vacation a permanent
thing—to live over again as you will.

The pictorial record on the print, the written record

beneath each negative keeps each happy memory alive

—forever.

Yon are looking forward to the good times now

—

with an Autographic Kodak you can look back on them
as well.

We have Autographic Kodaks priced from $7.00 up.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Cut No. 193A.
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KOR KALL TRADE

There's a decidedly better feeling

in business circles as a result of the

fine crops just harvested. The
farmers have a good deal of spare

cash and the manufacturers are re-

gaining some of the hopefulness

they had all but lost for keeps. A
conservative opinion of general

commercial conditions is that the

slipping has been arrested and even
that we are climbing again.

It is worth your while to shape
your plans at ouce for the trade

you should do this fall. It's certain

that there's a good deal of extra

photographic business to be picked

up by the alert dealer, who will go
after it, but if he waits till the

business hands itself over to him,

he will, to say the least, be dis-

appointed.

"Home Portraiture" by the help

of the simple Portrait /\ttachments

is one line of work that deserves

special pushing. We shall be glad

to help you with a supply of "At
Home with the Kodak." Later on,

you can do some effective boosting

of flashlight pictures, and you have
a ready helper in "By Flash-

light."

Turn the outdoor sports of fall

and winter to account and also

make capital out of the varied social

organizations that exist in every
town, card clubs, dancing clubs, etc.

You can interest their members in

your goods, if you put your mind
to turning the trick.

Remember, it's a bit of obsolete

practice to hide your photographic
goods as soon as the first leaves fall.

Keep them to the front and keep
pushing, using your windows to

focus attention on the "feature"

items.
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AN AUXUNIN BOOSTER
TTHe No. S Kolding Auitographic

BroAvnie

The picture, the price and the

specifications — nothing more is

needed to tell the story of this

new Brownie.
The limit to its immediate suc-

cess will be governed only by our
factory capacity.

It is small in size, neat in appear-

ance, has a fine quality meniscus

achromatic lens, and considering all

its advantages, the price is remark-
ably attractive. It has the Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter with Snap
Shot Speeds of 1-25 and 1-50 of

a second and the usual time and
''bulb" actions. It is made of metal

and has the Autographic feature,

heretofore incorporated only in the

Folding Kodaks.

There is quick business in this

camera for those who order quickly.

On page 12 we ofifer an advertising

suggestion that will help you get

vacation business. There is a big

crowd that has not yet started on
the annual outing. Some of these

people, many of them, will be

quick to appreciate this high grade
proposition at six dollars.

We can sell all we have and more,
but we want you to sell them nozv,

and get them to eating up film

—

for your interests and our own.
Hence the suggestion that you
order nozv and advertise the minute
you get the goods in stock. Our
own advertising drive will come the

instant that the supply begins to

equal the demand. And, pardon
us, it will be ''some drive."

The No. 2 Folding Autographic
Brownie is going to be one of the
big sellers. Make the most of
it.

Specifications: No. 2 Folding
Autographic Brownie, for 2^4 x 314
pictures. Loads in daylight with
Kodak Autographic Cartridge of
six exposures. Size of Camera
1^/4 X 31/8 X 61/2 inches. Fitted with
meniscus achromatic lens. Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter with variable
snap-shot speeds of 1-25 to 1-50 of
a second, also time and "retarded
bulb" actions. Shutter is equipped
with Kodak Autotime scale. Cam-
era has automatic focusing lock,

two tripod sockets ; is made of metal
covered with a fine imitation of
leather and is well made and fin-

ished in every detail.

Price with meniscus achromatic
lens, - - . - - - $6.00

Sprtj-ce Up
the profitable Amateur Finishing

trade by canvassing every customer
with the

1Q16
"Holiday Calendars"

Keep a few neat samples to the

front and talk them without let-up.

Calendars fittingly solve the univer-

sal problem of inexpensive sou-

venirs at the holiday season.
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No. 2 Folding Aiatographic Bro^wnie
See pages 2 and 12.
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Rett-irnable
Film and Paper
We are sure that all our dealers

who have been with us for some

time know about the arrangement

we make for credit on old Film,

Film Packs and Paper. For the

benefit of new dealers and for those

who have placed new clerks in

charge of the Kodak Department,

we are again explaining the matter.

Films, Film Packs and Paper

which have become too old to de-

liver safely to customers, may be

returned to the factory, freight or

express charges paid, and a credit

in exchange, of 40% of the list

price will be given, provided the

Films or Film Packs are returned

within three months after the ex-

piration of time limit as stamped
on cartons ; Printing-out and De-
veloping-out Papers, within thirty

days from expiration of time limit,

and the quantity returned is not

excessive.

In order to avoid the unpleasant-

ness of customer complaints and
the inconvenience of returning ex-

hausted stock, charge your clerks

with the responsibility of always
keeping the oldest stock to the front.

In this way you are continually

turning it, and eliminating obvious

trouble.

forceful if printed and prepared by

us as they would be if hand-lettered.

In the first place, a printed sign, to

carry the message forcefully, should

have an illustration to make it eye-

compelling and effective, while a

hand-painted sign, no matter how
crude, has an attention value all

its own and is generally conceded

to be the most effective for such

emergency advertising. It will cost

but a few cents to have a sign like

the following hand-lettered, and it

will produce the results

:

''Get your Holiday films to-day.

We close Labor Day."

Try it and see what the results

will be. And it may be worth
re]3eating.

Autographic Feattare
on Grafle:x: Canaeras

Hereafter we shall charge $7.00

for equipping the lA Graflex with

the Autographic feature and $9.00
for equipping the 3A Graflex with

Autographic feature. Discount in

either case, 32%.
This increase is made necessary

by our having to forward cameras
to be equipped with Autographic
feature to the Folmer & Schwing
factory in Rochester, N.Y.

Special Signs
It has been suggested that we

prepare a series of special signs

with the idea of boosting the sales

of films and supplies on special

occasions, such as Labor Day and
the various holidays throughout
the year.

While it is a good thing to have
such signs, they would not. be as

ClrLem.icals

Elon : Effective August 24th, and
until further notice, the price of

Elon was raised to double the regu-

lar list price, or $13.00 per pound
in bottles. Discount to the trade

remains unchanged.
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Greeting" Cards
Something novel, something ap-

propriate is always being sought

after for holiday remembrances.
Above is an illustration of some-
thing that's decidedly novel and
appropriate for this purpose, which
we are offering our dealers in good
time for the coming holiday trade.

These "Greeting" Cards are in-

formal in character, but they are

up to the mark in every respect.

They are made on the slip-in plan,

the cover of white egg-shell sur-

face stock, with embossed lettering,

the insert of high-grade white

Bristol board, carrying a border of

refined design, tinted and counter-

sunk. Below the border is a plate

mark to receive any inscription de-

sired. The mat is nicely set off

by its green tinted bevelled edges.

A timely feature is the illustra-

tion on the front cover, in full and
true colors, of the flags of Great

Britain, France, lielgium, Russia

and Italy ; these colors are not ade-

quately rendered in the cut.

The prices quoted below include

envelopes of suitable size and qual-

ity. Orders accepted for any
quantity. The goods are now ready

for shipment and it is advisable to

order early to be sure of your sup-

ply. Sample sent on request.

Thie F»rice

For Horizontal Prints Per Hundred

214x314 - -^ - $10.00
2i/>x4i4 - - - 12.50

314 X 51/4 - - - 15.00

Trade Discount, 40%.

Advertising Helps
To the dealer who is willing to

make a good effort to increase his

business we are always ready to ex-

tend a helping hand. Booklets,

such as "Kodak on the Farm,'' *'At

Home With the Kodak," ^ *'By

Flashlight," "Velox Manual," etc.,

are supplied in any reasonable quan-

tity, bearing your name and ad-

dress. Electros, with which you

can give bright, snappy illustrations

to your newspaper advertising, are

also supplied on the same plan, but

all are furnished on request only.
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A^ltotime Scales
for Use ^vsrltl:i

Kodak Anastigmat
Lenses f,7,7

The advantage of the K. A. lens

to the amateur Hes in the better

negatives it will produce, rather

than in greater speed, for while this

lens is only a trifle faster than the

ordinary R. R. working at f.8 or

U. S. 4, it will greatly excel the

R. R. in point of definition and
other qualities which make up the

clearness and brilliance so much
desired by the amateur.

The K. A. lens is regularly sup-

plied for the V.P.K. in Ball Bear-
ing Shutter, fitted with a special

Autotime Scale. On the larger

Kodaks, the scale for use with the

R.R. may be used with the K.A.
equipment, because of the trifling

difference in speed between the two
lenses. As a matter of fact, the

only stop affected is the largest, and
really any loss of speed is inappre-
ciable.

The K.A. lens is marked on the

"f" system, while the Autotime
Scale is marked on the universal

system. The comparative values of

the two systems are shown below :

f.8 =U. S. 4

f 11.3=U. S. 8

f.l6 =U. S. 16
f.22.6=U. S. 32
f.32 =U. S. 64
f.45 ==:U. S. 128

This information is also given

on the Kodak Exposure Judex sup-

plied with the Kodaks, and should

be pointed out to the purchaser.

, a

For Efficiency
If your Finishing Department has

been handicapped during the rusli

months by inability to deliver prints

en time, on account of slow drying,

you can speed up the work by in-

stalling a No., I Majestic Print
Dryer. An Eastman Rotary Print
Trimmer also will save time and
speed up delivery.

a
The Toronto Fair
Toronto's big annual show is a

pretty good barometer of trade con-
ditions, for it gives a good line on
the activities of all branches of the
commercial life of the Dominion.
The 19 1 3 Exhibition was the

record breaker, but in 1914 the out-
break of the war sort of stupefied
everyone and the attendance and
interest fell off materially. How-
ever, the 19 1 5 Fair has come back
with a bound, and every day sees
a big gain in the attendance figures.

The Management is pretty con-
fident that they will not be far be-
hind the record of 1913, if they do
fail to attain that mark.

This healthy condition is strong,
direct evidence that business is

decidedly on the mend, for the suc-
cess of such an enterprise is con-
ditioned absolutely on the prosper-
ity of the country.

On the opposite page we show
two pictures of the Kodak Booth.
We decided to make our exhibit of
a ''war" nature and the interest

shown by visitors makes it clear
that we succeeded splendidly. The
pictures are all enlargements por-
traying different sides of naval and
military life, the negatives used be-
ing on Kodak film for the most
part.

We feel that this 1915 Kodak
booth has been a most effective

advertisement for Kodak photog-
raphy, because of the interesting
nature of the pictures, which can't

fail to drive home to visitors the

possibilities that lie in enlargements.
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N. C. Kilm in the
Yello^vTsr Boxies

While the film put up in. the

autographic cartridges is the reg-

ular N. C.—precisely the same film

as we have always supplied—we
find that there are many who have

non-autographic Kodaks who still

want the old style film in the

yellow box.

This is indeed a tribute to the

quality, and incidentally to the ad-

vertising, which has made Eastman
the standard film of the world.

And although there is no differ-

ence whatever in the film, and the

owner of a non-autographic Kodak
can use autographic film in his

Kodak just as well as the old style,

for the convenience of our dealers

who have customers that desire

the Non-Autographic N. C. Film
in yellow carton, we are preparing

to continue to put out the old style

film in the yellow boxes, in all sizes.

Be Siare to Specify

In ordering, where non-autogra-

phic film is wanted, be careful to

so specify, for in the absence of

such specifications, we will ship the

autographic.

Stiggest It

It is to ' our mutual interest to

help the amateur produce the best

possible results and thereby main-
tain an increasing demand for pho-

tographic supplies. To do this, we
must suggest things that will raise

the standard of his work.

The new Kodak Sky Filter will

help to produce more satisfactory

results by intensifying the cloud

effects. Ordinary exposures can

be made with it, on a bright day,

in 1-25 of a second (or about

twice the normal exposure) and
without making it necessary to use

a tripod.

Picture stories of the home

—

stories whose unaffected charm is

always interesting—find their most
fitting expression through the med-
ium of the Kodak Portrait Attach-

ment.

Don't forget the advantages of

the Kodak Film Tank, to the

amateur who "does the rest" him-
self. This is the height of the vaca-

tion season and many amateurs pre-

fer to develop their films where
they are.

Then there's the Kodak Amateur
Printer, which enables the amateur
to do his own printing with a con-

venience, dispatch and uniformity

that is characteristic of the sim-

plicity of the entire Kodak system.

There's always plenty to suggest

to the enthusiastic amateur. Let
your suggestions carry the weight
of conviction, and the rest will take

care of itself.

There's one sure way to boost

sales and profits on Velox and
Bromide papers, and that's by
featuring and pushing now

BroA?srnie
Enlarging Canneras
Your customers want large pic-

tures from their small negatives;

showing how to get them takes but

a few minutes and the time is spent

most profitably.

There's an Enlarging Camera for

every size negative.
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MISNOMERS
THE words ''agent" and ''agency" each signify

a definite legal relationship, which is not the

relation that exists between this company

and its dealers.

We have no agents to retail our goods, so that it

is inaccurate and undesirable for a dealer to describe

himself as a "Kodak Agent" or to describe his store

as a "Kodak Agency." From time to time we notice

such ])hrases on letterheads or other printed matter,

and in every case we point out that the implied rela-

tionship is not accurate in point of fact.

We know that the language of business often lacks

definiteness, and that many other lines of goods are

sold on an agency plan. We believe that the inac-

curacies cited are due to these conditions, but obviously

it is not good policy for us or for our customers to

make use of such terms in a connection to which they

are not applicable.

We repeat that we do not appoint agents to sell

our goods, but do sell them outright, subject to certain

conditions of re-sale, therefore no dealer can accu-

rately describe himself as a "Kodak Agent" or his

store as a "Kodak Agency."

Misapprehensions should always be cleared up,

and it is to this end that we point out the facts as above.
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In Small TToA^^ns
Side lines are becoming more

and more important to the small

merchant, and a highly profitable

addition to the turnover can be

made if the local retailer will foster

and push the sale of a desirable

line like ours.

Sometimes merchants in smaller

towns and villages are deterred

from pushing a desirable line of

goods because they are apprehen-
sive lest the reward of their efforts

should be snatched right out of

their hands by big city competitors
who seek to win away the trade

the small merchant has labored to

work up, by offering similar goods
at lower prices.

No merchant need have any such
fear in regard to Kodaks, for they
are strictly price protected, which
removes the sting from competition
of this sort, besides there are no
"similar" goods.

If the local merchant takes a per-

sonal interest in his goods and posts

himself so as to be able to talk in-

telligently to his customers, giving

them proper service, he can always
hold his trade. That has been the

experience of many Kodak dealers,

who have more than weathered the

gale of city competition.

Personal interest plays a big part

in the final reckoning, for it is to

his dealer that the amateur comes
for information and help in his

work. The dealer who is in a posi-

tion to solve his customers' little

difficulties is the one who is making
the most profit out of his Kodak
department.

Kodak dealers 'in the smaller

centres should do rattling good
business this fall, fjr they have
never before had such a powerful
ally in business-getting as the

"Kodak On The Farm." Make the

most out of the closer contact you
have with the farmer, and run up
your camera sales, remembering
that the first sale is but the start

of a long series of highly profitable

sales of film, paper and other sup-

plies.

You have the line of goods, splen-

didly advertised, you have the spe-

cial help, the pushing is up to you.

There's bound to be

fun with a

BROWNIE
This sturdy little camera provides

a never-ending source of pleasure

for the children —for with a Brownie
even the little tots can take good
pictures.

You don't have to tell them how
to amuse themselves, just leave it to

the Brownie.

We have the Brownies ranging in price

from $1.00 to $12.00

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column Cut No. 127B.
Double Column Cut No. 127A.
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Service

Anything you can do for your

customers in the way of service

will yield a proportionate return

in future profits. It may only

amount to a courtesy, but it will

always pay big dividends.

Just let us imagine you are a

stranger in your town and spend-

ing your vacation there. You
want two or three rolls of Kodak
Film, and find that Mr. A has

them. You are recognized as a

stranger, but nevertheless no spe-

cial attention is shown you. Instead

of buying two or three rolls, you
buy one, lay down the money, not

a word is said, and you walk out.

You don't know why, but you take

the roll back to Mr. A for

developing and finishing, and you
are received in the same phlegmatic
manner.
A little further down the street

Mr. B has a Kodak store.

The clerk notes that you are a

stranger, and aptly remarks that

he will be glad to assist you in any

way he can. He hands you a

neatly printed pamphlet which is

full of information regarding the

best places in the community for

pictorial purposes. You buy three

rolls of Film, and when you take

them back for developing and
printing, you receive with the re-

turn job a personal note of criti-

cism and suggestion. Wouldn't
Mr. B's store stand out as an

example of service? The people

that are giving the service are the

ones that are getting the business.

Does it pay? Would it pay a

garage to have a boy around, with

hands clean enough to wash off the

grease the repair man gets on
everything he touches about your

car? Service is the difference

between success and failure.

PRICE MAINTENANCE.

'' Yes," said the specialist as he stood at the bed-

side of the sick merchant, "I can cure you."

''What will it cost?" asked the sick man faintly.

"Ninety-five dollars."

"You will have to shade your price a little,"

replied the merchant. " I have a better bid than

that from the undertaker."

The specialist "stood pat" on.his price, and his

competitor got the job. —Selected.
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JUST PUT IN STOCK
A shipment of the latest product of

the Kodak factories.

The New
No. 2 Folding

Autographic

Brownie

Just how the Company can do it we don't see.

They have surely put a lot of goodness and quality in

a small package at a small price.

This latest Brownie makes 2^ x 3 J^ pictures, using

the Autographic Cartridges, has a meniscus achromatic

lens, Kodak Ball Bearing shutter. It's made of metal,

is good all the way through and small—it will go in

most any pocket unobtrusively. And the price is $6.00.

Perhaps it's still in time forjj/<9/^r vacation. Anyway
let us show you.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Column Cut- 222 H Double Column Cut—222 G
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Improve Your Finishing
Departnnen^t

In these days of keen competi-

tion, the old theory of the ''sur-

vival of the fittest" holds good. If

your competitor is doing better

amateur finishing than you are do-

ing, he is going to get the bulk of

the business. It's perfectly natural

that he should. Then there is the

competitor that gets his business

at a cut rate. The best way to arm
yourself against such is to produce
"quality work." This is what the

average amateur wants in prefer-

ence to low prices. So no matter
which way it works, quality counts.

The Kodak Company maintains

at a considerable expense, what is

known as the Educational Depart-
ment. Its object is to afford

thorough instruction in the best,

most economical and up-to-date

methods of amateur finishing and
each and every instructor is an ex-

pert. Dark-rooms are set aside for

the use of ''students" and every
assistance that can be is given to

impart the newest and best methods
which, quite naturally, come to the

company's attention. These em-

brace, not only the best practice in

developing and printing but the

correct, scientific way to handle de-

veloping orders both large and
small—the after treatment of nega-

tives so that they will yield the best

possible prints, in fact every opera-

tion that comes within the scope of

the up-to date amateur finishing de-

partment.

To every Kodak dealer, or his

accredited employees this service is

free ; the materials are free and the

service of experts is also free. A
student may spend as much time

as is necessary in order to become
proficient. There is but one stipu-

lation, the student must go to

Rochester, as the course is in no
sense a correspondence course. The
only expense to be considered is

that of transportation and living

expenses while in attendance.

Please send in your applications

for enrollment at an early date, as

the number that can be accommo-
dated is naturally limited.

For further particulars address

us.
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For Good JVIeasTjire

Too earl}^ to talk Christmas?

—

not by a minute. There are lots

of thoughtful people planning their

Christmas gifts and expenditures

right now and it's the early mer-
chant that catches the fattest yule-

tide worms.
Where can you find a more

acceptable Christmas gift for

either sex than the Vest Pocket
Kodak with the Kodak Anastig-
mat F.7.7 lens, especially when
enclosed in the handsome Im-
ported Satin Finish Leather Case?
—and when this in turn is enclosed
in the silk-lined blue leatherette Gift

Case the combination is irresistible

—it is the finishing touch.

Now, just for good measure, and
to help you boost your holiday sales

of the Vest Pocket. Kodak, with
each order for the Vest Pocket Ko-
dak with Kodak Anastigmat F.7.7
lens and Imported Satin Finish
Leather Case, we will include the
Gift Case without charge.

Get your orders for this most
attractive combination in early.

There will be a good many brides

between now and Christmas, and
incidentally a few birthday cele-

brations, so why not cash in on all

of them and the Christmas trade as

well ? Remember only fourteen dol-

lars list for the whole combination.

Solutions by Freiglnt
During the cold weather, there is

a possibility, not always a great one,

of solutions being frozen and ruined
when shipped by freight. This is

generally understood by our cus-
tomers, for the point has been fre-

quently brought to their notice.

It is our practice to ship solutions
exactly as ordered, but dealers will

please bear in mind that their ship-

ping directions in connection with
solutions must be explicit, nor
should they hold us responsible for

any loss sustained from frost when
we have simply followed the ship-

ping directions given in the order.

a
TVlasks for IVTaskit

Printing Krames
We are prepared to supply extra

sets, consisting of three masks, for

the Maskit Printing Frames, in the

following sizes

:

3%" X 51/2"

5" X 7"

Price per set 12 cents list.

Dealers' discount, 33%%.

KODAK
YOU keep taking pictures,

but how do you keep the

pictures you take ?

Pictures neatly mounted in

a Kodak album are safe against

loss or injury and, appropri-

ately displayed on the album
page, gain much, both in

interest and effect.

We have a complete line

of Kodak albums—what you
want is here.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.
Single Column Cut—306 B.
Double Column Cut- 306 A.
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Chemical Clnanges
We are compelled to make a

further advance in our selling prices

of the following, the same taking

effect October 4th, 1915:

PoAvdered Alunn
Further advance from 2 to 2^

times original list. Dealers' dis-

count same as heretofore.

F*otassii-im Bromide
Further advance, from 3>4 to SVo

times original list, making present

list per ounce 66 cents. Dealers'

discount, 25%.

Eastman Klashi Sheets
Further advance from 25 to 40%

of original list. - Dealers' discount

the same as heretofore.

One Subject Letters

If you want action from your

letters, do not write about more
than one subject in a letter, as it

requires from two to four times as

long to give each individual case

the proper attention when the

different subjects are in the same
letter.

In other words, if you are send-

ing in an order, it would go to the

crdei department; if a check, it

would go to the credit department

;

if a camera for repairs, it would
go to the repair department, and
requests for advertising signs and
literature to the advertising depart-

ment.

Each of these subjects should be

taken up in a separate letter so that

the department referred to could

give the matter prompt attention

and finally have the letter filed

where it can readily be located

when desired.

Now if these four subjects were

all embodied in one letter, it might

take several days for the letter to

get to the advertising department,

and finally, when all the matters

were attended to, where would the

letter be filed so that it could be

located ?

The New No. 2 Folding

Autographic Brownie

combines the old Brownie simplicity

of operation with a neiv compactness

that increases its convenience, a neiV

efficiency that broadens its field of

usefulness.

And as a mark of distinction—for

the New No. 2 is sure to be the hit of

the Brownie line—it has been fitted

with Autographic attachment, here-

tofore an exclusive feature of the

Folding Pocket Kodaks.
Takes pictures lYz X3X inches.

Price, with achromatic lens, $6.00.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column Cut No. 222H.
Double Column Cut No. 222G.
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Inaprovements in
A:ZO

Azo Hard has been advanced to

a higher point of contrast, sufficient

to make it yield from negatives of

average good quaHty prints pos-

sessing all that is desirable in the

way of snap and brilliance.

Soft Azo too has been made more
snappy and is indicated for use with

contrasty negatives.

Hard X Azo has not been
changed, and will still be the paper
to use with negatives lacking con-

trast and strength.

It has taken us considerable time

to work in these changes, but they

are all going into effect now, and
we firmly believe that they will be
thoroughly appreciated by the con-

sumer.

To work Azo there is no better

developer than Nepera Solution,

and dealers will be acting, in their

own interests by pushing the sale

of this developer among those con-

sumers of Azo who do not care to

make up their own developer in

accordance with the formula given

in the direction sheet.

It Won't Work
Tell everyone of your customers

who owns a V. P. K. that he should

do no switching of lenses. In the

January number of the Kodak
Trade Circular there's a warning
which was effective for a time
against this practice, but lately we
have had several fresh cases of
transposed lenses, so we ask you
to make a point of warning your
clerks and your customers against

this trouble-maker.
The front lens of the K. A. equip-

ment on the V. P. K. at $11.50 will

not work with the lens on the V.
P. K. at $7.00.

Such switching of lenses means
that you put two Kodaks out of

business, and make your customer
decidedly sore, when he can't get

sharp results after he has gone to

considerable extra expense.

Please, for the common good, do
not encourage your customers in

this practice, and warn your assis-

tants.

Inslip iVIoxjints

We are supplying a new size of
these popular Mountings for large

pictures, in Sepia Buff and Eng-
lish Grey, like the others.

For Prints Size Outside Per dozen

5 X 8^2 9 X 121/2 $ .70

Discount, 25%.

Eastncian Printing

We have had a great many re-

quests for Eastman Printing Masks
that will fit the regular 3A Printing

Frames and give a variety of mask-
ing sizes. These we are now pre-

pared to supply in new sizes as

follows

:
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Notice to Quit

THE dealer who, at the first sug-

gestion of winter, banishes his

goods to a dark corner, takes down his

signs and discontinues his displays, is

serving a most pointed notice upon his

customers to quit using their cameras

and buying films and other supplies

of him.

Modern business practice lays heavy

emphasis upon ^'keeping everlastingly

at it," if one would secure the best

results. Isn't it worth your while to

keep everlastingly pushing your most

important line and your best cash-sale

producer, so that you may work it up
to an all-year-round business ?

To relax in the fall entails hard work to

get going again in the spring, as well

as the loss of several months' business.

It's the strong push and the steady

push that wins.
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T^lriG Eastnnan Scale
This new scale should prove a

big seller, for it is accurate, de-

pendable, and presents a good
appearance, all metal parts being
neatly finished in nickel and black

enamel. The base is of mahogany
finish, nine inches long, and all

points are specially hardened.
A distinctive feature of the scale

is a graduated beam, weighing from
one to fifty grains. This elimi-

nates the troublesome small weights,

which are such a disadvantage in

most scales. For weighing quan.-

tities above 50 grains and including

2 ounces avoirdupois weights are
used. They are placed in the right

hand pan, the material to be weighed
being put into the left hand. pan.
If the weights do not exactly bal-

ance the quantity to be weighed, use
the weight on the beam to make
up the correct amount.
The Eastman Scale has been very

favorably commented upon, because
it is practical and will stand the
test. It should prove a ready seller

to photographers of all classes, and
we can safely recommend it for the
use of^ dealers in compounding
chemicals for their finishing depart-
ments.

The F»rice
The Eastman Scale $4.00

Discount to the trade, singly. ., .33%%
Discount in lots of 1 dozen 40%

Week-End Albtims
There's a demand for little inex-

pensive albums, such as one would
like to use for sending to a friend,

the pictures made during a week-end
or other brief visit.

Something of this nature is espe-
cially sought after at the holiday
season, and we offer our dealers a
suitable style of album at the mod-
erate prices shown below. The
name is, we think, quite apt, and
the goods are by no means inferior.

Made on the loose leaf plan, covers
of sheepskin finished on the out-
side in craftsman style of a brown-
ish olive hue, with the underside
unfinished. A dozen leaves, black
in color, afford ample space, and
the two sizes provide for pictures
up to lA and 3A respectively.

These little novelties will add
appreciably to your receipts, if

properly pushed, quite apart from
the healthy effect they have on your
Finishing Department.
The alert dealer will take hold

and make a success of Week-end
Albums, Greeting Cards and Calen-
dars for holiday trade, for the all-

sufficient reason that there's good
profit in pushing them.

The F»rice

Week-end Albums are supplied in neat,

individual envelopes

—

No. 1 $ .25

Extra leaves, per dozen. . . .05

No. 2 40
Extra leaves, per dozen. . . .10

Trade Discount, 30%.
a

The profit on sales of "H. T. M.
G. P." is not so much the point as

is the fact that the book will help

the amateur to better results and
thus keep him coming back to you
for more films, paper and other

supplies.
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Focusing Cap for
Enlarging Cannera

The Eastman Focusing Cap is

designed to aid in composing the

image properly on the bromide
paper for enlarging work. It con-

sists of a block with an opening in

the center to admit the lens barrel,

the same being adjustable to fit

different size lens barrels. The
front edge of this block contains a

slide, with two apertures, one of

which is covered with ruby glass

as a safeguard when the bromide
paper is being placed. To make
the exposure the slide is moved so

that the uncovered aperture comes
opposite the enlarging lens.

This device will be of great
benefit in any finishing department
where enlargements are made for

either amateur or professional use.

F»rlce

Eastman Focusing Cap for Enlarg-
ing Cameras.

No. 1, for lens barrel of IV2" to 214

"

diameter, $ .75

No. 2,, for lens barrel of 214" to 3"

diameter, 1.0«0

Dealers' discount, 25%.

Carrying Case for
No. 2 Kolding Auto-
graphic Bro^wnie

This carrying case is made of
fine imitation leather, with leather

shoulder strap. The price is so
reasonable that you should be able

to sell one with every No. 2
Folding Autographic Brownie.

F»rice

Error
On page 149 of the latest edition

of "How to Make Good Pictures"

the price of the Brownie Enlarging
Camera Illuminator is given, in

words, as three dollars. This is,

of course, a mistake, the price being
three dollars and a half. Please

advise your sales people.

Anastigmat efficiency

and low cost.

Carrying Case for No. 2 Folding
Autographic Brownie,

Dealers' discount, 30%.

$ .75

Premoette Sr.
A distinct advance in amateur

photography, simple in every detail,

equipped with a genuine anastigmat
lens and yet as low in price as the
average camera for the same style pic-
ture with only an ordinary R. R. lens.

The lens is the Kodak Anastig-
mat /.y, 7 and the shutter the Kodak
Ball Bearing.

Prices: 2>^x4X,$i5; 3Xx5K,|i7.5o

Let us show you ourfull line

ofPremo Cameras.

JOHN DOE & CO.
1234 PREMO STREET.

Single Column Cut No. 341 H.
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V^"

The Autographic Kodak
The historian of the household

Pictures of all that goes to make your home

—

your
home as distinguished from everybody else's—tell a

story that for you and yours have an interest eternal.

And the Autographic Kodak enabling you to date

and title each negative at the time the exposure is made^

adds the needed touch.

Not just picture stories

—

an authentic record—a

history.

We h^ve the Autographic Kodaks priced from $7.00 up.

Ask usfor the free booklet, ''At Home with the Kodak "

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Double Column Cut No. 211 C
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OOOD TIMES FORECASTED.

Have yon yet felt the change in

general business ? We have, for our

last three months' business has been

most reassuring. The month of

October showed splendid sales of

cameras, at a time when some

people thought cameras would not

sell readily.

Yes. The tide has turned defin-

itely, and it is your cue to get

started at once on the rising waves
of business-confidence.

Christmas business in 191 5 will

be away ahead of that in 1914, be-

cause there's more money in use,

but little unemployment in the

cities and towns, and the farmers

are in splendid financial condition.

Add to these the important fact

that everyone is free from the par-

alysis that followed the outbreak

of the war, and it will be a strange

sort of man who can retain a pessi-

mistic view of Canadian business

conditions in the coming months.

Mr. D. A. Thomas, Lloyd-

George's envoy to Canada, on the

eve of his departure after having

fixed up the shells matter, made
what looks like the most reasonable

forecast of Canadian business con-

ditions in the immediate future.

He said that Canada's share of

munitions trade would come to five

hundred million dollars approxi-

mately.

This huge expenditure of money
among the heavier manufacturing
industries, coupled with the mag-
nificent crops harvested, would, he

forecasted, result in a revival of

good times. Then, consider also

that the textile factories are work-
ing nights to keep up with their

orders, and remember that there's

hardly a line of business but has

benefited by the large purchases of

the Allied Governments.
Doesn't it look as if Air. Thomas

had good grounds for his hopeful

forecast? What do you think?
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A Slogan for You..

Unquestionably the greatest ad-

vertising slogan ever coined was
''You Press the Button; zve do the

rest/'

The writer can say this because

he admits, regretfully, that he was
not the originator. The phrase was
born of necessity and abandoned
from policy. When the Kodak was
first advertised the camera itself was
simple, but the finishing methods
were difificult. To make a market
it was necessary to provide a means
for finishing the pictures. There
were then no photographic finishers

and professional photographers did

not care to bother with paper film or

stripping film. There was no trans-

parent film.

With the simplification of the de-

veloping and printing processes a

new business was born. The trade

started finishing departments. For
the most part these people used our

goods. We did not want to com-
pete with them and so we practi-

cally stopped advertising that end of

our business. Our finishing depart-

ment has in fact been run for the

last several years with the sole ob-

ject of providing a place for sub-

jecting our goods to a practical test,

and of trying out new methods that

could be passed on to the trade.

There are to-day any number of

finishers who develop more nega-
tives and make more prints in a

week than we do in a month.

Another thing, ''You press the

button; we do the resf carried the

idea, which was once the fact, that

the amateur could not "do the

rest." When it first became easy

for the amateur to do his own de-

veloping and finishing, we wanted
him to know that he could do it

and it seemed unwise for us or for

our dealers to use a slogan that

could possibly give him an impres-
sion that the finishing was difficult.

But conditions have changed. It

is now well established with the

public that photography is simple

all the way through by the Kodak
system. The slogan "You press the

button ; ive do the rest" is, there-

fore, again a good one. Not for

us, however, because we don't want
to enter into competition with our
customers, the dealers and finishers.

But the Kodak dealer who has

such a department can use it effec-

tively, and he is welcome. And in

this connection, just one suggestion.

To give it the full force it should

be used in the same typographic

form as we always used:

"You press the button;

zve do the rest."

A Special Sign.

From time to time we have had
requests from dealers for a window
or store sign advertising their

Kodak finishing business. Here-
tofore it has seemed inadvisable

for us to put out such a sign, for it

appeared to be a matter that could

best be handled by the dealer him-

self with a hand-lettered sign. How-
ever, we have gotten up a plain,

two-color sign, called "Kodak
Finishing," which we are prepared

to send on request only to dealers

conducting an Amateur Finishing

Department in connection with their

regular Kodak and supply business.

H you come under this classifi-

cation, and desire such a sign, let

us know and we will send it, gladly.
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Xhie Race is On.

On your mark I Get set ! Go !

Get off this time with the gun.

Don't let the other fellow get the

start, at the start. More races are

lost through a bad start, than are

won by coming up from behind.

The Christmas season is almost

here. The wise shopper is looking

around now for a place to buy.

What's the matter with your store?

Tell him about it before it's too

late. Start in by using a little space

in your local papers—judiciously,

to let your people know that there

is a new member in the Brownie
family—the No. 2 Folding Auto-
graphic Brownie. Turn to the back
cover of the September Kodak
Trade Circular and use that copy
if you cannot get up something that

suits you better. But you haven't

got to devote all your energies to

this little youngster—there are the

Autographic Kodaks and every con-

ceivable best thing that is photo-

graphic, and the point is, you have
them all right there on your shelves.

Maybe, however, not all the people

within your territory know it. Tell

them by all means.

There will soon be a package of

Kodak and Premo window and
store signs on its way to you. Each
of these silent little salesmen, bears

a special message in a clear, con-
cise way, and we flatter ourselves

they are the best we have ever sent

out. Put them to work and watch
the results.

The Kodak and Premo Winter
Booklets are now in preparation.

In a few days, they will be ready,

but remember these are sent only
on request. Send in your order for

what you need, for we're booking
now.

The Kodak Booklet cover is a
beauty—in full color, and the

Premo is also upholding its repu-
tation for attractiveness.

With this wealth of material and
the Christmas season as the objec-

tive, there is no reason why some
of the prosperity that's going
around shouldn't come your way.

Let the kiddies tell

their story with a

BROWNIE
They can do it—anybody

can— for picture taking

with this sturdy little

camera is simplicity itself.

We have the Brownies

from $1.00 to $12.00 and
they all take good pictures.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Col. Cut-No. 180 B.

Double Col. Cut-No 180 A.
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Aiatographiic Backs.

There are thousands of Kodaks
in use which are not yet equipped

with the Autographic feature.

Don't forget to talk of the advan-

tages of this feature to those of

your customers who have the old

style Kodaks. The film is Auto-

graphic and at a slight additional

cost an old style Kodak may be

brought up-to-date.

Keep Autographic Backs of all

sizes in stock and push them.

Repairs.

From time to time we receive

from dealers, cameras and other

articles for repairs. These are

often accompanied by repair tags

made out by the dealer, bearing

his order number, the customer's

name, instructions concerning the

work required and finally the re-

quest that the tags be returned with

the article for proper identification.

Frequently no other instructions

than are contained on these tags

come to us, and in such instances

it is necessary for us to retain the

tags for our files. So please bear

in mind that if you want the tag

returned with the camera or article,

you should forward a letter of in-

structions at the time the goods
are sent.

Would it not, however, be a bet-

ter plan for you to keep a book
record of all repairs, showing the

style and serial number of the

camera returned, also the cus-

tomer's name and address? This

would obviate the necessity of for-

warding tags and then upon the

return of your outfit, the ownership
could be readily determined.

"KodaUery" Rays.

"Kodakery's" circulation has in-

creased in the past year—from
October to October—nearly 30%.
There must be a reason. We know
it isn't because its readers simply

enjoy looking at the pictures. We
know this because of the many let-

ters we get every week asking for

photographic information and ad-

vice. Every one of these is an-

swered with a personal letter. Not
by the office boy, but by men who
have grown up in the business

—

have become proficient through
years of experience. Many of these

letters contain prints or negatives

for criticism and a tremendous
amount of time is required to give

each its proper attention.

But what has this to do with the

dealer? It helps you by creating a

demand for supplies. "Kodakery"
is a salesman, working along

the lines of modern salesmanship

through suggestion and education

—in a quiet, unobtrusive way. It

impresses your customer with the

fact that ''Kodak Service" is not

a myth. It begins with the sale

of a Kodak, Brownie, Premo or

Graflex camera, and ''Kodakery"
creates the desire for the materials

with which to make better and
better pictures, since it explains how
this can be done. It goes free for

one year to the purchaser of any
of these cameras.

See to it that your clerks use

"Kodakery" as a means for mak-
ing sales.
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!Por thie Soldiers.

The soldiers arc now quartered

by battalions and companies

throughout the larger centres of the

several Provinces, and Kodak deal-

ers in such places can get a good
bit of extra business if they will go
after it, for soldier-boys are fond
of pictures and can afford to get

what they desire.

A careful explanation of the Port-

rait Attachment, to prove how with
a Kodak, Premo or Brownie, excel-

lent pictures like that above may
easily be made, followed up by
showing a few ready-prepared
samples, will surely create sales of

these novel mounts, as well as boost

the sales of the Attachments. And
samples similarly "made-up" will

help sell Greeting Cards and Calen-

dars too.

The Military Mount is in folder

form with neatly embossed borders

and the flags of our Allies in full

colors on the front cover. It is

made in one color—^^white, and one
size—for vertical post cards or

prints 3Vt x 51/0. Price is $1.75
per package of 50 and discount 25%.

The Army Mount is also a de-

sirable novelty for the soldier for

vertical 3A prints or post cards, but

furnished in two colors—grey and
brown—at $3.50 per package of 100,

or $i.'85 per package of 50, with

discount of 25%.
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-i
Still Progressing. The Exec

Dimensions 60x20i
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UBiicij
Building at Kodak Heights,

three storeys high.
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Holidays are

Kodak Days
Put Kodak on your
Christmas list

Price S .00 and Upwards

Richard Roe&Co.
1201 Tripod Ave.

Car Sign No. 66y.

Car Signs.

This is going to be another

Kodak Christmas. Ah the leading

magazines are carrying the Kodak
Christmas message to miUions of

people, with Christmas money to

spend.

We have always given a great

deal of attention to suitable and at-

tractive car cards for dealer's use,

and this year they seem to carry

more forcibly than ever the

thought and spirit of the season.

Each year we print what seems

to us a greater number than will

be used, but nevertheless many
dealers are disappointed by send-

ing in a la'te order. The time to

order is now while the matter is

fresh in your mind. We find that

some of the dealers have a contract

for car space beginning about

November 15th, and that's why
the signs go so soon after they are

announced.

The cards are in colors—the

standard size, 11 x 21 inches—and
in ordering, please state the quan-

tity of cards needed and be sure

to specify by number the style

wanted.

In filling orders for street car

cards, we shall as usual give pre-

ference to the first dealer who
applies, as it is obvious that no
two dealers in the same town
would care to use the same cards.

But no one dealer will be furnished

with more than one style of card

until we are satisfied that the other

dealer in the same town (if- there

is another) is not interested. When
there is only one dealer in the town
using the cards, he can run the full

line if he chooses.

Hydrodninon.
We were compelled to make fur-

ther advance in the price of Hydro-
chinon, and until further notice

this product will be billed at five

times our regular list price, that

is, $7.00 per pound
; $3.50 per half

pound
; $2.00 per quarter pound

;

65c. per ounce, in cans, subject to

our usual trade discounts.
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Every outdoor sport

invites your

KODAK
Kodaks, S .00 aiKl I pwauls

lirownies, S .00 to S .00

Ricliard Roe & Co.
1201 Tripod Ave.

Car Sign .Xo. 668.

Yl, R. Lens for thie
Ne^w Bro^wnie.

We are now prepared to supply

the new No. 2 Folding Auto-
graphic Brownie equipped with

Rapid Rectilinear lens. This lens

has done remarkable work on
thousands of Brownies and will be

a valuable addition to this already

efficient little camera. From one
end of the country to the other

people are learning about the No.
2 Folding' Autographic Brownie
through our widespread Adver-
tising Campaign and they will

shortly hear about the Rapid Rec-
tilinear lens equipment. And the

only way to meet a sure demand,
is to have a stock on hand ready
for the call. If your cash register

can toll the additional $1.50 for

the Rapid Rectilinear lens ec[uip-

ment, don't stand in its way, for

there's more profit in it for you.

Price
No. 2 Folding Autographic Brownie,

with Rapid R-ectilinear lens, - - $7.50
Dealers' discount, 32%.

Petit Larceny.
A Chief Justice of the State of

Washington announced some time

ago, "No one will suppose that the

retailer pockets the loss accruing

from cut prices. He merely makes
it up in some other way."

And this in plain words means
that the price cutter commits petit

larceny in order to provide the

means to make a sensational ad-

vertising cut on some well known,
standard value article.

You know the evil effects of price

cutting as regards your own busi-

ness, and you can readily see how
it affects the economy of your
household as well.

FEATURE
Kodak Film Tanks and

Brownie Enlarging Cameras
for Christmas gifts to the Am-
ateur. His relatives and friends

will gladly take the tip.
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Preiinoette Jviniors,
f. r.r.

Ever since the Kodak Anastigmat
lens f.y.'j was put on the market,

we have been receiving requests for

Premoette Jiuiiors fitted with these

lenses.

We have known that these popu-
lar little cameras with such equip-

ment would prove good Premo sel-

lers, but they are so compactly made
that the slight extra length of lens

barrel necessary on the Kodak
Anastigmat f.'j.'j made it impossible

to close the camera when so fitted.

This difificulty has now been over-

come in a very simple and a very

satisfactory manner.

A circular disc is embossed out

from the camera, about one-eighth

of an inch, making it an easy mat-
ter to close the camera without in-

jury to the lens mount.

This does not add appreciably to

the dimensions of the camera, and
if anything, makes it more attrac-

tice in appearance than the regular

model.

The inexpensive Kodak Anastig-

mat has made a great ''hit" among
amateur photographers. The light,

compact, already popular Premoette
Juniors, with this new equipment,
means many sales and more profit

for those who push them.

F»rice
Premoette Jr. No. 1, with Kodak
Anastigmat lens /.7.7 and Kodak
Ball Bearing Shutter, - - - $12.00

Premoette Jr. No. lA, with similar

equipment, 15.00

a

Evicted ?

Eviction of tenants was one of

the keenest wrongs of Ireland, and
it is to-day a harsh injustice prac-

tised on Kodaks and Brownies in

a good many stores where they are

evicted from their position of dis-

play as soon as the leaves begin

to fall. Give them a square deal

in light and air. They have done
splendid service in the summer
months, and will surprise you by
the A^. C. R. chimes they will keep
up.

By all means, give them a chance,

for they will deliver in profits.

Kodak Leather
Dressing,

This is a special preparation

which we have manufactured and
in fact used exclusively as a dress-

ing for Kodaks and cameras for a

number of years.

It is unsurpassed for refinishing

all real and imitation black leather

articles and for harness, automobile

tops, leather upholstery and other

leather products. It is only after

repeated requests from our dealers

that we have decided to place the

preparation on the market and we
feel sure it will meet with a ready

demand.

Price
In Pint Cans, list price, - - - $ .50

Dealers' discount, 25%.

Booklets
That will help you to stimu-

late and create interest in

Winter Kodakery.

The Kodak Winter Booklet
The Premo Winter Booklet
At Home with a Kodak
By Flashlight

Are free in reasonable
quantities on request.
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Kodak Fire Brigade.

Dealers who have been round the

Kodak factory at Harrow have prob-

ably noticed the building shown in

this illustration. They may have
seen the fire engine, too, but they

would not recognize it because in

the ordinary course it is just a motor
lorry which carries goods to Kings-

way.

However, on the night of Sep-
tember 15th, when, as stated by the

authorities, there were ''fires in the

Ivondon district," the motor ex-

ceeded its usual dignified twelve
miles an hour, inasmuch as it cov-

ered the 12V2 miles from the factory

to the fire station ''in the London
district" in 38 minutes. Then the

Kodak boys got busy to such good
efifect that a few days later Lieut.

-

Commander Sladen, R.N., the chief

oflficer of the London Fire Brigade,
travelled down to Harrow to express

his thanks for their efficient help.—Prom "Kodak, Limited" Trade
Circular. The fires were caused by
Zeppelin bombs.

A Ne-w^ Code
A new Telegraphic Code is now

being forwarded to every dealer and
will become effective on and after

the 22nd of November.

In writing orders by the Code,
dealers should be careful to write
code words exactly as the}- are in

the book. Some of the words have
not very common usage and may
be misinterpreted by the operator
if not written distinctly.

Last Gall for

Calendars

and Greeting Gards
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W'f^Ai ^

^//^er ^/r^ turkey

KODAK
The friends and relatives who will gather around your fireside

on festal occasions—and you, yourself— will want something

more tangible than mere memories of all that the day has in store.

Let Kodak tell the st07y.

Kodaks from $7.00 up

Brownies from $1.00 up.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Column cut—No. 173 B. Double Column cut—No. 173 A.
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CHRISXIVIAS BUSINESS

November, 191 5, has been the best November we ever

experienced, our total sales the month past having shown a

comfortable percentage of increase over the figures for any
other November.

Things look bright for a mighty good December and we
confidently expect that what has been the case with the past

month will apply to the current month in the matter of Kodak
business. We shall turn the trick with the co-operation of

our dealers.

There is nothing more appropriate than a Kodak or

Brownie as a Christmas Gift. You can prove that to your
own pecuniary satisfaction by working upon the army of

Christmas shoppers with convincing displays made with the

cards and signs we have sent you. The Winter Booklets will

contribute towards the same good end. Use the helps we offer

persistently and in the most convincing style 3'^ou can devise.

It pays to advertise at all times, particularly at this season.

Advertising is good for business in the present and in the future.

To all our dealers we wish a Merry Christmas and a

Happy, Prosperous New Year.
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Hints on Ordering
For the convenience of our cus-

tomers we supply, free, ruled order

forms, of which every dealer can
obtain a supply on request. Please

use these blanks in making out

your orders and thus assist us in

giving you a service even more
prompt.

We urge the use of these forms
because we have found that orders

made out on them are much clearer

than orders written on ordinary

note paper or post cards, which are

often so crowded that mistakes

arise.

Please write on one side of the

sheet only. Items written on the

back of the sheet are often over-

looked, thus causing inconvenience

to you.

The descriptions of goods should
be given as in the catalogue or

Condensed Price List, for the latter

is published solely for the conven-
ience of our dealers. Indefinite des-

cription of the goods puts us to the

necessity of guessing whatis wanted.
Often we guess wrong, as is nat-

ural, or can't guess at all, and you
have to wait, perhaps losing the sale.

We don't like to lose sales any more
than you do, but it is sometimes im-
possible .for us to fill an item on an
order with any feeling of certainty,

and therefore are forced to cancel

the particular item.

System in writing up your orders
is easily acquired and is well worth
acquiring.

For Enlargennents
The Enlarging end of your Fin-

ishing Department may be made in-

to a source of fat profit, if you set

out to make your reputation on
quality. People are quite ready to

])ay good prices for good work.
Clean prints, suitably trimmed and
mounted, will always command
good prices.

It is a good plan to use mounts
of a distinctive style like the

Drimount and Inslip. They add a

touch of ''class," which makes your
work stand out from the ordinary
run, and the expense is practically

negligible. Mounted with tissue

they are both flexible and strong.

Keep
the

Fun
Going.

Enlarge
Your
Pictures

at

Home.

Brownie Enlarging

Cameras make it as easy

as taking the pictures.

A simple, practical

device, which gives ex-

cellent results by daylight

or electric light.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Cut No. 227B. S. C. 227A. D. C.
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** Kor Someone on
Your Ctiristnnas

List"

Most everybody has a Christmas

list. It may not be written out on

paper. But everyone has a certain

list of persons in mind who must

be remembered on Christmas with

a gift.
^

And the Christmas list always

presents this big problem : What
will make the most suitable and

acceptable 'gifts for the various

persons on it?

The live photographic dealer has

the best chance in the world to

''get in" on these lists. The camera

is of such universal use, appealing

as strongly to one sex as to the

other, and to the young as well as

the old, that, there's almost sure to

be at least one on every Christmas

list, for whom a camera would be

considered just the thing.

With this idea in mind, Premo
copy is being run in many of the

leading magazines, ''playing up"
the Christmas list idea, and suggest-

ing for it the Premoette Jr. f.7.7.

This is a great little holiday propo-

sition. You know how attractive

the little Premoettes are to the eye.

When fitted with the anastigmat

lens, 'at the comparatively low

prices at which they are tDffered,

they are going to appear on many
a Christmas list.

With a little co-operation from
you, a little pushing of this same
idea on the part of your store, we
can get it on the Christmas lists of

many of your townspeople.

Have the goods in stock and

push them. They'll sell.

Specials

for

Puzzled

Christmas

Shoppers

Kodaks

Brownies

Premos

Kodak Film Tanks

Brownie Enlarging

Cameras

Albums

Tripods

Amateur Printers
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Raise Xhiem a
Quarter

It would be hard to say too much
about the good effect that would be

produced on your trade by a thor-

ough distribution of 'TTow to Make
Good Pictures" among your cus-

tomers. And the distribution will

not be an expense to you, rather a

source of profit, for you can surely

raise nine sales out of ten to the

tune of twenty-five cents.

Amateur photographers need edu-

cation to make them do better work,
more work, and the best educator is

that little book for which you get a

quarter.

In 1916 put yourself and your
assistants on honour to ask each

customer if he has the book, and to

raise everyone who hasn't to the

extent of a quarter for his copy.

It surely is the handy little Kodak
educator.

Contrast Veloix:

"Contrast" is not a new grade of

Velox. It is a new degree of con-

trast, just as distinctive as Special

and Regular. These three degrees

permit of a wider range of good
photographic results from the aver-

age wide range in negative densi-

ties. For example : Special is used

for negatives of average printing

quality; Regular, for negatives

somewhat below the average in

density, commonly called flat nega-

tives, and the new Contrast, for ex-

tremely flat negatives. It produces
a clear, brilliant print with the min-
imum of flatness..

Contrast Velox will be supplied

in single weight Velvet only. List

prices and trade discounts the same
as all grades of Velox.

Brighten 'Em Up
In every store there are one or

two cameras that would be ever so

much better for a little brightening

up—old models which have become
shop-worn or used cameras taken in

trades. Neglected, they are pretty

sure to prove ''stickers," whereas
they will be easily disposed of if

thej present anything like a busi-

ness-like appearance.

Get a can of Kodak Leather
Dressing and brighten up the stick-

ers. It is a special preparation,

which we have used for years, and
we know there's none better for re-

finishing real and imitation black
leather articles.

Chennical Clnanges
Conditions have again forced us

to advance our selling prices, as be-

low, effective November i6th.

Powdered Alum—List price advanced
to three and a half times original list,

making 35c. per lb.

Potassium Bromide— List price ad-
vanced to ten times original list, making
$1.20 per oz.

Pyro Crystals— List price advanced
30% over original list, making pound
bottles $3.38.

Pyro Resuhlimed—List price advanced
40% over original list, making pound
cans $3.64.

Discounts to dealers remain unchanged.

Elon cannot be supplied for the

present.

Discontin.^leci

Dealers will please notice that

the manufacture of Rough Velox
has been discontinued, and we are

unable to fill any further orders for

this paper.
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Kodaloid F^rinting

Kodaloid l*rinting Masks are in-

tended for use with the Kodak
Maskit Printing Frames. While
they are transparent, permitting a

quick and sure adjustment of the

negative, the orange color allows

only that portion of the negative

under the opening to be printed.

Many thousands of Maskit Print-

ing Frames have been sold during

the past season and we are sure the

users of these will see the advan-
tages in using in them, Kodaloid
Printing Masks. These masks are

supplied in sets of three, each mask
with a different size opening.

We are looking for big sales of

these masks. Stock them and push
them.

PRICES

Per set of 3, 3^x4^ -
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A Gro^wing Family
The Kodak Anastigmat family,

the lenses that we make ourselves,

for use on our own cameras, is

growing.

Our advertising of the Kodak
Anastigmat /. J."] has carried no
overstatement. Our customers
have made no complaints—and the
sales have been enormous. Of the

/. '].^ we have simply said : "A
trifle faster than the best of the

rectilinears ; the equal in quality

of the best anastigmats." We
could have truthfully added that

in quality it was better than some
of the higher priced anastigmats.
It isn't really now necessary for

us to make comparative claims.

Several tens of thousands of the

lenses are making them for us.

The Kodak Anastigmat lenses

are made for a specific purpose—
use with hand cameras, and they
fulfill that purpose. We do not
claim that they will cover an area
larger than that for which they are
listed. But they do cover that

area remarkably well, better in

fact, than some lenses which will

make a better showing than the

Kodak Anastigmat when used to

cover a larger area. We have
proceeded on the asumption that

99% of those who buy, say, a
2i/4 X 314 lens for use on a Kodak,
will not want to use it as a wide
angle on a 3I4 x 414 camera.
For the area it is advertised to

cover and for the speed announced
by the /. designation, you can't

beat the Kodak Anastigmat. If

you want a higher speed and a
lens that, by stopping down, can
be used as a wide angle on a larger
plate, you can get it in some of
the other makes—at a higher price.

Kilm Pack
Development

In the July Kodak Trade Circular

we called your attention to the

fact that Premo Film Packs require

50% longer development if Kodak
powders are used.

Please make it very clear to your
clerks and salesmen behind the

counter, that Premo developer
should be recommended for devel-

oping Premo Film Packs, and
where Kodak powders are used the

Premo films must remain in the

developer 50% longer than is re-

quired by the Premo directions

which also means that they must
remain in the developer 50% longer
than Kodak films would have to

be left in the same developer.

In practically every case of seem-
ingly under-timed Premo negatives
it is really under-development.

Make your finishing department
thoroughly conversant with this

fact, and if they are developing
film packs in the same tanks as roll

films, see that the packs are left in

longer than the roll films. Nothing
is more discouraging to the amateur
than continued bad results, which
will be the case if the films are
under-developed.

A New Year's
Resolution

to equip your Finishing Dept.

with these three timesavers

:

Eastman Scale

Majestic Print Dryer

Rotary Print Trimmer
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Advertising, Feb., p. 4; Mar., p. 2; May,

p. 9; May, p. 15; .hme, p. 2; June, p.
7; .luly, p. 11.

A(|\ (Mtisiiig- Tape, Mar., p. 6.

Alhuiiis. Apr.,
I). 8; Aug., p. 4.

Aiii.itciii- Delivery Envelopes, Jan., p. 7;
July, p. 8.

Autographic Backs, May, p. 18; July, p.
10-11; Nov. p. 4.

Autographic Feature, Apr., p. 8.

Autographic Film, Mar., p. 5; June, p. 7.

Autographic Kodaks, Feb., p. 7 ; Apr., p.

2; May, p. 1-2.

Autotime Scales, Sep., p. 6.

Azo Paper, June, p. 6; Oct., p. 4; Jan.,

p. 4; Dec.,, p. 5.

B. & L. Anastigmat Lenses, July, p. 10.

Booklets, Nov., p. 10.

Brownie Enlarging Cameras, Sep., p. 8.

Brownies, May, p. 3.

Cable Eelease, Feb., p. 3.

Calendars, July, p. 3; Aug., p. 3.

Carbon Paper, July, p. 4.

Car Cards, Apr., p. 10; May, p. 18; Nov.,
p. 8.

Carrying Cases, Oct., p. 7.

Citric Acid, Apr., p. 8.

Codes, Nov., p. 11.

Cooke Kodak /. 6.3 Lenses, May, p. 17.

Deep Tank Development, May, p. 10-11.

Dental X-Eay Film, June, p. 6.

Developer Powders, May, p. 11.

Drimount, Jan., p. 5.

Eastman Flash Sheets, Oct., p. 3.

Eastman Mask Charts, Mar., p. 9.

Eastman Printing Masks, Oct., p. 4.

Eastman Scales, Oct., p. 6.

Elon, May, p. 17; June, p. 6; Sep., p. 4;
Dec, p. 4.

Fall Trade, Sep., p. 1.

Films, July, p. 8.

Film Hangers, July, p. 5.

Finishing, July, p. 9; Oct., p. 1.

Fixed Focus Cameras, July, p. 2.

Flashed Opal Glass, Apr., p. 4.

Focusing Caps, Oct., p. 7.

Folding Autographic Brownies No. 2,

Sep., p. 2-3.

Gift Cases, Oct., p. 2.

Graflex Cameras, Mar., p. 4; May, p.
12-13-14; Sep., p. 4.

Greeting Cards, Sep., p. .'5.

Hydrochinon, Feb., p. 6; Mar., p. 6;
Apr., p. 4; Apr., p. 8; May, p. 17;
June, p. 6; Nov., p. 8.

Kodaks, Aug., p. 7.

Kodak Amateur Printer, May, p. 4.

Kodakery, Nov., p. 4.

Kodak Chemical Outfit, Feb., p. 3.

Kodak Fire Brigade, Nov., p. 11.
Kodak Heights, Jan., p. 4-5; July, p. 5-6-

7; Aug., D. 4-5: Nov.. b. 6-7.

Kodak Jr. Film Clips, May, p. 5.

Kodak Leather Dressing, Nov., p. 10.

Kodak Magnesium Eibbon Holders, Apr,,
p. 6.

Kodak Maskit Printing Frames, May, p. 4.

Kodak Salesman, Jan., p. 6; May, p. 6.

Kodak Sky Filters, May, p. 5; Sep., p. 8.

Lenses, Jan., p. 3; Jan., p. 6; Feb., p. 6;
Apr., p. 3; Apr., p. 11; May, p. 5; Oct.,

p. 4; Nov., p. 9; Dec, p. 6.

Letters, Oct., p. 3.

Majestic Print Dryer, Aug., p. 6.

Maple Leaf Trays, July, p. 8.

Masks, Oct., p. 2; Dec, p. 5.

Misnomers, Sep., p. 9.

Mottos, Apr., p. 5.

Mounts, Feb., p .5; Mar., p. 2; May, p. 5;
Oct., p. 4; Nov., p. 5.

N. C. Film Cartons, Sep., p. 8.

Negative Illuminator, Aug., p. 2.

Orange Glass, Feb., p. 6.

Ordering, Mar., p. 5; Apr., p. 2; Apr.,
p. 6; Dec, p. 2.

Photographic Competition, May, p. 18.
Post Cards, May, p. 17.

Potassium Bromide, May, p. 17; June, p.
6; Oct., p. 3; Dec, p. 4.

Powdered Alum, Aug., p. 2; Oct., p. 3;
Dec, p. 4.

Premos, May, p. 8-9.

Premoette Jrs., Nov., p. 10.
Price List Changes, Mar., p. 8.

Pyro, Mar., p. 4; Dec, p. 4.

Repairs, Apr., p. 4; Oct., p. 4.

Returnable Paper and Film, Sep., p. 4.

Roylon, Aug., p. 2.

Ruby Glass, Feb., p. 6.

Sales of Cameras, May, p. 18.

Selling Suggestions, Feb., p. 2; Mar., p.
6; Mar., p. 11; Apr., p. 7; Apr., p. 11;
May, p. 16; June, p. 1; Oct., p. 5.

Signs, -Sep., p. 4; Nov., p. 2.

Slogan Competition, Aug., p. 4; Nov,
p. 2.

Sodium Sulphite, Apr., p. 8.

Soldiers' Kodaks, Jan., p. 4; Mar., p. 7;
Mar., p. 10; Apr., p. 9; June, p., 2-3.

Solutions by Freight, Oct., p. 2.

Standard Package, Jan., p. 5.

Stock Suggestions, Feb., p. 6; Mar., p. 8;
July, p. 4.

Suggestions for Better Amateur Results,
Jan., p. 3.

'The Kodak on the Farm," Apr., p. 1.

Toronto Fair, Sep., p. 6-7.

Trading Up, Mar., p. 11.

Universal Clamp, Jan., p. 3.

Velox Paper, Jan., p. 4; June, p. 6. /?€<:/> f.

yelox Water-Color Stamps, May, p. 3.

V, P. K.'s, Feb., p. 1
Week-end Albums Cini- -n fi
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Christmas 1915

KODAK
TZEEP a Kodak picture story of the child-

ren at their play, the family reunion

and all that goes to make Christmas day

a merry one.

After each exposure, write in your Auto-

graphic Kodak

—

Christmas 1915j and the

pictures become a family record.

Let us show you our Chrisbnas

stock of Kodaks and Brownies.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Double Column Cut No. 165-A.
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BUSINESS.

1915 is going to be a big Kodak
year—the biggest ever. Calamity
howlers and pessimists are power-
less to stop it. We hear a lot on
both sides of the question, but
consider for a moment the con-

ditions as they exist, and why
optimism must prevail.

European travel is out of the

question. The thousands upon
thousands of "globe trotters" are

not going to stay at home just be-

cause the nations of Europe are at

each other's throats. It is esti-

mated that the people of the

United States spend annually
abroad, $500,000,000, largely in

the countries now at war. It is

safe to assume that most of this

sum wall be spent and respent
right here this year. This alone
is bound to give an impetus to

business. Think of the resorts,

hotels, boarding houses and the
railroads that will be benefitted.

Not only will tourists spend
their money in this country, but
the people with whom they spend
will have more to spend.
There will be thousands going

to the Panama Pacific Exposition,

or to "see America first". Here
is the creation of demand for Ko-
daks and supplies calling for your
best efforts, for some of these

travellers live right in your town

—

they are your prospective customers.

Just a personal letter, or even a

Velox post card with the reminder
—"Take an Autographic Kodak
with you", may help to make a

sale.

There are right now many new
selling points in the Kodak line,

the influences of which are just

being felt. The Autographic feat-

ure with all its advantages to the

tourist, the architect, the engineer,

the contractor, or to anyone in the

recording of interesting data; the

new Kodak Anastigmat lens, / 8,

which is now being supplied on
the most important models, per-

mits the amateur to enjoy, so far

as definition is concerned, all the

advantages of the anastigmat lens

at a slight advance in cost over the

R. R. lens. These two big features

alone, are giving a tremendous
impetus to the Kodak line.

With the exception of but one
important crop, the farmers of the
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Christmas 1915

KODAK
TZ EEP a Kodak picture story of the child-

ren at their play, the family reunion

and all that goes to make Christmas day

a merry one.

After each exposure, write in your Auto-

graphic Kodak

—

Christmas 1915y and the

pictures become a family record.

Let Its shozv you our Christmas

stock of Kodaks and Browriies.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Double Column Cut No. 165-A.
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BUSINESS.
1915 is going to be a big Kodak

year—the biggest ever. Calamity
howlers and pessimists are power-
less to stop it. We hear a lot on
both sides of the question, but
consider for a moment the con-
ditions as they exist, and why
optimism must prevail.

European travel is out of the

question. The thousands upon
thousands of "globe trotters" are

not going to stay at home just be-

cause the nations of Europe are at

each other's throats. It is esti-

mated that the people of the

United States spend annually
abroad, $500,000,000, largely in

the countries now at war. It is

safe to assume that most of this

sum will be spent and respent
right here this year. This alone
is bound to give an impetus to

business. Think of the resorts,

hotels, boarding houses and the
railroads that will be benefitted.

Not only will tourists spend
their money in this country, but
the people with whom they spend
will have more to spend.
There will be thousands going

to the Panama Pacific Exposition,

or to "see America first". Here
is the creation of demand for Ko-
daks and supplies calling for your
best efforts, for some of these

travellers live right in your town

—

they are your prospective customers.

Just a personal letter, or even a

Velox post card with the reminder
— "Take an Autographic Kodak
with you", may help to make a

sale.

There are right now many new
selling points in the Kodak line,

the influences of which are just

being felt. The Autographic feat-

ure with all its advantages to the

tourist, the architect, the engineer,

the contractor, or to anyone in the

recording of interesting data; the

new Kodak Anastigmat lens, / 8,

which is now being supplied on
the most important models, per-

mits the amateur to enjoy, so far

as definition is concerned, all the

advantages of the anastigmat lens

at a slight advance in cost over the

R. R. lens. These two big features

alone, are giving a tremendous
impetus to the Kodak line.

With the exception of but one
important crop, the farmers of the
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country are getting almost unheard
of prices in a year of plenty. Agri-
culture, the basis of our prosperity,

is itself prosperous, and the results

must soon be felt all along the

line. Factory wheels must soon
begin, have begun, to turn. Better
times are almost here. Some lines

of business are already realizing

benefits that have come from the
misfortunes of our neighbors across

the sea. While we would prefer

to have prosperity come in some
other way, from some other cause,

there is no harm in our making the

most of such prosperity.

For the first time in a long while
the balance of trade is now in our
favor. Some political economists
make light of the effect of the bal-

ance of trade—but anyway, people
feel better when it is in their favor,

and when they feel prosperous
they spend.
So here is for a big Kodak year

—

and to prove our faith we ask that

you watch the big Autographic
campaign in the magazines—the

heaviest winter advertising we have
ever done.
Back this up with a proportionate

effort and the business will come.

THE VALUE OF THE
STANDARD PACKAGE.
We have spent many thousands

of dollars in testing and perfecting

our photographic chemicals and
chemical preparations.

We have devoted great thought
and care in standardizing our pack-
ages and containers and in making
them attractive and distinctive.

We have spent many additional

thousands of dollars in advertising

E. K. Tested Chemicals until now
they are recognized the world over

as the best and
tomer looks for

package.

All of this testing, standardiza-
tion of packages and advertising
has been of direct dollars and cents
value to the dealer and renders
any package bearing the
trade mark much easier to

sell than one bearing the
dealers private brand and
name.

Some dealers have tried the ex-

periment of putting out chemicals
and preparations under their own
private brands and labels.

The first or second lot may afford

the consumer satisfaction, but the

dealer buying his chemicals in the

open market, and without adequate
knowledge or facilities for testing

can never be sure that his private

brand chemicals are right for the

purpose, and sooner or later his

dissatisfied customers are demand-
ing chemicals of known quality

—

or going where they can obtain
them.

We have prepared for

general distribution,

a catalogue of

Autographic Kodaks,

supplementary to the

Kodak catalogue.

These will be sent

only on request.

How many
do you need?
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Better than

a Diary
IT'EEP a Kodak record

of the good times now
and throughout the year.

Writing up a diary's

a hother — making the

Kodak record, a contin-

ual dehght.

Let us show you the new

Autographic Kodaks.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column Cut—104 B.
Double Column Cut—104 A.

SUGGESTIONS
FOR BETTER AMATEUR

RESULTS.

One way to get more business
out of a customer is to show him
how to get better results.

Kodak Metal Tripod.

The Kodak Metal Tripod is

almost indispensable to the ama-

teur for indoor photography, and
better results outdoors, at this time
of year, can be obtained by its use.

Between now and early summer
is just the time to make a special

feature of Kodak Metal Tripods.

Kodak Anastigmat lens, f.8.

Any effort on your part to sell

Kodak Anastigmat /.S lenses,

whether on new cameras, or in'

exchange for R. R. lenses, will be
repaid many times over in making
a customer satisfied with his work.
There are four models to which
this lens is at present fitted : Vest
Pocket, No. lA, No. 3 and No.3A.
The advantages of the Kodak

Anastigmat over the R. R. lenses

so overbalance the slight difference

in cost, that you will have no
trouble in convincing any discrim-

inating amateur of their worth.

THE KODAK SALESMAN.

At the time this is being written

the first number of the "Kodak
Salesman" is on the press. We
have tried hard to make it both
interesting and instructive and we
hope it meets with your approval.
We will most heartily welcome

both suggestions and criticisms.

Another thing—some of the deal-

ers have still delayed in sending
us the names of their employees
to whom the " Kodak Salesman "

should be sent.

The first issue is limited—let us
know at once so your salesmens'
files may be complete.

Advertising cuts

free on request.
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New Flexible Rubber Tray.

FLEXIBLE RUBBER TRAY.

We have had a great many in-

quiries from tourists for a portable

tray which could conveniently be
packed for a trip, without occupy-
ing much space. This new Flex-
ible Rubber Tray fits over the

bottom of the 3H-inch Kodak
Film Tank Box, and therefore re-

quires no extra space for packing
or storing away, when not in use.

It will fix or wash two twelve-

exposure rolls of film at one time,

and is graduated for 32 or 64 ounces
of solution.

How many can you use?

Flexible Rubber Tray, . . $1.25
Discount to the trade, 33>^%.

CHEMICALS.
We are pleased to announce a

return to original list prices, with
discounts the same as heretofore,

of the following chemicals :

All ready prepared Developer
Powders and Solutions (Including
Eastman Chemical Outfit).

Potassium Permanganate.
Bichloride of Mercury.
Acrol.
Roylon.

At the outbreak of the war the

price of Potassium Metabisulphite
went soaring, but owing to the

fact that we have been able to

secure a goodly supply, we are

now able to furnish it at a 25%
advance over our published list

price. Discount of 33^/^%, the

same as heretofore.

Hydrochinon Down.

Commencing December 21st,

1914 the selling price of Hydro-
chinon will be reduced to one and
three-fourths times our regular

published prices ; or in other

words $2.45 list per pound in cans,

discount to the trade 40% ;
in

10 lb. lots assorted 40 and 10%; in

100 lb. lots assorted 50 per cent,

discount.

VELOX AND AZO PRICE
REDUCTION.

Changes will be made in the bill-

ing prices of Velox and Azo papers

in the smaller sizes, making the

scale of prices in the various sizes

more uniform than in the past.
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This change will be effective Jan-

uary 1st, 1915, but there will be no

changes in the prices on the other

sizes and packages not listed below.

The discount to the trade will be

25%, the same as heretofore.

VELOX
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SELLING KODAKS TO THE
FARMER.

Have you ever thought of exert-

ing some of your selling efforts in

the direction of the business man
in the country? Farmers, to-day,
have, to a large extent, loosened
the shackles of drudgery, to be-
come men of sound business,
through the imple-
ments that have been
placed at their disposal.

And largely through
the medium of the
Kodak Farm Paper
advertising, the farmer
has come to realize that

the Kodak not only is

a means of enjoyment,
but a profit in his busi-

ness, and the influence

of this advertising has

paved the way for the

energetic dealer who
would take advantage
of this fertile field.

That this farm cam-
paign, (which ran
throughout last year in

50 of the best farm
papers, with a com-
bined circulation of

8,320,000, each issue)

sounds the keynote in

its appeal, is attested by
an article written by a

staff editor of Printers
Ink, which appeared in the De-
cember 3rd issue of that publica-

tion, in part as follows:

"In brief, the one form of argument
does all the work itself, by main strength
as it were, while the other form is helped
out by the reader's imagination. The
efifect of one is to stop speculation, while
the other starts and stimulates it. As I

said before, both are useful, and it would
be pretty dif^cult to determine that either

was in the long run better than the other.

by keeping not merely a

record of weights, but also a

Kodak picture record of your

stock at various ages, and the

development under different

food conditions,— file in an

album for reference. Such a

record will enable you to fol-

low your business more close-

ly, because it is a record you

can keep, and the pictures

will tell the facts.

for /ref catalog ut

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
387 State Street, Rochester, N. Y

THIS COPY SELLS THE KODAK
NOT AS A PLAYTHING

BUT AS A TOOL.

Probably the best results are obtained by
a judicious use of both.
The second class of appeals, however

—

those which start the imagination—have
a considerably wider influence than the
others in the direction of what has come
to be known as 'trading up.' They start

the reader to thinking in larger circles,

so to speak. Subconsciously, he begins
to see himself living in a better house,
working with better tools, giving more
comforts to his family, educating his

children better, and so on. Those effects

are produced slowly, of

course, and cannot be traced

to any one cause or group
of causes. The advertising
appeals to thrift do not do it

all, but there is no doubt
that they help. With fifty

advertisersurging the better

standards of living which
can be obtained by the use
of improved equipment, the
farmer — or anybody else,

for that matter—can hardly
fail to find his horizon
broadening. Then comes
the definite appeal, with its

facts and figures. 'It isn't

so expensive, after all,'

says the reader. 'I guess I

can afford it.'

Thus, one of the import-
ant advantages of the appeal
to thrift (as distinguished
from mere claims of cheap-
ness or superiority) lies in

the fact that the advertiser

who uses it gets the advan-
tage of the frame of mind
which has slowly been
formed by hundreds of oth-
er appeals to the same gen-
eral efifect. The point is

well illustrated in the farm-
paper copy of the Eastman
Kodak Company, an exam-

ple of which is reproduced. Another
specimen of the copy is based upon the
utilitarian features of the Kodak as a farm
implement. 'Keep an accurate record of

your farming operations and illustrate

that record with Kodak pictures. An
album of Kodak pictures, with explana-
tory notes or methods of tillage, drain-
age, fencing, building, breeding and the
like will make a valuable reference work
that will help you plan for the year to

come. Experience is the best teacher

—

but you need records of such experience.'
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But as the advertising department of

the company explains it to Printers'
Ink: 'We haven't carried this idea

through all of our farm advertising, be-

cause we figure that the farmers are

human, and like other people would be

interested in pictures of their children

and of their various recreations.' So
other pieces of copy feature the Kodak as

a means of enjoyment. That it is possi-

ble to make such copy profitable, and to

obtain a wide distribution among small-

town and rural dealers, is due in no small

degree to the ' trading-up ' tendency.
The farmer and his family now have the

time and the inclination to indulge in

amateur photography—thanks to the

broadening appeals which have induced
him to think of himself in an environ-
ment which includes the luxury of a

camera.
And finally the Kodak campaign is

brought to a specific point with copy
which features a particular camera and
the price. The farmer is told that for

six dollars he can get a Kodak which
will do what he has been led to desire."

DONT TRANSPOSE
LENSES.

Several complaints have come
to our attention lately from pur-

chasers of Vest Pocket Kodaks,
claiming that their cameras would
not make satisfactory negatives.

Upon investigation, we found that

in each instance the trouble was
caused by the transposition of

lenses. It seems the customer
wanted the Kodak Anastigmat/8
lens, but the Kodak that had this

lens on, was scratched, or the
shutter did not work as accurately
as the one on the $6.00 Vest Poc-
ket the dealer had. So in order to

effect a sale, the dealer suggested
taking the lens from the $10.00
Kodak and putting it on the $6.00
camera, making the latter a $10.00
outfit. The result was that every
negative proved a failure, because
a meniscus achromatic back lens

and Kodak Anastigmat. /8 front

lens, were in combination. In

some instances a Zeiss Kodak An-
astigmat front lens was screwed
into a shutter with a back lens of

another combination.
These three lenses are different,

and work differently. It is im-

possible to combine them and ex-
pect to get results. They all are

tested very carefully before leaving
our factory, and if a shutter, or

any part of the Kodak fails to

work properly after you get it in

your cases, don't substitute one
lens for another of a different com-
bination, but return it to us for

proper adjustment, rather than
spoil two perfectly good Kodaks
and make two dissatisfied custo-

mers.

Do it now.
FJON'T think you have to

wait until Summer to sell

Kodaks. Start now by pointing

out the fascination of Winter
Kodakery. Never before this,

has the Kodak line presented

such distinctive selling points
;

such advantages to the user.

Never before has there been

such an effective Winter adver-

tising campaign launched to

stimulate your sales of Kodaks
and supplies. These unusual

merchandising advantages are

the incentive, the inspiration to

your selling force, to make this

the supreme Kodak year.

1915
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Let us finish what your

Christmas Kodak began.

npHE experts in our finishing department

are just as eager as you are to get the

most from every exposure.

And the benefit of their experience is

your's for the asking—they are ready, at

all times, to suggest and criticise so that you

may obtain even better results in the future.

All the Kodak sundries in stock.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Double Column Cut No. 271 A. Single Column Cut No. 271 B.
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WHAT SHALL WE CALL IT?

Call it Autographic Photography ! That is

really what it is. There's nothing weird or

difficult about it, though compared with non-

autographic photography, it is like the card index

system to old methods of filing. It is as simple

as the Kodak itself; a higher development of

the same old photography— with the bother

left out—and still. Autographic Photography.

Center your efforts on the Autographic

Kodaks and make Autographic Photography the

beginning of a new era, an epoch in the history

of amateur photography.
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NOW THAT INVENTORY IS

OVER.

In a recent issue oiNew England
Homestead there appeared an arti-

cle that fits the case of each and
every one of us :

" It's a good thing at least once a year

for every farmer to stand aside and look

at his place as if it belonged to some
other fellow, and pick out the things this

other fellow has left undone. Sticking

too close to the work sometimes narrows
a man's vision and makes him overlook

important things. By going past a pile

of rubbish four or five times a day, you
finally come to think it belongs there,

just as a man will sometimes plow around
an old stump, year after year, as if it were
established by Divine mandate."

When you come into your store

the next time, just imagine your-

self the customer and see if there

isn' t something wrong somewhere ;

if your goods are properly and
neatly displayed; your clerks alert

and anxious to serve. It always
is a good thing to put yourself in

the place of the other fellow, for

only in that way can you get his

angle, and consequently serve

your own best interests. All this

is just as important as the inven-

tory you have taken to check the

ups and downs of your stock. The
new year is now virtually past,

and we have all settled down to

the grind with a determination to

make every effort count in the

balance sheet of the year.

REPAIRS.

If, in taking your stock inven-

tory, you have- found any Kodaks
or cameras in need of repairs, send
them in promptly for adjustment,

so that you can keep your stock

moving in preparation for the big

Autographic season before us.

BREAKING INTO NEW
MARKETS.

As small, and limited in its

scope, as your business, seems to

you, there is always a chance to

expand, and always a means
through which this can be done.

One way of accomplishing this,

is by getting the children interested

in photography. The things which
appeal to the child form impres-

sions that stay by them through
life. And if a child becomes in-

terested in photography, he be-

longs to the life class. This means
business not only to-day, but right

along.

Not long agoDr. Arnold Genthe,
in an address before the Art
League, suggested that the use of

the camera be taught in the pub-
lic schools in lieu of the compul-
sory drawing course, indicating

this as one way to turn an idle

course into practical use.

As remote as this idea may be

from adoption, it carries with it

the conviction that here is an

enormous undeveloped field for

amateur photography. Would it

not be well worth your while to

look into this field? Perhaps if

you offer to give a No. O Brownie
as a prize in some school contest,

it will start the interest. And
then by making a free enlargement

from a negative the winner has

made, and exhibiting it in your

window with the announcement of

what it is, you will have plenty of

interest centered around your

store. The enthusiasm that a child

works up, invariably radiates into

the home, and that is the kind of

publicity that shows dollars and

cents value.
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EASTMAN CHEMICAL
OUTFIT.

There are thousands of amateurs
who feel that a good part of the
fun of Kodakery is i-n doing their

own finishing. Most of these use
chemicals in small quantities, and
the Eastman Chemical Outfit was
prepared for this purpose. It con-
tains one tube each of the follow-
ing: Eastman Special Developer
Powders, for films, plates and
papers; Eastman Intensifier; East-
man Reducer; Eastman M. Q. De-
veloper, for Velox, Azo and the
other developing-out papers, and
Velox Re-developer. This little

outfit retails complete for thirty
cents, whereas if purchased sepa-
rately would cost thirty-five cents.
If, however, some of your cus-
tomers do not want the complete
outfit, it would be to your advant-
age to break the package and sell

the tubes separately, rather than
be obliged to over-stock on any
particular article which moves
slowly.

Every amateur doing his own
work needs this outfit. Try sug-
gesting it.

AUTOGRAPHIC FILM.

We have had a considerable
demand for Autographic Film
Cartridges of two exposures, and
have decided to meet this demand
in the three important sizes: lA,
3 and 3A.

Prices.

No. lA (No. A 116) 2^ x 4^,
two exposures, - - - - $ 12

No. 3 ( No. A 118 ) 3X X 4X two
exposures, ----- 15

No. 3A (No. A 122) 3X x S/z,
two exposures, - - - .20

Discount to the trade, 25 and 10%.

EASTMAN SCREEN X-RAY
FILM.

The demand for X-Ray sensi-
tized products has grown so rapidly
and the requirements are so varied,
that it seemed advisable to place
on the market, an X-Ray film

that was peculiarly qualified to
meet the most exacting require-
ments for speed, without inter-
fering with the established reputa-
tion of Eastman X-Ray Film.
This new product, which is

called Eastman Screen X-Ray
Film, differs from Eastman X-Ray
Film, in that it is coated on a thin
base and is not intended for direct
exposure, but only for exposure
with the Intensifying Screen. It

may be well to explain right here,
the use of the Intensifying Screen,
so that you can better understand
the application of Screen X-Ray
Films. The Intensifying Screen
is similar in appearance to a heavy
weight printing paper. The
emulsion or sensitized surface of
the film or plate is placed in close
contact with the surface of the
Intensifying Screen and the latter

is so treated as to increase the
action of X-Rays on the emulsion
of the film, thereby shortening
very materially the length of
exposure required.

If there are any Roentgenolog-
ists or doctors in your territory
who use the Intensifying Screen,
get them to try Eastman Screen
X Rays Films; they are low in

price, and the results most
satisfactory.

The Price.
8 x 10,
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GRAFLEX FILM CAMERAS
NOW INCORPORATE

AUTOGRAPHIC FEATURE.

The Folmer & Schwing Division

is now prepared to furnish both 3A
and lA Graflex Cameras with
Autographic Feature. This im-

provement is added without
increased cost to the purchaser,

on the lA Graflex at $60.00, and
on the 3A Graflex at S75.00.

Many of those now using lA
and 3A Graflex Cameras will wish
to have the new Autographic
Feature added to their instru-

ments, and the Folmer & Schwing
Division can supply this feature

as follows

:

For lA Graflex Camera, $4.00, less 33}i % .

For3AGraflex Camera, $5.00, less 33>i%.

It is necessary to send the cam-
era to Rochester to have the Auto-
graphic feature properly installed.

ORANGE AND RUBY
GLASS.

Commencing February 1st, 1915,

the prices of Orange and Ruby
Glass will be advanced, as follows:

4x5,
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CONDENSING LENSES.

On account of conditions be-

yond our control, it is necessary to

make a slight advance in the price

of condensing lenses mounted in

pairs. There will be no change,
however, in the selling price of

these lenses unmounted.
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NO. 2 MAJESTIC PRINT
DRYER.

In consideration of the number
of requests we have had for a

smaller dryer than our No. 4, we
have decided to place on the mar-
ket a two-hole dryer of sufficient

size for small amateur finishers.

This will dry single or double
weight prints absolutely flat, with-

out curl, in from fifteen to thirty

minutes. It is supplied with an
electric fan which is fastened to

the metal collar by means of bolts

and clips. Each hole will dry all

the prints that can be placed on
the blotter, twenty - four inches

wide and nine feet long. In order-

ing be sure to specify whether
direct or alternating current.

THE PRICE.

No. 2 Majestic Print Dryer,

Discount to the trade, 25?

$35.00

CABLE RELEASE
FOR KODAK AUTOMATIC

SHUTTER.

It is now possible to fit any
Kodak Automatic shutter, except
the oldest models, with cable
release. The old shutters have a

pump that is small in diameter,
but as there are only a few of them
out, the chances are that you will

not be called upon to fit them.

To adjust cable release, unscrew
and remove the connection to

which rubber tube is attached,

by using pliers. Remove brass

plunger from air-chamber and con-
nect cable release, by screwing
into air cylinder.

PRICE.

Cable Release for Kodak Automatic
Shutter, - - - - - $ .25

Discount to the trade, 25%.
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STOLEN CAMERAS.
The following cameras have been

reported stolen, since the January
Trade Circular went to press-

No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 372,461,
from Bader's Pharmacy, 4180 Pearl
Road, Cleveland, O.

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 378,404, from
Pierce & Coleman, Fredonia, Kans.

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, Serial No. 1636A,
fitted with Goerz Dagor lens, from
Obrig Camera Co., 147 Fulton St.,

New York City.

Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 200,727, from
T. M. Watts, Holstein. Iowa.

No. lA F. P. Kodak, No. 187,914, and
No. lA F. P. Kodak, with R. R. lens.

No. 58,612, from Bethune Ave. Phar-
macy, H. S. Reid, Propr., Detroit,
Mich.

Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 66,307, from
Lamon & Lamon, Fairmount, 111.

No. 3A F. P. K. with Kodak Automatic
Shutter, No. 323,783, from Jaynes
Drug Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 368,847, and
Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 206,695, from
Frank Schwartz, 515 Amsterdam Ave.,
New York City.

Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 194467, from
Red Springs Drug Co., Red Springs,
N. C.

2 Vest Pocket Kodaks, Nos. 50251 and
210497, from McAllen Drug Co.,
McAllen, Tex.

Premoette Jr., No. 58350; No. lA F. P.
Kodak. No. 189524, and Vest Pocket
Kodak. No. 159666, from L. L. Reed,
Marathon, N. Y.

No. 4 Buckeye, No 714 ; No. 3A Hawk-
eye, No. 1767 ; No. 4 Hawkeye, single
lens, No. 2322 ; No. 3A Hawkeye,
single lens. No. 8670; No. 4 F. P.
Kodak, No. 23876; No. 3A F. P.
Kodak, automatic shutter, No. 364745

;

No. lA Kodak Junior, No. 36072 ; No.
lA F. P. Kodak, No. 67651 ; No. 3 F.
P. Kodak, No. 94987 ; No. lA F. P.
Kodak, No. 200643 ; No. 2 Bullseye,
No. 45473 ; Pocket Premo C, No. 4387:
No. 1 Kodak Junior, R. R. lens. No.
6409 ; No. 1 Kodak Junior, No. 8435

;

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 345257 ; No.
3A F. P. Kodak ; Vest Pocket Kodak
with Gift Case ; Imported satin finish
case for V. P. Kodak ; Pony Premo
No. 2, No. 2918 ; 5 x 7 Premo ; 5 x 7
Poco ; No. 1 F. P. Kodak, No. 186373,
from Jacob Wensler & Co., East St.
Louis. 111.

No. 1 Kodak Junior, No. 28934; No. lA
Kodak Junior, No. 27235 ; No. lA F.
P. Kodak, No. 180299 ; No. 2A F. P.
Brownie, No. 62220, from Hurst Phar-
macy Co., Cleveland, O.

No. 3A Special Kodak, No. 13330, from
Schultz Bros., Neenah, Wise.

Pierce & Coleman, Fredonia,
Kans., offer a reward of S5.00 and
Schultz Bros., Neenah, Wise,
$25.00 for the return of Kodaks
stolen from their stores.

We have a full

line of Autographic

Kodaks in stock.

"VT'OU will be surprised at the

simplicity of the Autographic

attachment— the device which
marks the biggest photographic

advance in twenty years and which

enables you to write it on the film

at the time.

The advance in price over the

regular Kodak models is slight.

The price of film remains the same.

We want you to have the new
Autographic Booklet.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column Cut No. 229-D.
Double Column Cut No. 229-C.
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You never reach the Hmit, there's

always more fun in a Brownie.

A source of continual delight to the

children—and the grown-ups as well.

Made by Kodak workmen and sub-

jected to thorough Kodak tests.

Price, $1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Double Column Cut No. i86 A. Single Column Cut No. 186B.
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"TRADING UP."

Every customer who comes into your store,

has either a fixed or vague idea of what he wants

to buy. There is always the opportunity to

suggest to the man with the fixed idea, some-

thing better or more complete than he has in

mind. But the fellow who doesn't know exact-

ly what he wants—what are you going to do

with him? Don't inveigle him into buying a

Brownie, when he wants you to sell him a Special.

Don't let him feel that you are underestimating

his buying power. Fire the big gun first.

After you have tried this "trading up" plan,

analyze your sales, by dividing your total sales

by the total number of your customers, and you
will soon find an increased average value per

customer, in actual dollars and cents.

....V. -ryx 1 ijiciiiij- rvonaic?;. secret—thenewNo. T^Autoe^raDhic



KEEP THE NUMBERS OF
KODAKS SOLD.

The long list of stolen cameras
reported in the February Trade
Circular should be a warning to

every dealer to guard himself as

much as possible against such
losses. You may not be able to

guard against theft, but you can
very materially aid in the recovery
of a stolen Kodak by having a

record of the number. Keep an
accurate record in your stock book
(or somewhere), of the model and
number of every Kodak you buy,

and when that Kodak is sold, cross

off the. number, or, better still,

write the notation—Sold March 6th

to John Smith. By doing this,

you not only protect yourself, but

your customer.

Not long ago a case came to our
attention, where the dealer missed
a Kodak from his stock. The
matter was reported to the police,

and a Kodak answering the de-

scription was recovered. The
dealer kept no record of Kodak
numbers, and in the eyes of the

law, could not claim it. The
matter was referred to us and our

records showed that a Kodak bear-

ing the same number had been
sold to that dealer, but he was
obliged to stand the loss, simply
because he had no record to prove
that the camera had ever been in

his stock, or what disposal had
been made of it.

This is only one of many similar

instances that have come to our

attention, but it seems that every

dealer, in order to safeguard his

own interests, should insist that

such record be kept of every Kodak
taken in, or going out of stock.

ARTURA AEGIS.
Here is a new paper for Sepia

work—fully deserving its "Artura"
title.

Its appeal is to the professional,

not merely for the richness and
controllable warmth of its Sepias,

but for its simplicity in manipula-
tion, and uniformity in the finished

results.

Artura Aegis gives good prints

in black and white, but the ease
with which these are converted to

pleasing Sepias is its strong point.

The demonstration tells the story
and the further use of the paper in

the studio confirms it. Our paper
men are enthusiastically making
new customers and these customers
are enthusiastically re-ordering
Artura Aegis for all their Sepia
work.

This new paper will be immedi-
ately exploited through Studio
Light and the professional photo-
graphic press generally, will be
fully shown in the Eastman Pro-

fessional School and widely dem-
onstrated by our paper men.
Where it has already been demon-
strated it has met with great favor.

There is sure to be a good demand
for it—and very soon. Have a

good supply on hand ready for

the demand.
Artura Aegis is made in Double

Weight, Smooth Matte surface,

No. 1, white stock; No. 2, buff

stock. List prices and discount to

the trade the same as on Artura
Iris.

HYDROCHINON UP.
Effective at once. Hydrochinon price

to be one and three-quarters times our
published list; i. e., $2.45 list per pound
in cans; Dealer's discount 40%; in 10

pound lots assorted, 40 and 10%; in 100

pound lots assorted, 50%.

Double Column Cut No. i86 A.



AN EFFECTIVE WAY TO
ADVERTISE.

If you use the cash register

system in your store and have one
of the large ones with an electric

light, which flashes on when the

cash drawer is opened,—here is

your opportunity to do some
clever advertising.

This class of machine has a long
narrow glass window at the top,

and on this is usually printed, the

name of the store. This is in

reality wasted space, for the cus-

tomer who has come into your
store does not need to have the

name of the store impressed upon

him, as much as the suggestions

you have to offer him. So, why
not make use of this space in your
cash register for suggestions ? For
a very small outlay, you can have
a sign painter cut several pieces of

ground glass the proper size and
on them print suggestions some-
thing like these :

Have you seen the Autographic Kodak?
Take a Kodak with you.

Make your Kodak Autographic.

The eye is instinctively directed to

the cash register when change is

made, and the force of your sug-

gestion is driven home while your
customer is in a buying mood.

READ THEM.
\X/'E, much more frequently than necessary,

receive complaints from dealers that other

dealers in their town have been supplied with

booklets or other advertising matter while they

have been neglected.

We sometimes receive complaints that the

dealer has not been informed as to certain

changes in price or discount or as to the advent

of new goods.

In every instance we can trace these com-
plaints back to the fact that the dealer has not

read his Trade Circular,

MORAL: Read your Trade Circular,

^/-» r-fMnino- Kr»naL-c cArrf^t
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EASTMAN TRIMMER.
This is just what has been needed

for a long time—a trimmer that

will not warp or vary, no matter to

what conditions it may be sub-

jected. The new Eastman Trim-
mer is made entirely of metal and
is absolutely dependable. The
table is marked in half inch squares
on a black enamel surface. Has a

transparent trimming gauge and
stationary brass rule. The trimmer
is furnished in three sizes — 10

inches, 15 inches and 20 inches
wide, and is thoroughly accurate.

Note the additional discount
when ordered in dozen lots,

assorted.
PRICE.

Eastman Trimmer, 10-inch, - $ 5.00
Do., 15-inch, - - - _ 8.00
Do., 20-inch, - - - _ 12.00

Discount to the trade, 33^ % •

In dozen lots, assorted, 33>^ % and 10 % .

FERROTYPE PLATES.
We now have ready for the

market, Heavy Ferrotype Plates,

14 X 20 inches, to meet the steady
demand for plates in this size.

PRICE.
Ferrotype Plates, Heavy, 14x20

inches, each, - - - - $ .45

Discount to the trade. 25%.
In case lots of 100 sheets, discount, 40% .

CABLE RELEASES.
In the December Trade Circular

w^e gave a list of the various cable
releases and the shutters to which
they were fitted. This list is now
incorrect, as several additions and
changes have been made. When
ordering in the future, please refer
to the following list:

No. Size Used on

1 5 inch No. Kodak Ball Bearing
shutters for No. 1 Kodak
Juniors.

2 7 inch No. 1 and No. 2 Kodak Ball
Bearing shutters for No.
lA— R. R. Type, No. lA
Junior, No. 3, No. 3A and
No. 4 Folding Kodaks.

3 6 inch Kodak Automatic shutters
for No. lA—R. R. Type
and No. 3 F. P. K.

4 lYz inch Kodak Automatic shutters
for No. 3A and No. 4 Fold-
ing Kodaks.

5 6 inch New Style Compound
Shutters.

6 12 inch New Style Compound
Shutters.

7 10 inch Kodak Automatic shutters
for Premo.

10 6 inch Compound shutter, form-
erly fitted with Bulb.

11 6)^ inch Old Style No. 1 Ball Bear-
ing shutter with Pump for

No. lA—R. R. Type and
No. 3 F. P. K.

12 9 inch Old Style No. 2 Ball Bear-
ing shutter with Pump for

No. 3Aand No.4F.P. K.

Double Column Cut No. i86 A.



11 X 14 VIEW CAMERAS.
When we replaced the Empire

State camera with the Eastman
View, we decided that the largest

size should be the 8 x 10, as the

demand for view cameras larger

than 8 X 10 has been steadily de-
clining for years, until now it is

practically negligible.

However, there is an occasional

customer for an 11 x 14 camera,
and for these we will continue to

furnish the Empire State, which
was the best 11 x 14 camera ever
made.

This camera has a bellows draw
of 37 inches, has both front and
back focus, is of the most sub-

stantial construction, and will fully

meet the requirements of any cus-

tomer you may have for an 11x14
camera.

Price, with carrying case and
one plate holder, $45.00.

Discount to the trade, 40%.

X-RAY DEVELOPER
POWDERS.

These powders are prepared for

the convenience of the Roentgen-
ologist and exclusively for use with
X-Ray Plates and Films. Explain
to your X-Ray customers that each
package contains six powders, and
each powder is sufficient to make
twelve ounces of "ready to use"
solution; that these contain only
"Tested Chemicals"; that they
require no time to prepare and are

as cheap as the bulk chemicals.
How many packages will you

need now?
Price.

Eastman X-Ray Developer Pow-
ders, per package of six powders, $0.50
Discount to the trade, 33>^%.

EASTMAN FILM DEVELOP-
ING BOX.

Professional photographers, in

fact anyone using 5x7 or 8x10
films will find the Eastman Film
Developing Box especially con-

venient. It is made of hard rub-

ber, very neat and durable, and
designed for use with Eastman
Film Development Holders. It

will accommodate twelve 5x7
holders placed across the box or

eight 8x10 holders lengthwise of

the box.

Let your professional and X-Ray
customers who are using films,

know that you have these film

developing boxes and you will

have no trouble in disposing of

them. Get your order in early.

Price.

Eastman Fihn Developing Box,
for 5 X 7 or 8 X 10 Films used in

Eastman Fihn Developing
Holders, ----- $5.00

Discount to the Trade, 33'/i fo.

i-i. unn u. M Hnlrlinor K r»H a b-c t th (^r\f^\\T TsJ. A iifr»crrar»hl



IMPROVED PREMO FILM
PACKS.

Our film manufacturing depart-

ment announces certain changes in

the construction and assembling of

Premo Film Packs, which have
improved their general operation.

Therefore, if you have film

packs in stock bearing emulsion

numbers lower than the numbers
in the following list, please return

them to us and replacements will

be promptly made.
EMULSION

SIZE NUMBER
1^ X 2^ - - - - 13205

2>< X 3X - - - - 13203

2>^ X 4X - - - -
. 13203

3X X 4^ - - - - 13203

3 X 5X - - - - 13211

4x5 - - - - 13211

3X X 5^ - - - - 13211

4^ X 6^ - - - - 13256

5x7 - - - - 13205

Speed Premo Film Packs(all sizes) 1301

LENSES STOLEN.

Three valuable lenses were re-

cently stolen from the Dental
Laboratory of the University of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Should the following be offered

for sale, hold and communicate at

once with Mr. Shirley W. Smith,

Secretary:

1 Lens, Planar 1:4.5 F 3.5 m/m D.R.P.
No. 92313, C, Zeiss No. 85857.

1 Lens, Tessar 1:6.3 F 255 m/m D. R.
P. No. 142294 C. Zeiss No. 58887.

1 Lens, Tessar 1:4.5 F 250 m/m D. R.
P. No. 142294 C. Zeiss No. 87974.

WHAT ABOUT RETAIL
CHEMICAL PRICES?

The conditions in Europe,
immediately following the out-

break of the war, were such as to

necessitate an advance of 10% in

the prices of a great many of our

chemical preparations. But after

the first shock was over and matters

adjusted themselves to the new con-

ditions, we announced that the ma-
terials previously advanced would
be put back to their original price.

This reduction was made on
December 7th, and announcement
followed in the January Trade Cir-

cular, but since that time several

complaints have come to us from
consumer customers, stating they
have been obliged, in certain cases,

to pay an advance of from 25% to

100% above the original selling

price of these particular chemicals.

Such prices are not justified

by any condition resulting from
the war, and they are bound to

react as a boomerang, not only to

the detriment of the dealer, but

to us as well, for the average man
reads and knows that the con-

ditions do not justify such an ad-

vance. Your customers make your
business what it is, and if you co-

operate with them, your business

will be on a sounder basis.

DISPLAYING FLEXIBLE
RUBBER TRAYS.

The new Flexible Rubber Tray
is designed to fit over the Kodak
Film Tank Box, principally for

the convenience of tourists, and
the tray should be displayed in

that way in order to show clearly

the purpose it serves.

In other words, the customer

will not see its advantages if you
try to sell it to him simply as a

tray. Show it as an adjunct to the

Kodak Film Tank and its conveni-

ence will be obvious.

n^MiWo re nnf Mr. tX^ A



STOLEN CAMERAS.

The following have been reported
stolen since the February Trade
Circular went to press:

No. lA F. p. Kodak, No. 74245 ; No. 1 Kodak Jr.

single lens. No. 38241 ; No. 1 Kodak Junior, R. R.

lens. No. 25267: No. \A Kodak Junior, single lens

No. 48650; No. lA Kodak Junior, R. R. lens. No!

40543 : No. 8A F. P. Kodak, No. 322867 ; No. 8A
F. P. Kodak, Kodak Automatic Shutter, No. 353319.

from George P. Perry, Sterling, 111.

No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 372615 ; Auto

Graflex Junior, Zeiss /.6.3 lens and Graflex Film

Pack Adapter, No. 37101. from Woodbury Drug

Co., Danville, 111.

Auto Graflex, 4x5, Goerz lens. No. 18728 ; No.

lA Premo Junior, No. 11005, from the Harvey &
Lewis Co., New Haven, Conn.

No. 3A Special Kodak, No. 5198; No. 3A F. P-

Kodak, No. 341211 ; No 3A F. P. Kodak, Automat-

ic Shutter, No. 379479 ; No. 1 A Autographic Kodak
No. 83694 ; No. lA F. P. Kodak, Automatic Shutter,

No 78780 ; No. lA F. P. Kodak. Automatic Shutter.

No. 80366 ; No. lA F. P. Kodak, No. 191487, from
Detroit Drug Co., Detroit, Mich.

No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 841226, from
FredSeckel, 2820 Lorain Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

No. 3A Special Kodak, No. 17262, from Popp &
Rather,' Green Bay, Wis

Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 203237, from Brown's

Pharmacy, Horseheads, N. Y.

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 359346 ; No. 1 Premoette

Jr., No. 70581 ; No. 2A F. P. Brownie, No. 108529:

No. 1 Kodak Jr., No. 38928; No. lA F. P. Kodak,

No. 190640; No. lA Kodak Jr., No. 8192; No. lA

Kodak Jr., (no number); No. 1 Premo, No. 36217;

Second-hand 4x5 Plate Premo, ( no number ) , from
James H. Billmeyer, Milton, Pa.

Two Vest Pocket Kodaks, Nos. 156698 and 156999

from Lewis Flemer, Inc., Washington, D. C
No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 322648: No. 3A F. P.

Kodak. No. 291214; No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 304012;

No. 3A Autographic Kodak. No. 372879; No. lA
Kodak Jr., No. 24805; Kodak Jr., No 80271; No. lA
F. P. Kodak, No. 162543; Kodak Jr., No. 17637;

Vest Pocket Kodak. No. 25467 ; Vest Pocket Kodak
No. 154319. and about 20 other cameras consisting

of Brownies, Premos and Kodaks on which no in-

formation is available, from Howard Challenger,

Bridgeport, Conn.

No. 2 F P. Brownie ; No. 2A F. P. Brownie, No.
97863; No. 3 Folding Brownie, No. 75790; No. 8

Folding Brownie, No. 73114; No. 3A Folding
Brownie, No. 90967 ; No. .3A Folding Brownie, No.

79657; No. 3 Folding Brownie, No. 74882; No. 3A
Folding Brownie. No. 103838; No. 1 Kodak Jr.,

No. 21860; No. 1 Kodak Jr., No. 25514; No. lA
Kodak Jr , No. 410.53; No. lA Kodak Jr., No. 37851:

Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 8015 ; Vest Pocket Kodak

No. 141107; Vest Pocket Kodak, Special, No.

20684 ; Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 20685 ; lA F. P.

Kodak, No. 150962; lA R. R. F. P. Kodak, No.

72521 ; lA R. R. F. P. Kodak, No. 79103; 3A F. P.

Kodak, No. 96605; 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 332144;

3A F. P. Kodak, No. 360544; 3A F. P. Kodak, No.

370741 ; 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 362105 ; 8A F, P. Ko-
dak, No. 375060; 3A F. P. Kodak, B. & L. Shutter,

No. 311150; 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 370650;

Premo Junior, lA, No. 6020; Premo Junior. lA, No.

7317, from the Owl Drug Co., 16th and Mission

Streets, San Francisco, Cal.

No photographic equipment

is complete without a

Vest Pocket

Kodak
There are times when a larger Kodak

might seem like an inconvenience—the

V. P. K., never.
You don't know it is there till you

want it and it is ready for business just

as soon as you are.

Slips into the vest pocket easily, or

into a lady's hand bag, with room to

spare.

PRICE, with Kodak Anastigmat

Lens /.8—$10.00.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Cut No. 20O F, Single Coulmn.
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Make your Kodak

Autographic

Any Kodak plus an autographic back gives you an
Autographic Kodak—and the means for dating and
titUng your negatives when you make them.

We can now supply separate Autographic Backs for

all the more important Kodak models so that, by the
mere substitution of the new back for the old, you
may reap the full benefits of the biggest photographic
advance in twenty years.

Autographic Photography is photography with the
doubt left out—the identity of each picture is positively

established against all time.

The cost of the autographic back is small—and there
is no extra charge for autographic film.

Prices range from $2,^0 to $4.^0 according

to size and style.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Cut No. 229 C, Double Column. Cut No. 229 D, Single Column.

Double Column Cut No. i«6 A.
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THE LINE FOR 1915.

It's to be an autographic year

—

also an anastigmatic year.

The indications are that, on the

big average, the higher priced

cameras are selling better than for

a long time. There's a strong de-

mand for fine equipment and the

better grades of lenses.

All Kodaks, with the exception
of the Panorams, are now auto-

graphic. Any Kodak, with the

exception of the Panorams, may
now be had with an anastigmat
lens.

The new catalogue, an advance
copy of which you will receive in

a few days, tells the details about
the new goods and new prices—but
there are some things worthy of

special note, right now.
The No. 1 and No. lA Folding

Pocket Kodaks have been dropped
from the list, as have also the
Nos. 4 and 4A Foldinp- Kodaks.

The Six-Three Kodaks have been
omitted, but to take their places,

we are this yearlistingtheSpecials,

in addition to their former equip-

ment, with the lenses formerly
listed only on the Six-Threes, and
at attractive prices. F'or instance,

the No. 3A Autographic Kodak
Special with Cooke Kodak Anas-
tigmat /6.3 will retail at $46.00.

The Kodak line is now in what
might be called three classes

—

all,

however, autographic. The Junior

line in two sizes. No. I and No.
lA with single lenses, R. R. lenses

and Kodak Anastigmat/ 7. 7 lenses.

The "regular" line in the No.
lA, No. 3 and No. 3A sizes, with

R. R. lenses or Kodak Anastigmat

f.1.1 lenses.

The Special line with rapid

anastigmat lenses only and furn-

ished in four sizes—here comes the

secret—thenewNo. 1 Autog-raohic
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Kodak Special (2!4 x 074 and
also the No. lA, No. 3 and No.
3A Autographic Kodaks Special.
The Vest Pocket Autographic

Kodak fills its own class with the
three lens equipments at $6.00,
$10.00 and $22.50, no advance in
price having been made, by the
way, for the autographic feature
as applied to this camera.

Every April first, with the an-
nouncement of our catalogue, we
have had some new feature or
some new camera to feel a bit
proud of. This year we are more
than pleased that we have been
able to announce such a complete
line of anastigmats; that we have
been able to make all of the Fold-
ing Kodaks autographic, and have
so satisfactorily completed the
line of Specials, with the new
2V4. X 3l<4. The line is consistent
and logical, from the $6.00 Vest
Pocket and the $9.00 Junior, up
to and includingthe No. 3A Special
with its equipments, varying all

the way from $46.00 to $74.00.

Interest in the autographic feat-
ure is growing with every issue of
themagazines. Month after month
we are hammering it into the pub-
lic what the autographic advant-
ages are—and this means more
than a demand for autographic
cameras from new purchasers, it

means a big market for Auto-
graphic Backs from among the
hundreds of thousands of your
customers who have non-auto-
graphic Juniors, No. lA (R. R.
type) Nos. 3, 3A, 4 and 4A Fold-
ing Kodaks, and Nos. 1 A, 3 and 3A
Specials. And we are letting them
know about these extra backs, too.
The first announcement is the full

back cover of the Saturday Even-
ing^ Post of April third, in colors.
This will be followed up by num-

erous other full pages and smaller
spaces in other important publica-
tions during April, and with full

pagesinalloftheleadingmagazines
for May. And it is all autographic
publicity that is going to make
business.

And then there is the extra an-
astigmat profit. You know the
advantages of the anastigmat to
the amateur. It means better
pictures, and that means more
sundry business. All folding Ko-
daks are now listed with anastigmat
lenses. Most of them should be
sold with anastigmat lenses. It's
up to the man behind the counter.

No. 1 AUTOGRAPHIC
KODAK SPECIAL.

Since their introduction, four
years ago, the Special Kodaks
have borne the deserved reputa-
tion of "class". In optical and
mechanical perfection, in design
and in finish, they have left nothing
to be desired in hand camera
construction.

In the No. 1 Autographic Kodak
Special, we offer this same degree
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of perfection in a 2% x 3^ camera.
Smaller cameras can be, and are,

made for 2% x 3l4 pictures, but
not with an equivalent in lens and
shutter capabilities. The lenses

have the full speed at which they
are listed, and the shutters are large

enottgh to give the benefit of that

speed.

The regular equipment is the

Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat lens, /6.3
and Optimo shutter, with cable

release, highest speed 1-300 of a

second, and variable speeds to one
second, and it has, also, both
"bulb" and time actions. Four
other high-grade lens equipments
are also listed.

For loading, the back is made
upon an entirely new principle,

opening in the center in a sliding

motion, and leaving both film

spools easily accessible.

In opening, the standard is ex-
tended to the 100 feet mark on
the focusing scale and easily and
quickly adjusted for all intermed-
iate distances, by a simple lever

attachment. Has a new brilliant,

collapsible, reversible finder with
revolving window for correct com-
position of pictures in both vertical

and horizontal positions.

Although this little camera pos-
sesses every feature that the most
discriminating amateur could de-
sire, it is so simple that a beginner
can easily operate it. Is beauti-

fully finished throughout and
covered with the finest quality
long grain calf; has black leather
bellows and highly nickeled trim-

mings.

Details.

For rectangular pictures, 2% x Z%
inches. Capacity, 6 exposures without
reloading. Size of Kodak, 1^ x 3^ x ^%
inches. Weight, 26>^ ounces. Lens,
Zeiss Kodak Anastiermat. /.6.3. focal

length, ^y% inches. Shutter, Optimo,
with cable release. New brilliant, revers-

ible, collapsible finder. Two tripod
sockets and new lever focusing device.

The film cartridge for this camera is the
same as the one used for No. 1 Auto-
graphic Kodak Junior.

Prices.

No. 1 Autographic Kodak Special,

Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat lens,

/.6.3, Optimo shutter, - - $45.00
Ditto, with Cooke Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens, /.6.3, - - - 36.00

Ditto, with B. & L. Anastigmat
lens, /.6.3, _ _ _ - 36.00

Ditto, with Zeiss Tessar, Series
lib, /.6.3, - - - - - 54.00

Ditto, with Zeiss Tessar, Series
Ic, /.4.5 - - - - - 56.00

Long Grain Leather, Velvet lined

Case, with Strap, - - - 2.50
Autographic Film Cartridge, 6

exposures, 2Xx 3 jl< (No. A 120) .20

Kodak Portrait Attachment, - .50

THE BROWNIES.
The only new Brownie to go in

the catalogue this year is the No.
0, which came out too late last

season for cataloguing, but which
had a tremendous sale in spite of

this handicap. It is bound to have
another big year. The only other

change in the Brownie line is a

price reduction, the already popu-
lar No. 2A Folding Pocket Brownie
having been reduced from $7.00
to $6.00. The 2A has always been
a lively rival of the No. 2, and at

only one dollar advance in price

should outstrip it in sales. It's

worth pushing every time to the

prospective Brownie customers,

for it is a most satisfactory little

instrument, and therefore a con-
sistent film consumer. Although
the new price goes into effect at

once to the dealers, there will be
practically noprinted matter show-
ing this $6. 00 price to the consumer
before Mav first.
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IMPORTANT KODAK SUNDRIES.

KODAK AMATEUR PRINTER

The Kodak Amateur Printer is a

great convenience to the amateur
who does his own finishing. It

enables one to make any number
of uniformly masked prints from
the same negative—and quickly

—

with Velox or any developing-out
paper. The Printer consists of a

box with a removable top, and in

it a glass window through which
the printing is done. Prints may
be made with white margins, any
size from 1% x 2^ up to and in-

cluding 4x5 and 3^4 x 5]^ inches,

by a simple automatic masking
device that holds the negative
firmly until released. Within the
box is a small red electric bulb to

permit of adjusting the negative
and paper, and a 60-watt Mazda
lamp, which is automatically turned
on when the hinged frame is closed
to make the exposure.

In the side of the box is a re-

movable window covered with red
and orange paper, serving as a

dark-room lamp.

The Printer is supplied complete,
without lamp, but including 51^
feet of electric light cord and
socket.

READY ABOUT APRIL 15th.

Price.

Kodak Amateur Printer, - - - $5.00
Discount to the Trade, - - - -33}ifc

NEW ALBUMS.

With a winter's accumulation of
prints, the amateur ought to be in

a receptive mood to talk albums.
These three new albums are dis-

tinctive and will be good sellers if

you give them the opportunity.
Send your orders in early.

The Minerva Album.

This album is bound solid with
50 linen finish leaves, black only;

covered with black morocco grain

leather. A special feature of this

album is the large pocket in the
back cover for holding surplus

prints.

A 5x8 . . $1.25
B 7x11 . . 1.50

C 10 X 12 . . 2.75

D 9x14 . . 3.00

The Consul Album.

Very attractively bound in black

seal grain leather, and is especially

appropriate for home portraits or

as a gift album. Has olive grey
leaves, capacity 24 prints, slip-in

style.

1
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The Apollo Album.

Has black watered silk cover,

with large pocket in back for loose

prints. Black leaves only.

leaves 5x8 $ .45

7x11 .65

10x12 1.35

9x14 1.40

5x8 .65

7x11 .90

10x12 1.60

9x14 1.70

Discount to the Trade, 40% .

A
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KODAK SKY FILTERS.

The Sky Filter is similar to the

Kodak Color Filters, except that

only the upper half of the filter is

stained a yellow color to relieve

the brightness from the sky, while

the lower half of the filter being
coloress, permits of a normal ex-

posure for the foreground. The
Sky Filter is intended only for use

in landscape photography, to

equalize the great difference of

light between the sky and the fore-

ground. They are mounted in the

same manner as the Color Filters

(Color Screens). Designating
numbers, prices and discounts are

also the same.

READY ABOUT APRIL 15th.

Nos. 1, 2, 8 and 9, . . . $0.50

Nos. 3, 4 and 6, . . . . .75

Nos. 5 and 7, . . . . 1.00

Discount to the Trade, 33><^

KODAK JUNIOR FILM CLIP.

This new clip is the most prac-

tical for tank development or dry-

ing of films. Has two jaws to

prevent film from slipping. One
size only.

READY ABOUT MAY 1st.

Make sure with an

Autographic

Kodak
At the time you "click" the

shutter you know the Who?
When? Why? or How? of a pic-

ture but later—
Make sure. The Autographic

Kodak enables you to write it on
the film at the time you are in pos-

session of all the facts.

The Autographic record may
include valuable data or interest-

ing information— always it will

contain something that will add im-

measurably to the point of the pic-

ture in the years to come.

We have a complete line of

Autographic Kodaks.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Kodak Jr. Film Clip,

Discount to the Trade,
Discount in 100 lots.

$0.10
- - 33K%
- 33>^andl0%

Single Column No. 229 D.
Double Column No. 229 C.

AUTOGRAPHIC FILM

FOR OLD STYLE KODAKS.

Autographic Film Cartridges

can be used in non-Autographic
Kodaks just as well as the N. C.

Film Cartridges. Our instruction

sheets read: Autographic film can
be used in old style Kodaks; old

style film can be used in Auto-
graphic Kodaks, but to get auto-

graphic results, Autographic film

must be used in an Autographic
Kodak. Unless the order specifies

"Autographic" we ship the regu-

lar N. C. non-Autographic.
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EASTMAN STUDIO SCALE.

The new Eastman Studio Scale

is already a big seller. It is

accurate, dependable, and all

metal parts are neatly finished in

nickel and black enamel. Has
mahogany finish base, nine inches

long, and all points are specially

hardened. A distinctive feature

of the scale, is the graduated
beam, weighing from one to fifty

grains. This eliminates the
troublesome small weights, which
are such a disadvantage in most
scales. For weighing quantities

above fifty grains, and including
two ounces, (Avoirdupois) weights
are used. These are placed in the
left hand pan ; the chemicals going
in the right hand pan.

This scale has been commented
upon so favorably by those who
have seen it, that we are sure it

will be a good seller with profes-
sional and commercial photog-
raphers, and your Roentgenologist
customers as well.

It will stand the test. Try it

out in your own establishment and
you will have the inspiration to
** boost " for it.

PRICE

Eastman Studio Scale

Discount to the trade, 33>^%
Discount in one dozen lots, 40%

$3.00

ARTURA CARBON BLACK.

Three New Grades.

These three new grades of Ar-
tura Carbon Black, D, E Smooth
and E Rough, are double weight
and correspond with the surfaces
of Artura Iris, grades D, E Smooth
and E Rough, and permit of mak-
ing enlargements exactly duplicat-
ing contact prints made from the
corresponding grades of Iris.

C Iris being of a smooth surface
does not look well in large portrait

prints, so this surface is not made
in Carbon Black, but enlargements
on D Carbon Black are preferred
for duplicating contact prints on
C Iris.

With these three new grades of

Artura Carbon Black, the line is

sufficiently complete to produce
enlargements on Carbon Black,
that have all the quality of con-
tact prints on any of the grades of

Iris.

Try them out in your own finish-

ing department, and then tell your
customers who do enlarging, what
these new grades of Carbon Black
will do for them.

List prices and discounts the
same as all grades of Artura Carbon
Black.

AUTOGRAPHIC FEATURE
FOR NO. lA SPEED KODAK.

We are prepared to supply the
Autographic Feature to the No.
lA Speed Kodak, and if you have
any requests for this feature, send
the Kodak to us, transportation

charges prepaid. The charge for

such change will be $4. 00 list, sub-

ject to trade discount of 33!/3/^.
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THE 1915 PREMO LINE.

New cameras, new .equipments,
improved film packs and a carefully-

studied advertising campaign—
these, together with your co-oper-
ation, should make 1915 a banner
Premo year.

Please notice that phrase "with
your co-operation". Selling our
goods as we do, through the dealers,
advising prospective purchasers, in

all our advertising, to go to the
dealer, it is perfectly obvious that
our business can not increase until

first the business of our dealers in-

creases.

In fact, the entire proposition is

a mutually co-operative one be-
tween you and us.

We must produce such goods as

the public wants, we must spend
thousands and thousands of dollars
in advertising to let the public
know that we produce such goods
as it wants, and that such goods
can be obtained in your and our
other dealers' stores.

Those dealers who have linked
up their stores, through local ad-
vertising, with our general adver-
tising, and whose salespeople have
backed up in the stores the merits
of our goods as set forth in our
advertisements, have been the ones
who have realized to the full the
profits which have come with the
Premo business.

This is the principle, and this

spirit of co-operation is the foun-
dation upon which the Premo
business has more than doubled
in six years. So it is that we
feel sure that a firm continuance
of this policy, linked with the
right co-operation from every

one of our dealers, will mean still

further Premo business.

PREMOETTE SENIOR.

This new model is made for the
two most popular of amateur sizes—2>^ x4Xand3^x5>^. Its big
selling feature is its anastigmat lens

equipment combined with com-
pactness, simplicity and low price.

It is even more compact than the
Film Premo No. 1. It has an un-
usually rigid standard with auto-
matic clamp, and is fitted with
Kodak Ball Bearing shutter with
cable release and the Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens, f.l .1 . It is a very at-

tractive camera to the eye, and it

is being extensively advertised in

all the prominent May magazines.
Have your selling force study up
and then "talk up" the Premo-
ette Sr.

Every amateur would like an
anastigmat equipment, but many
have not felt able to afford one on
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account of prices which have here-

tofore prevailed. In this model is

offered a very simple camera which
even a beginner can use, which is

equipped with a genuine anastig-

mat lens and which is furnished

at a price that anyone can afford.

We look for the camera to be one
of the biggest sellers ever put out
in the Premo line. Prices: 2^x4^,
$15.00; 3^x5>^, $17.50. Discount
to the trade, 40%.
The Kodak Anastigmat ]ens/.7.7

will also be fitted to other Premo
cameras at the following prices:

Pocket Premo C, with Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter and Kodak
Anastigmat lens, /.7.7, 3^4^x4^,
$17.00.

Pocket Premo C, with Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter and Kodak
Anastigmat lens, f.1.1, 3}ix5}^,
$20.00.

Premo No. 8, with Kodak Ball

Bearing shutter and Kodak Anas-
tigmat lens, /. 7. 7, 35<x5>^, $19.00.

Premo No. 9, with Kodak Auto-
matic shutter and Kodak Anastig-
mat lens, f.7.7, 3ji x 5^4 or 4x5,
$33.00.

Discount to the trade, 40%.

Changes in Equipment: The cable
release has proved so popular that
we are now putting it on all Kodak
Automatic shutters. The Film-
plate Premo and Premos Nos. 9
and 10 will hereafter have this

additional feature. The Premo-
ette Jr. No. 1 and No. 1 Special
are now fitted with two tripod
sockets, instead of one as hereto-
fore.

The finish of the Eastman View
Camera No. 1 has been changed
from the mission style to polished
finish, as the trade seems to prefer
this style.

Particular attention is called to

the Premoette Jr. No. lA Special
and the Filmplate Premo Special
as fitted with the Cooke Kodak
Anastigmat lens, /6.3. Last year
we offered the regular models as

Six-Three cameras fitted with this

anastigmat. This year we are able
to offer the same equipment on
the Special cameras, at even more
favorable prices than for the reg-
ular camera of last year.

The possibility of getting really

de luxe cameras, equipped with
high speed anastigmat lenses and
shutters, at the low prices at which
the cameras are offered, is sure to

appeal to your customers, and you
should have an excellent business
in these desirable models.

The Premo advertising campaign
for 1915 has already been started.

Back covers on many of the best
magazines will appear throughout
the summer, and large inside space
in practically all of the standard
publications will be used.

Advance copy of the new Premo
catalogue is now being sent to all

dealers, to be followed by the reg-

ular supply for distribution, just as

fast as we can handle them.

A little later we will send you
an assortment of Premo window
cards, and as usual, we will supply
cuts for newspaper advertising,

street car signs, and, at the proper
time, the Premo Summer Booklets
on request.

Remember!
Advertising cuts

are sent gratis, but

on request only.
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NEW GOODS FROM THE GRAFLEX
FACTORY.

1915 will see many important
additions to the line of goods
manufactured by the Folmer &
Schwing Division, as well as a

number of improvements in the
cameras. These, with the reduc-
tion in price of the Auto Graflex
line of cameras, will unquestion-
ably make the Graflex even more
popular than it was last year. The
new goods include the following:

Compact Graflex.

Compact Graflex, Z]i x 5>^, taking
Plate Holder, new Graflex Roll Holder,
Magazine Plate Holder or Film Pack
Adapter.

Camera without lens, including 1

double plate holder, - - - $70.00

With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,
/.6.3, No. 4, - - - - 96.25

With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series
Ic, /.4.5, No. 15a, - - - 120.00

With Cooke Series H, /.4.5,

No. 21>^, ----- 120.00

Discount to the Trade, 33>^%.

Revolving Back Auto Graflex Jr.

Revolving Back Auto Graflex, Jr.,

2X X 3X, taking Plate Holder, new
Graflex Roll Holder, Magazine Plate
Holder or Film Pack Adapter.

Revolving Back Auto Graflex Jr.,

without lens, including 1 plate

holder, ----- $65.00

With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,
/.6.3, No. 3, - - - - 88.25

With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series
Ic, /.4.5, No. 15, - - - 105.50

With Cooke Series H, /.4.5. No.
21, ----- - 106.00

Discount to the Trade, 33}i%.

This camera is similar in con-
struction to the Auto Graflex Jr.

supplied last year, but is equipped
with the revolving back which per-

mits the making of vertical, as

well as horizontal, negatives with-

out turning the camera on its side.
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Telescopic Revolving Back Auto Graflex.

Telescopic Revolving Back Auto
Graflex. Z% x ^% , taking Plate
Holder, n-w Graflex Roll Hold-
er, Magazine Plate Holder or
Film Pack Adapter, without
lens, including 1 double plate

holder, _ _ _ _ _

With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,
/.6.3, No. 3, - -

With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series
Ic, /.4.5, No. 15, -

With Cooke Series H, fA.h, No.
21, ----- -

$90.00

- 113.25

- 130.50

131.00

Discount to the Trade, 33^^^-

Graflex Enlargi?ig Camera.

Graflex Enlarging Camera, 8 x 10,

including one Bromide Paper
Holder, ----- $25.00

Discount to the Trade, 33^%.

This enlarging camera will

accept negatives 3^ x SV2, 4x5
or smaller, and make enlargements
of any size up to 8 x 10 inches.

Speed Graphic.

3)4 X 4^ Speed Graphic, without
lens, including one double plate

holder, ----- 32.00

With Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat,
/.6.3, No. 2, - - - - 51.00

With B. & L. Zeiss Tessar Series
Ic, /.4.5, No. 14, - - - 67.00

With Cooke Series II, /.4.5, No.
20^4, ----- 67.50

Discount to the Trade. 33^%-

This camera is similar to the
Speed Graphic Cameras previously
supplied, excepting the construc-
tion of the shutter. The shutter
on the 3}i x 4^4^ Speed Graphic is

actuated to give exposures of any
duration from "time" to 1-500 of

a second, instead of 1-1000 as

supplied with the larger models.

The Graflex Roll Holder.

Graflex Roll Holder:—
No. 50, 2X X 3X, $6.00

No. 51, 3}i^\}i, 7.00

No. 52, 3% x5K, 8.00

No. 53, 4 X 5, 8.00

No. 54, 5 X 7, 9.00

Discount to the trade. 33^%.

The new Graflex Roll Holder,
1915 model, will unquestionabry
find a ready sale among customers
using Graflex Cameras, as this

holder takes the new Eastman
Graflex Film. The holder is very
simple in construction, can be
loaded in daylight, and occupies
the space of two Graflex Plate

Holders. It is provided with re-

tarding ratchet, whereby the film

is drawn taut, after it is in posi-

tion for exposure, giving an abso-
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lutely flat surface. This is a feature
of the utmost importance when
using lenses working at large
apertures.

The Graflex Roll Holder is sup-
plied for Graflex Cameras only,

and will not take any film except
the new Eastman Graflex Film.
In order to avoid confusion and
error in shipping, the film for the
1915 model Graflex Roll Holder
should be ordered by number.

Eastman Graflex Film.

The Price.
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AUTOGRAPHIC, NOT
AUTOGRAPH KODAK

It is gratifying to note the large

number of dealer advertisements
that have come to our attention

lately, featuring the Autographic
Kodaks. This is going to mean
more business for you as well as our-

selves. But let us get together, in

our phraseology. In our big na-

tional advertisingcampaign, we re-

fer to them as Autographic Kodaks,
which is the right name, while a

great many of the dealer advertise-

ments call them Autograph
Kodaks. Now there is nothing
serious in this mistake, but there

are a discriminating few who are

always ready to criticise any little

error, and that is why advertising

is particular business. It is the
court from which there is no
appeal, and consequently every
piece of advertising copy should
be read and carefully corrected
before it is allowed to go into the
paper.

STOLEN CAMERAS.
The following cameras have

been reported stolen since the
March Kodak Trade Circular went
to press:

No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 341342.
No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 369711.
No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 103480.
No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 363932.
No. 3A F. P. Kodak, Auto shutter, No.

295493.
No. 3A Folding Brownie, No. 104770.
No. lA Autographic Kodak, No. 84295.
No. lA Autographic Kodak. No. 88658.
No. 1 Kodak Junior, No. 2799.
No. 1 Kodak Junior, No. 19873.
Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 134289.
Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 224178.

If any of these cameras are
offered to you, kindly hold and
report the circumstances to us at

once.

KODAK ANASTIGMAT
f 7. 7. LENS.

Hereafter the Kodak Anastig-
mat lens will be known as / 7. 7,

instead oi f. 8 as originally an-

nounced, the former being the
actual speed at which this lens

works. The best R. R. lenses have
a speed of f. 8, while the new
Kodak Anastigmat not only has a

slightly greater speed (7 per cent),

but like all true anastigmats, it

gives perfect definition combined
with uniform illumination over the
entire area of the film or plate, and
in addition, every advantage in

flatness of field. This quality is

particularly noticeable in enlarge-
ments.

The Kodak idea has always been
to give quality combined with
simplicity. The Kodak Anastig-
mat lens, now thoroughly tried

out and approved, is one of the

fulfillments of this idea. It lays

no claim to extreme speed, al-

though in quality it leaves nothing
to be desired, and the price of a

Kodak equipped with this new
lens is only slightly in excess of

one having the R. R. lenses.

As a further proof of the relative

covering power of these two types
of lenses, refer to pages 8 and 9 of

the April Kodak Salesman. This
comparative test was made under
exactly the same conditions, with
the full shutter opening, and it is

interesting to note the remarkable
covering power and definition

obtained with the f. 1.1 lens.

Don't forget KODAKERY
goes with every

KodaR and Brownie sold.
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Sodium Bisulphite.

Its New Uses.

Experiments have proven that
an equal amount of Sodium Bisul-
phite can be substituted for Potas-
sium Metabisulphite in all devel-
oper and fixing bath formulae, and
when used in the same proportion
and manner will produce the same
photographic results. This an-
nouncement should be interesting
to the trade, since Sodium Bisul-
phite lists at about half the price
of Potassium Metabisulphite. And
if the present war continues much
longer, the indications are that
the price of the latter will advance
still higher. The list price of
Sodium Bisulphite is as follows :

Price.
1 ounce bottle, - - - - $ .10

]i pound bottle, - . _ .15

% pound bottle, _ _ . 20
1 pound bottle, - - - _ .25
5 pound can, - - _ _ i.oo

Discount to the Trade, 33}ifc.

Chemical Prices.

HYDROCHINON.

Hydrochinon will now be sup-
plied at double our published list;

that is, $2.80 per pound list, in

cans. Discount to the trade, 40%;
in 10-pound lots or more, assorted,
40 and 10%.

CHROME ALUM.

This will be supplied at double
our published list, or in other
words, 30c per pound list. Dis-
count to the trade, 3314%.

CITRIC ACID.

We are pleased to announce that
we shall, from April 1st, 1915, sup-
ply Citric Acid at the original
listed nrice and ree^ular disronnt

THE DRIMOUNT.
Change in Package.

In the December, 1914, issue of
the Trade Circular, we announced
the Drimount for enlargements,
the prices of which were based on
100 lots. As a matter of conven-
ience, we have decided to furnish
the Drimount packed twelve
mounts to the package, in the
8 X 10 and smaller sizes; in the
larger sizes, six to the package.
The selling price, however, is to be
by the dozen, regardless of the
quantity.

The Drimount will be supplied
in English Gray and Sepia Buff,
at prices as follows :

„ Price
No. For.Prints Size Outside perdoz.

A 3Xx5>^ 7X x9^ $ .22
B 3/^ X 5>^ 7^ X ^Yz .22
C 4X X 6>^ 834: X 10>^ .23
D 5x7
E 5 x8>^
F 6>^x8^
G 6 X 10
H 8 X 10

9>^ X 11>^
9^ X 12^
W-^A X 13>^
10^ X 14^
12^ X 14^

.23

.30

.30

.30

.40

per Yi doz.

15 X 17 .30

11^ X 16^ .30

J 10 X 12
K 7 xl2
L 8 X 14 14 X 20 .30
M 11 X 14 17 X 20 .40

Discount to the Trade, 25%.

DONT.
Don't under any consideration

attempt to take a Kodak Anastig-
mat. f.1.1 lens from the Ball Bear-
ing shutter and fit it to the Kodak
Automatic Shutter. These are not
interchangeable except through
special adjustments which have to

be made here, and to attempt to

fit them without these adjustments,
means putting the Kodak Auto-
matic Shutter out of order. Some
dealers have done this and then
sent the Kodak Automatic Shutter
in for repairs, claiming that it was
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Kotlak^, S6.cc aiul up.

Kodak
Baby Book

Just a^ rhc\ arc— houi the toddlini;

lunNdA cla\s iinril thcx i;(» our into

the hi- world— let the Kodak ke

the hah\ Book reeoixl ot them

Ri(:ii.\RDR()i;6.(X).
I : I I'lipotl \\ eiiiie

Street Car Sign No. 579

// 'i;/r 1 1 uii file [iliii—
u{ ihe f/ii/e, Kifli mi

Xr'IXXJRAI'IllC KODAK
Make e\eiy negative more \ ahial)ic b\

permanently leeording at the time, the

date and title ol each picture.

I'i-i< 1 r >v AND I VW XKDs.

RlCilAKI) ROK c^ COMPANY
i; I IKH'Ol) \\ l.M I-

Street Car Sign No. 580.

CAR CARDS.
A great many dealers have asked

us for car cards, as they have con-
tracts beginning this month, for
space in the cars. So we have pre-
pared these two very attractive
cards and next month will have
two or three more ready.
Remember! they are sent to you

gratis, but only on request. Both
cards are beautifnilv nrintpH in

colors and are all ready to use as

soon as your name and address is

inserted where you see the name
Richard Roe & Co.

Send in your order early as there
always is a big demand for them,
especially at the opening of the
season, when people are thinking
about Kodaks. It's the timely
advertising that pays the biggest
r#»fnrnc;
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You don't have to provide amusement

for the children—Just leave it to the

BROWNIE
and every hour of the youngsters' day will be sixty min-

utes of happiness.

This sturdily built camera makes pictures of the children

by the children, the simplest thing in the world.

The Brownie is the cousin of the Kodak and the relation-

ship is shown by the pictures it takes.

PRICES, $1.00 to $12.00

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.
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AND NOW FOR BUSINESS.
The last issue of the Kodak

Trade Cirailar outlined briefly the

changes and additions we have
made in the Line for 1915. No
one can dispute the fact that it is

the best line we have ever offered,

—one presenting the greatest
opportunities for selling efforts.

The Autographic Kodaks have had
a wonderful sale thus far, but there

are thousands of people who are

ready to buy Autographic Kodaks,
if they but knew of their advan-
tages. We are creating a demand
through our National advertising
and all that remains for you to do
to "cash in" on it, is to explain
the peculiar advantages the Auto-
graphic Kodak presents to the
user. Has it occurred to you to

demonstrate it to the Architects,
Engineers and Contractors in your
territory? A large percentage of

them use Kodaks in keeping
progressive records of their work,
but they have to keep a memoran-
dum separately. Do they know
about the Autographic Kodak, and
that it was designed for just that

purpose? Do the tourists who are

leaving your 'territory every few
days for the Exposition, know its

advantages? Do they know that

the Autographic idea came as a

result of just such a trip,—that it

is almost as necessary as the
Kodak itself in keeping an accurate
record of places visited? Have
you pointed out clearly the pleas-

ure there is in making and preserv-
ing the Kodak Baby Book record
with an Autographic Kodak, of

the child from the toddling
nursery days, until it goes out into
the big world?

These are just a few of the many
exclusive advantages the Autogra-
phic Kodak offers as a sales factor.

Let your customers know that

you believe implicitly in the pro-
duct you handle. Push the Auto-
graphic Kodaks. Back up your
belief in them and ours by co-oper-
ating with our advertising.
Advertising is thepulseof business.

It has been said that, "a man's
business was once ruined by adver-
tising—but his competitor did the

advertising.
'

'
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NEW POST OFFICE
RULING.

According to a recent ruling of

the Post Office Department, it is

permissible to attach a letter of
instruction to packages. The only-

condition imposed is that regular
letter postage be put on the envel-
ope containing the instructions.

This is going to facilitate very
materially the handling of repairs,

as from 24 to 48 hours can be saved
by having the instructions accom-
pany the Kodak or camera, or
whatever may be sent in for

repairs.

This also applies to goods
returned for credit, and if sent in

this way will enable us to get the
memorandum of credit to you
sooner.

It will pay you to acquaint your
people with this ruling and see

that in the future the instructions

go with the goods.

POST CARD ORDERS.

In ordering a supply of Post

Cards, please be sure to make
clear the text of your imprint. It

is a difficult thing to decipher
everybody's handwriting, and
sometimes errors occur. If possi-

ble, have the imprint you want on
the cards, typewritten, or if you
have previously ordered cards,

send a sample. If you cannot do
this, print it by hand, as there is

less liability of errors occurring in

this way.

You will save your time and
ours, and the inconvenience and
expense of errors, by making your
orders perfectly clear. Thank you.

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION?

The Kodak Trade Circidar is

written for the purpose of placing
before you, information that is

indispensable to your business.
Important price changes and ways
and means whereby you can make
a little more money here and
there. In other words, it is pub-
lished so that you can keep right

''up to the minute" in information
that is vital to the successful con-
duct of your Kodak business. You
cannot be expected to know as

much of the details of camera con-
struction; of shutter construction
or of the exact functions of one
lens in relation to another, as the
Kodak workmen who do nothing
else.

There isn't an article,— no, not
even a line,—in the Trade Circular

that you shouldn't read every
month in order to better the Kodak
service which we are bound to

maintain. In the January Trade
Circular we devoted one-half page
to an article entitled "Don't Trans-
pose Lenses," and since that time
dozens of Kodaks have been sent

in for adjustments, and investiga-

tion proved that in each case the

lenses had been transposed. The
result is obvious; two cameras in

each case are rendered useless.

Before leaving our factory every
lens or combination of lenses is

thoroughly tested and works per-

fectly in that particular camera,

and to change them around means
that you are courting trouble.

Make this point clear to your
clerks and salesmen, if they do not

already know it, for such an error

might be the means of losing a

customer.
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THE IMPROVED PREMO
FILM PACK.

In the March Trade Circular we
announced that certain improve-
ments had been made in Premo
Film Packs.

During the two months which
have smce elapsed, many thousand
of these new packs have been used
by our customers and numerous
tests have been made of them from
week to week in our own labora-

tories.

Careful investigation and reports

received from those which we have
sent out, as well as all the tests

which we have made, absolutely
confirm the fact that the new im-
proved Premo Film Pack is fully

reliable and efficient.

The tabs work freely and easily.

There is no tendency to stick or

bind and the paper runs uniform
in strength and finish, so that with
ordinary usage it will not tear or
break.

This paper is such an important
consideration in the manufacture
of the pack that after experiment-
ing with papers of different makes
and running, now and then, into

variations of quality, which occa-
sionally gave us trouble, we de-
cided, in order to avoid all ques-
tion, to make this paper ourselves.

As a result, every detail in the
construction of the pack is now
under our direct supervision, and
we do not have to depend upon
outside sources for anything that
goes into it.

Of course, in spite of the utmost
precautions in any line of manu-
facture a defective article will

occasionally get out, but now that
we make this paper ourselves, we
feel certain that the new Premo
pack will run as consistently uni-
form in every quality as do our

othersensitizedproducts—the most
consistently uniform in the world.
The following table shows the

emulsion numbers with which the
improved film packs start. Any
packs bearing emulsion numbers
lower than these do not incorporate
the improvements and will be
replaced with the new style, if

returned.
Emulsion

Size Number
114: X 2^ - - - 13205

2X X 3X - - - 13203
2>^ X 4X - - - 13203

3X X 4^: - - - 13203
3 x5X - - _ 13211
4 x5 - - - 13211

3X X 5>^ - - - 13211
4^ X 6>^ - - - 132565x7 - - - 13205
Speed Premo Film Packs

( all sizes ) - - - 1301

In this new pack you have a big
trade winner. We arc so pleased
with it ourselves, that we are ad-
vertising the Premo line more
extensively than ever this year.

Push the Premos and the packs.
There is true merit behind them

—

and profit for you.

AUTOGRAPHIC
Unless Otherwise Specified.

Commencing May 1st and there-

after, on orders received for all

Kodaks, (excepting Nos. 4, 4A
and the Panorams ) we will supply
the Autographic models as listed

in the Kodak Catalogue, unless
your order states positively that
Non-Autographic back is desired.
Autographic backs for Nos. 4

and 4A Kodaks will be furnished
when specially ordered. In order
that no misunderstanding may
arise as a result, we suggest that

you enter your orders for Kodaks
as now listed in the 1915 Kodak
Catalogue.
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FILM ORDERS
Unless your order for Film Car-

tridges specifies "Autographic"
(designated by "A" before the

number of the regular N. C. film),

we will ship the regular N. C.

(non-Autographic) excepting for

Nos. 3, of 6 and 12 exposures, 3A
of 6 and 10 exposures, and also 6

exposures of No. 4, all of which
will be supplied Autographic.
Do not order Autographic film

for any of the other sizes unless you
require it to supply orders for

customers having Autographic
Kodaks. This applies especially

to the Vest Pocket and No. lA
Kodaks. There are many thou-

sands of V. P. and No. lA Kodaks
and No. Brownies in use in which
the regular N. C. film can just as

well be used as the Autographic
film. The Autographic models of

the V. P. and No. lA Kodaks, of

course require Autographic film

which we will supply only when
specially ordered.

If you will please bear these

things in mind when sending in

your film orders, it will help us

very materially.

FOR THE FARM TRADE.

Because they are used by all

kinds of people, it takes all kinds

of literature to sell Kodaks now-a-
days. What will appeal on P^ifth

avenue may fall flat in thousands
of live villages throughout the

land, and on the other hand, what
will appeal in the country is likely

to be of little use in the city.

In city and country alike there's

the universal appeal in pictures of

the children— the general home
appeal, for at heart city folks and
country folks are pretty much alike.

But the country people need to

be shown just why they should
take up photography, and there
are so many good reasons that we
are issuing a new "Kodak on the
Farm" book. It is as well printed
as we know how to make it, is

beautifully illustrated with the
kind of pictures that will appeal
to the country people and the text
is full of good, sound arguments
in favor of rural Kodakery.

Dealers who have a high class

country mailing list can use it to

good advantage. It's not a cheap
book because published for farm-
ers. It's as well printed as the
Kodak catalogue, but approaches
the subject from the farmers view
point. It ought to make business.

We will send as many as you
can use to advantage—with your
imprint. Fifty of the best farm
papers are carrying Kodak adver-
tising regularly. Cash in on this

publicity by following it up in

your own locality if you are in a

farming community. It means
business.

PUSH THEM.

Eastman M. Q. Powders are, as

you know, packed in waxed paper
containers. These containers pre-

serve the chemicals in splendid
condition for months, and since

they are flexible, will not easily

break.

There is an extra profit for you
in pushing their sale. Call the

attention of your customers to the

fact that they are just the thing

for the tourist or one's vacation

trip. . See that your stock is sufii-

ciently large tosupply thedemand,
for we are going to push them.
Supplied in boxes of one hundred
powders.
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CHEMICAL PRICES: COOKE KODAK f. 6.3

Hydrochinon Up Again.
LENSES.

We are forced to advance the A\^''^''T^^r' 7 ^^u
^^-'^

price of Hydrochinon again, and th /Tt ^'^'i^^' ^^u^
p"""

until further notice this will be
Three Kodaks and Six-Three Pre-

billed at two and three quarter
"jo^ ^^e discontinued The Cooke

times our regular list price; or
Kodak Anastigmat / 6.3 lenses

$3.85 per pound in cans, subject to
^^^^^^^ly supplied with these

a discount of 40% ; 10 pound lots ^^^^^^^f
' .

wjH
.

be fitted to the

or more, assorted, 40 and 10%. ^P'^f.^^'^^ ^^'^^^.^; ^hese lenses

The 5 pound can is the largest f^ ]^^^^ ^^^ '^^^'^^ equipments in

container supplied. ^^^ K^'^^k catalogue, as follows:
No. lA Autographic Kodak Special
with Cooke Kodak Anastigmat

Elon Advances. ^^"^ ^- ^-^ ^"^ Compound Shut-
- ,

ter, --------_ $40.00
At last we are compelled to No. 3 Autographic Kodak Special

advance the price of Elon, the ^^^^ Cooke Kodak Anastigmat

new price to become effective at ier'^-^'-^
and Compound Shut-

^^ ^^
once. Hereafter Elon will be No. 3-A Autographic Kodak 6>^^-
billed at an advance of 25 per cent. ial with Cooke Kodak Anastig-
over our regular list, making the ^^^ ^^"^ ^- ^-^ ^"*^ Compound
list price 18.13 per pound, with D^r/t to the "trade " l "- "- "s^^"
the usual discounts to the trade. Premoette Junior No. 1-A 6)!>ma/

Until further notice we have with Cooke Kodak Anastigmat
also decided to discontinue sup- lens /. 6.3 and Compound Shut-

plying Elon in 10 pound can.s. ^-^^^^^^ Prenio 'special "w i t h^^'""
^ Cooke Kodak Anastigmat lens

Magnesium Powder. ^^ ^-^
^"f,

Compound shutter,
^ sizes as follows :

Owing to the fact that for the 3X x 4X ------- $40.00
present our stock of Magnesium 3^x5^ -__-___ 45.00

Powder is entirely depleted, we t^-^ ^\^\u .' a'
- ' - - fJ.OO

• n , ui ^
H ^--v.^, w^ Discount to the trade, - - - - 40%.

will be unable to supply same un-
til further notice, ^

,v, ^ Ai u 1
CAMERAS AT THE

U f. w ^^^ u 1 n .
EXPOSITION.

Hereafter Wood Alcohol will be
supplied in 5 gallon cans, if de- ^^^ conditions imposed on the

sired. taking of cameras into the grounds

Price ^^ the Panama Pacific Exposition

In 5 gal. can ---..._ $6.00 are as follows :

Discount to the Trade - - - -33^% No cameras making pictures

^ larger than 4x5 inches, and no

Potassium Ferricyanide. YVu^'
whatever, will be admitted

^ to the grounds.
Until further notice this product For cameras making a picture

will be billed at an advance of 75% 4x5 inches or smaller, a charge
over list price, or $1.31 per pound of 25 cents per day is made. This
list. Discounts same as heretofore, includes the 3A size.
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KODAK SERVICE.

Not long ago a certain dealer

wrote us that he had been flooded

with requests to exchange cameras
of other than our make, for Auto-
graphic Kodaks. These people
were looking for Kodak service.

The Autographic Back is just

one more link in the chain of that

service. It offers exclusive advan-
tages to those who have the old-

style Kodaks, as Printer's Ink apt-

ly puts it, in their issue of April

8th, as follows:

"THE LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN
KODAK ADVERTISING.'*

"The Eastman Kodak Company has
arranged to supply Autographic Backs
for all Kodaks of the most important
models, and is advertising to this effect

in the magazines. The prices asked are

nominal, so the offer may almost be said

to have been made as a matter of good-
will, so that the purchasers of old-style

Kodaks may be placed on an equal footing

with those who bought the new Auto-
graphic Kodaks last year."

Your interest in a customer does
not cease, however, with the sale

of an Autographic Kodak, or an
Autographic Back. It extends far

beyond that — to the final results.

And the final results mean repeated
sales of Autographic Film Car-

tridges, Velox, and a hundred and
one other things that go to make
Kodakery a pleasurable pastime.

1915 PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION

Every year the results of these

contests are more satisfactory and
more in line with the spirit of

advertising. The 1914 contest
brought forth such gratifying re-

sults that we have decided to run

this year a similar contest for

pictures illustrating Kodak Adver-
tising Slogans. Three thousand

dollars in cash prizes are offered,

and as usual we have prepared a

circular giving full details. We
will gladly send a quantity of

them, if you will let us know how
many you can use.

It will pay you to tell your
customers about it.

ADVERTISING HELPS
On the opposite page are repro-

duced three new, striking car cards
now ready for distribution. All
are in colors of a pleasing tone,

and the subjects are especially

appropriate in linking up your
advertising with our National
Campaign. For example, the sub-

ject used in car sign No. 581 will

be found on the June back cover
of Woman's Home Companion, in

colors. Car sign No. 582 shows a

silhouette photograph which is to

be used in our general advertising,

and the Premo subject will appear
in colors on the back cover of the

July Cosmopolitan.
The car signs announced last

month were so popular that it looks

now as if a reorder will be neces-

sary.

AN ERROR.
Under the description of the

new Eastman Studio Scale, in the

April Trade Circular, we stated

that the weights should always be
placed in the left hand pan, the

chemicals going in the right hand
pan.

This is incorrect. The materials

to be weighedshouldalways be placed
in the left hand pan and the zveights

in the right hand pan. If the

weights do not exactly balance the

quantity to be weighed, the weight
on the beam is used to make up
the correct amount.
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illklJUlMili
-

Make \()ur

Kodak Story
Autographic

Date and title e\ery nega-

ti\e at the time of exposure

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1102 rRiPoi) A\K\ri.

street Car Sign No. 581.

Kodak
Indoors or out, on your travels or

at home, Kodak is at your service.

It means photography with the

hother left out.

Ricliiird Roc &. Co.
i20i Tripod /\\c.

street Car Sign No. 5H:i.

Just the camera for your vacation

A PREMO ^
Choose one of these light, compact
easily operated cameras from our
complete stock, and bring
your vacation film t

finishing

John Doe & Co
1234 Premo Street

street Car Sign No. r,S;L
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Clinch each memory with an

Autographic Kodak
You don't wonder when ? where ? or why ? such and such a picture was

taken—you /t»ozf— because information of this kind is written on the film, at

the time the exposure is made.

Think of the completeness of an Autographic Kodak record of the

children, a veritable household history with the dates and facts in writing

below each negative, think of the service it renders on a pleasure trip, of its

incalculable value to the surveyor, the engineer, the contractor, the farmer,

the orchardist—and then you will realize why the Autographic Kodak is the

biggest photographic advance in twenty years.

And yet it is all very simple.

Come in and see our complete line of Autographic Kodaks. They are so

mechanically and photographically right that they speak for themselves— they'll

do the talking.

Pricesfrom $6.00 up.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.
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CONTRAST VELOX.
"Contrast" is not a new grade of Velox. It

is a new degree of contrast, just as distinctive as

Special and Regular. These three degrees permit

of a wider range of good photographic results

from the average wide range in negative densities.

For example: Special is used for negatives of

average printing quality; Regular, for negatives

somewhat below the average in density, common-
ly called flat negatives, and the new Contrast,

for extremely flat negatives. Contrast Velox will

secure the best possible results from extremely

thin, or dense flat negatives. It produces a clear,

brilliant print with the minimum of flatness.

Contrast Velox will be supplied in Single and

Double Weight Velvet, and in Single Weight

Carbon only. List prices and Trade Discounts

the same as all grades of Velox.
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PUBLICITY HELPS
There is not the least doubt but

that advertising and advertising
literature have a tremendous in-

fluence on sales. And our adver-
tising experts have been laboring
for the past two months in their

efforts to help boost your sales.

In a few days (if you haven't
already received them) you will

have a full line of Kodak and
Premo store and window signs,

and the 1915 Advertising Cut
Sheet. The Kodak and Premo
Summer Booklets and Car Signs
are awaiting your orders.

The covers of both new booklets
are in full color, and the subjects

are most attractive.

The Cut Sheet lists a large num-
ber of new and striking cuts for

local dealer advertising, in both
single and double column, and as

you know all such cuts as you can
use to advantage are supplied to

you free for the asking.

Three new car cards are repro-

duced in this number of the Trade
Circular. They are unusually
attractive for summer advertising,

and will be sent on request.

We're proud of the new line of

store and window cards, which you
have no doubt received by this

time, and hope they will work
successfully for you all through
the summer season. Practically

all the subjects used on these cards
have been, or will be used in our
summer campaign of advertising,

and this team work is going to

boost the sales. So keep them
working all the time.

Please remember that the store
and window' cards and the cut
sheets are sent to all Kodak deal-
ers. The Summer Booklets, adver-
tising cuts and car cards are sent
only on request.

NEW R. O. C. TRIMMERS
In the new R. O. C, we offer a

trimmer of unusual merit at a re

markably low price. The bed is

of wood, marked in half inch
squares. Has accurate wooden
rule; substantial metal standards,
and a knife of fine quality. All

metal parts neatly enameled in

black.

The discount in dozen lots offers

the choice of an assortment of

R. O. C. and Eastman Trimmers,
which gives the purchaser the

advantage of the dozen rate, by
taking some of each kind.

PRICE

R. O. C. Trimmer, No. ], 6-inch $1.50
No. 2, 8-inch 1.75

No. 3, 10-inch 2.00
Discount to the trade 33 >^ %
Discount in dozen lots, assorted 33^

and 10%

TRANSPARENT GAUGES
FOR R. O. C, TRIMMERS

These gauges are not regularly

supplied with the R. O. C. Trim-
mers, but, if desired, can be read-

ily attached.

PRICE

R. O. C. Trimmer, No. 1, 6-inch $ .25

No. 2, 8-inch .25

No. 3, 10-inch .25

Discount to the Trade 33>^%
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NEW CONTRASTS IN

AZO PAPER
In order to broaden the scope of

Azo paper, we have added "Hard
Medium" in single weight Azo,

grades "C" and "F", and also

"Hard X" in single weight, grade

The present Azo Grade "K" will

be known as Hard Medium, and
when orders are received, not dis-

tinctly specifying as to which con-

trast is desired, the "Hard Medium"
will be furnished. "Hard X" will

be supplied only when order so

specifies.

List prices and trade discounts

the same as all grades of Azo.

ADVANCED
The cost of the materials that go

to make up the Velox Printing

Cabinet, have advanced in price

to such an extent, that we are

obliged to change our selling price,

and until further notice, will be
supplied as follows :

PRICE
Velox Printing Cabinet (not

including Swivel Printing
Frame) - - - $100.00 net

TWO EXPOSURE
CARTRIDGES.

Up to the present time we have
been supplying a 2 exposure Auto-
graphic F'ilm Cartridge, with each
Kodak equipped with Autographic
Back, excepting the Vest Pocket,

No. I Special, No. 4 and 4A Ko-
daks, and also with each separate

Autographic Back ordered. This

was for the purpose of giving the

purchaser the opportunity to ex-

periment in writing the Auto-
graphic records.

Hereafter we will discontinue

putting these 2 exposure cartridges

in the Kodaks, although they will

be supplied for sale at the prices

as listed.

AS THE OTHER FELLOW
SEES IT.

"O wud some po'er the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us."

Just try to imagine yourself in

the market for a store, one just like

your own, a thrifty little business

with good clientele and with possi-

bilities for expanding and increas-

ing it generally.

If you were the other fellow and
buying your own store, the chances
are you would go at it with a fine

tooth comb; would weed out some
of the undesirable merchandise
and relegate it to the store room;
clean out a lot of junk that your
clerks have been walking around
for years; remodel the store front

to allow the proper display of the

goods you want to feature, and
possibly give the interior wood-
work a coat of paint to brighten

it up.

If the other fellow's viewpoint
looks good, give it a trial.

V. p. AND lA FILM.

There are in daily use, thousands
of Vest Pocket Kodaks, No.
Brownies, No. 2 Brownies, and No.
lA Kodaks that are not equipped
with the Autographic feature. Do
not supply Autographic Film for

use in these cameras as we need
all we can make at the present

time to fill orders for Autographic
models in these sizes. The manu-
facture of Autographic Film Cart-

ridges requires different machinery
from that used in making N. C.

,

and this change cannot be made
all at once. You can help the
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situation and thereby work for our
common good, by supplying Non-
Autographic film wherever possi-

ble. The following sizes are sup-

plied only in Autographic: Nos. 3
of 6 and 12 exp. ; 3^; of 6 and 10

exp. ; 4 of 6 and 12 exp., and 4^,

6 exposure.

IMPROVED MAJESTIC
PRINT DRYERS.

These new Print Dryers will

thoroughly dry and properly shape,

single or double weight prints, in

from fifteen to twenty minutes.
The No. 1 is a one-hole dryer,

but has a capacity of two rolls, one
inside the other. The outer or

11 inch roll is wound upon a metal
core, and may be used for large

prints, such as 6}4 x 8^, 8 x 10 or

11 X 14. The smaller roll (7 inch)

may be used independently of the

outer roll, by simply withdrawing
it from the tube. It is advisable
to use this roll for small prints, as

they are more evenly shaped in a

roll of lesser circumference.
When fully loaded, the No. 1

will accommodate about 200 aver-

age size prints. It is equipped

with universal motor, suitable for

either direct or alternating current,

but in ordering, specify whether
natural or artificial gas is to be used
for heating the gas plate.

The No. 5 has a capacity of five

rolls, one 11 inches and four 6
inches The larger roll is particu-

larly adapted for the drying of

large size prints, such as 6J4 x 8>^,
11 X 14, or even larger sizes;

though, of course, smaller size

prints can be dried in it.

The four smaller (6 inch) rolls,

however, are preferable for the

smaller prints. The No. 5 has a

capacity of approximately 600
prints of average size, ranging
from 2}i x 3% to 5 x 7. In order-

ing, be sure to specify whether the

dryer is to be used with direct or

alternating current and with natur-

al or artificial gas.

Both dryers are supplied with
electric motors, fans and gas heat-

ers and one set of blotter rolls.

The No. 4 Majestic Print Dryer
announced in the August 1914

Trade Circular, and the No. 2, in

the F'ebruary issue, are discon-

tinued.

PRICES.

Improved Majestic Print Dryer
No. 1, with two drying rolls,

complete, ----- $25.00
Do., No. 5, with five drying rolls,

complete, ----- 50.00

Discount to the Trade, 25%.

Extra Dryer Rolls :

No. 1, 11-inch, for use in Nos.
2, 4 and 5 Dryers ; also used
as outer roll in No. 1 Dryer, 2.00

No. 2, 7-inch, for use in No. 1

Dryer, inner roll, - - - 1.75

No. 3, 6-inch, for use in small
openings of No. 5 Dryer, - 1.50

Discount to the Trade, 25%.
Extra Muslin-Faced Blotters :

For use with Dryer rolls Nos.
1 and 2, - - - - - 1.40

For use with Dryer roll No. 3, 1.00

Discount to the Trade, 25%.
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HYDROCHINON
Hydrochinon is a most active

chemical, and while we have been
forced to advance the price from
time to time, these advances have
been as gradual as it was possible

to make them. This also speaks

well for the judgment of our deal-

ers, for if there had been a general

tendency to stock heavily, we
would have been forced to make
much larger advances than have
been made.

Until further notice, Hydro-
chinon will be billed at three times

our regular list price, that is, $4.20

per pound in cans, subject to a

discount of 40% ; 10 lb. lots or

more, assorted, 40 and 10%. . The
five pound can is the largest

container supplied.

POTASSIUM
BROMIDE CRYSTALS

Hereafter our selling price of

Potassium Bromide Crystals will

be two and one-half times the

original published list price, that

is, $1.63 per pound. Discount to

the trade, 33/3%.

STOLEN CAMERAS.

The following cameras have
been reported stolen since the

May Kodak Trade Circular went
to press :

Vest Pocket Kodak, No. 15455-S.

Vest Pocket Kodak, Anastigmat, /. 8.,

No. 17231.

Do., - - - - No. 169766.

No. 1 Autographic Kodak Jr., R. R. No.
34643.

No. 1 Kodak Jr., - - No. 14911.

Do., - - - - No. 15310.

Do., - - - - No. 50315.

No. 1 Kodak Jr., R. R., No. 15672.

Do., - - - - No. 15673.

No. lA Kodak Jr., R. R., No. 23182.

Do., Auto., R. R., - No. 46548.

Do., Auto., R. R., - No. 46550.

No. lA Kodak Jr., - No. 64007.

Do., - - - - No. 69614.

Do., - - - - No. 69615.

Do., - - - - No. 70865.

No. lA F. P. Kodak, R. R. Type, No.
72581-S.

Do., Auto. R. R. Type, No. 78005.

No. lA F. P. Kodak, No. 169526.

Do., - - - - No. 192692.

Do., - - - - No. 193021.

No. 3 F. P. Kodak, Auto., No. 113003.

No. 3 F. P. Kodak, No. 113464-R.

No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 389203.

Do., - - - - No. 390876.

Do., No. 390371, fitted with Anastig-
mat lens /. 8 (No. 3066).

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, No. 339441.

Do., - - - - No. 359972.

Do., - - - - No. 364116.

Do., - - - - No. 365195.

Do., Auto., - - No. 378834.

Do., - - - - No. 394243.

Do., - - - - No. 400699.

No. 1 Kodak Special, No. 1488.-

No. 3A Kodak Special, No. 17275.

Do., No. 17285, fitted with Zeiss Anas-
tigmat Lens No. 4, /. 6.3 (No.
113410).

No. Brownies. (Two)
No. 2 Folding Brownie, No. 105436.

No. 3A Folding Brownie, No. 115014.

No. 3A Premo, - - No. 5920.

Do., - - - - No. 6197.

No. 1 Premo, - - No. 5197.

No. 1 Premoette, - No. 64114.

Do., - - - - No. 64121.
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Sl^K

THE KODAK
FILM TANK
is the big link in the Kodak
chain of daylight all the way.

If your vacation kit in-

cludes a Kodak Film Tank
you can develop your films at

once—anywhere, on train or

shipboard, at camp or hotel

—and all by daylight.

Let us prove to you that

'' TAe experience

is in the Tank,''

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column Cut No 254B.
Double Column Cut No. 254A.

ELON ADVANCED.
Until further notice Elon will be

billed at an advance of one and
three-quarters times our regular list

price, that is, $11.38 list per pound
in bottles, subject to a dealer's dis-

count of 33l<3%; ten pound lots,

assorted, 40%. One-pound bottles

largest containers supplied.

DENTAL X-RAY FILM
Dentists and Roentgenologists

have asked us to place on the mar-
ket, a film that was a little larger

than the No. 1, and a little smaller

than the No. 2 Dental X-Ray Film.

The result is the No. lA package;
size of films, l>^x2/^, and, like

the others, contains one dozen
pairs.

The No. 3 (4x6) and the No. 4

(8x10) Dental X-Ray Films, which
were for exterior work, are now
discontinued, as these sizes seem
to be little used in dental work.

It will be well to carry a stock

of the lA packages, as there will

no doubt be a steady demand for

this size.

How many shall we send?

PRICE
No. lA package containing 1 doz.

pairs, l>^x2^,- - - - $ .85

Discount to the Trade, 30 and 5%.

VELOX AND AZO IN
5-INCH ROLLS

There has been a considerable

demand for 5-inch roll widths of

Velox and Azo for Cirkut Camera
Prints, and we are now prepared
to supply these in single or double
weight as follows :

VELOX PAPER
25 ft.
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All out-doors invites your

KODAK
The unobtrusive companion that

keeps the picture story of your

vacation

Kodaks at S6.()() and Upwards
Prompt Developing and Printing

Richard Roe & Co.
1201 Iripod Ave.

Car
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Make your

Kodak Autographic

Bring it to us and we will make

it up to date by substituting an Auto-

graphic back for the old style back.

Any Kodak plus an Autographic back

gives you an Autographic Kodak

—

and at small cost. There are auto-

graphic backs for most of the popular

models.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Column Cut—22gD. Double Column Cut—229C.
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"Go to Your Dealer."

Every dollar we spend in adver-

tising, is done with the idea of

effecting the sales of Kodaks,
Cameras or supplies through you.

If you have followed our magazine
advertising, you will see the sug-

gestion, '"Go to your dealer," or

words to that effect, in nearly all

of our advertisements. This means
that we are doing all in our power
to help build up your business by
interesting the Magazine and Farm
Paper readers in your locality, in a

product you handle. It would be
unwise for us to say in our adver-
tisements, " Go to Richard Roe &
Co." There might be a John Doe
& Co., in your town, and that

would start trouble. We not only
go as far as we can with the sug-
gestion to the readers, "Go to

your dealer." but a step or two
further, in supplying attractive

literature, window cards and signs,

and everything which in our judg-
ment will help to get the customer
inside your store. Then too we
furnish eye-compelling car cards

and advertising cuts, with which
you can do, what we are not per-

mitted to do, and that is, advertise

the name of your store and where
you are doing business.

Here is your opportunity to

identify yourself with the sale of

cameras and supplies by making
use of the car cards and advertis-

ing cuts, in a way that will be far

better than anything we can do
for you. The vacation season is

here—the call to Kodak. Make the

most of it, for it is all too short.
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GIVE THEM A CHANCE.
There isn't a business, no matter

how successful, that by careful
thought and study of the condi-
tions which go to makeup theneeds
of that business, cannot be made
still more profitable. If, for ex-
ample, "The Photographer in

your Town" has not been made
thoroughly conversant with the
peculiar advantages of Eastman
Portrait Film, it is your loss as

well as his own. It is his loss, if

in trying to eliminate halation, he
has failed with practically every
plate negative; if, in photograph-
ing white draperies in the studio

—

in working against strong lights

in home portraiture, he has been
unable to retain all the detail of

highlights and half-tones without
the loss of snap and brilliancy.

Eastman Portrait Film has a film

support so thin that there is no
room for the light to spread, con-
sequently, halation is practically

eliminated. Portrait Films may
be used in any plate holder by
using Eastman Film Sheaths, or

in Eastman Film Holders. Port-

rait Films are light, flexible, un-
breakable, and may be retouched
or etched on either or on both
sides.

Get the photographer to try

Portrait Films, and let the results

convince him of their value. Point
out that they are easier to handle
in development when Eastman
Film Developing Holders are used
with the Eastman Film Develop-
ing Box.
There may be an X-Ray phy-

sician or a hospital in your town,
requiring X-Ray supplies. Don't
wait for them to come to you.
Go to them and explain why
P^astman X-Ray and Screen
X-Ray Films will make the work

easier and more efficient ; how
the film negatives may be filed

with the record of the case

—

compact and complete, and how
duplicates may be made with
equally good results, at one
exposure.

It does not necessarily follow
that since the photographers have
used plates from the "wet process"
down, that they have got to use
plates to the exclusion of a pro-
duct that may do better and more
efficient work.

SEPARATING CARBON-
PAPER FROM AUTO-
GRAPHIC FILM.

We have had some inquiries as

to the best means of separating
the carbon displacing tissue

from the film when preparing
Autographic Film Cartridges for

development by the deep tank
method. This is a very simple
matter, and if done in the follow-

ing manner, there is no reason why
either the hands or film should be
"smutted" in the operation.

Unroll the red paper until you
come to the point where the film

and carbon tissue are fastened to

it. With a pencil or letter opener,
placed between the film and car-

bon tissue, tear the ends apart,

just as you would in opening an
envelope. The red paper will roll

over the carbon tissue, protecting
the hands from the latter, and by
rolling the red paper with the right

hand and the film edges with the

left hand, pull until the film is

detached, and proceed with the

developing just as with Non-Auto-
graphic Film.
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The only

Grand Prize

at the

PANAMA-PACIFIC
EXPOSITION

pertaining strictly to

photography, was

awarded to the

Eastman Kodak Company
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THE VALUE OF THE
STANDARD PRICE TO THE

CONSUMER
The time is not very far distant

when the Stevens Bill will be up
for final consideration in Congress.
The passage of this bill is of the

utmost importance to every retailer

in this country, and to every final

consumer of manufactured pro-

ducts.

Just to refresh your memory
regarding this most important
measure, permit us to quote from
a previous issue of the Trade
Circular :

The Stevens Bill is House Bill

No. 13305, introduced by the

Hon. Mr. Stevens of New Hamp-
shire, and is entitled "A Bill to

Prevent Discrimination in Prices

and to Provide for Publicity of

Prices to Dealers and to the

Public."

The Stevens Bill stands for the

protection of the small dealers

because it makes price regulation

possible on every trade-marked
article that he sells, and it also

provides that every manufacturer
who would make his retail price

uniform must also make his zvhole-

sale price uniform.

If this Bill becomes a law, the

manufacturer who takes advantage
of it and complies with the require-

ments of the law will have the
right to prescribe the 2iniform price

at which any of his trade-marked
or specially branded articles may
be sold by the retailer. Bear in

mind however, that it is optional
with the manufacturer whether or

not he takes advantage of the pro-
visions of this act in the event it

becomes a law.

The passage of this Bill will not
afford the manufacturer any advan-

tage over the dealer, nor prove
unjust to the public— it will afford
mutual protection.

Providing for a fixed resale price,

it also stipulates that the manu-
facturer shall not be a party to any
agreement with any competitor in

regard to the price at which such
goods shall be sold at either whole-
sale or retail.

In addition, the manufacturer
must affix a notice to each article

or to each carton or package, giv-

ing the uniform price of sale to the
public, together with the name and
address of the manufacturer, to-

gether with the trade-mark.

The Bill further provides that
there shall be no discrimination
in favor of any dealer by the man-
ufacturer by the granting of any
special concession or allowance, or

by the payment of any rebate or

commission, thus making the
wholesale price alike to all dealers,

irrespective of quantity purchased,
and the price to the public the
same by every dealer.

In permitting the manufacturer
to establish the uniform resale

price it also protects the dealer by
specifying the conditions under
which trade-marked goods may be
sold for less than the fixed retail

price. These conditions are :

If the dealer is going out of bus-

iness, becomes bankrupt, or if a

receiver is appointed ; but in such
cases the goods must first be
offered to the manufacturer at the

wholesale price.

If goods become damaged,
soiled or deteriorated they may be
sold at less than the fixed price,

but in such case, also, they must
first be offered to the manufacturer.

The Stevens Bill, once a law,

will place competition on the qual-

ity basis ; will insure a fair and
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just profit to both the dealer and
the manufacturer, and will auto-

matically protect the small dealer

from cut-throat competition.
There is one vital thing to remem-

ber, however, and that is that while

practically all retail dealers and
manufacturers of trade-marked
goods are unanimously in favor of

the passage of the Stevens Bill,

their requests for the passage of

the Bill will have but little effect

on Congress.

The demand must come from the

ultimate consumers—the people not
directly interested in the manu-
facture and sale of the goods.

To insure the passage of this

most important measure it will not
be enough to write your Senator
and Representatives in Congress,
urging its passage. You must con-
vince just as many of your friends

and acquaintances as you possibly
can of the importance of this

measure to them, and see to it that

they also write demanding its

enactment into law.

The economy of a uniform price

to all may not at once be apparent
to the average consumer who can
not see why it is not to his or her
profit to take advantage of a cut
price.

Don't fail to take cognizance of

the fact that in almost every in-

stance the article offered at the cut
price is a nationally advertised
product, standard in quality and
value.

The cut in price on such goods
is always a bait to draw customers
into the store, the loss on such
cuts to be made up on other goods
the value of which is not known to

the consumer.
No business can be run at a loss;

a profit sacrificed on one article

must be made up on some other,

and the great trouble is that a pro-

fit much in excess of that lost on
the cut-priced articles is charged
upon the other goods sold.

Price cutting lessens the value of

the article upon which the cut

price is placed, it being almost
impossible to again sell the article

at its legitimate price.

The result is that the manufac-
turer must either cheapen his pro-

duct—to the distinct disadvantage
of the consumer—or else see it

forced from the market—again to

the disadvantage of the consumer,
because it deprives him of an
article of worth and merit.

A standard product can not be
marketed with an excessive profit,

because competition would quickly
bring the profit down to the proper
level.

A fair profit to the manufacturer
and dealer puts competition on the

sale basis of quality— the greatest

possible protection to the
consumer.

Present these arguments to your
consumer acquaintances and urge
their support and prompt action in

advocating the passage of the
Stevens Bill.

Advertising

sells Kodaks
YOU HAVE THEM.

Kodaks sell Film
YOU HAVE IT.

Films have to

be finished

YOU DO IT.

What's the answer?



This is Buildi-ng No. 3, the main
manufacturing unit at Kodak
Heights, the new factory of the
Canadian Kodak Co., Ltd., Tor-
onto, Canada. There are to be
seven buildings constructed at
present, on a site of twenty-four
acres, and additional buildings will

be put up as needed. All this is

demanded by the growing business
in the Dominion, and will cost,
with the installation of machinery,
upwards of a million and a half
dollars.

Building No. 3 is five stories in

height; is 460 feet long and 120

H
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feet in width. During the winter

months, the work was all inside

the buildings, such as installing

pipe lines for water and refriger-

ation, as well as ventilating lines,

for which purpose many miles of

piping was used.

The power plant is on the way

to completion, the battery of eight

boilers with their mechanical
stokers having been installed.

The building that will contain the

stock and shipping departments is

being pushed rapidly, and the

executive building is also under
way.
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CONTRAST
P. M. C. BROMIDE PAPER.

The eight grades of P. M. C.

Bromide have covered most thor-

oughly, the requirements for a

uniform and reliable enlarging and
contact printing paper. We have,

however, added a new degree of

contrast, which we are prepared to

supply in the No. 2, No. 3. and
No. 8 grades. This new contrast

will produce the best possible re-

sults from either extremely thin or

dense, flat negatives, and is known
by the term "Hard." For exam-
ple : P. M. C. Bromide No. 2

"Hard", P. M. C. Bromide No.
3 "Hard", and P. M. C. Bromide
No. 8 ''Hard." Beautiful sepia

tones may be.secured, if prints are

redeveloped or Hypo Alum toned.

The list prices and trade dis-

counts are the same as all grades
of P. M. C. Bromide.

HYDROCHINON.
Circumstances have again com-

pelled us to make further advance
in the price of Hydrochinon,
Until further notice this will be
billed at four times our regular list

price,—that is, $5.60 per lb. in

cans, subject to a discount of 40%

;

ten pound lots or more, assorted,

40 and 10%. Five pound can
largest container supplied.

FILM HANGERS.
We have substituted a more ex-

pensive metal for the one formerly
used in Film Hangers, and are

obliged to make a slight advance in

the price. In the future, the Nos.
1, 2, 3 and 4 Film Hangers will be
listed at 20 cents each, and sub-

ject to a discount of 25 per cent.

DONT LET YOUR FINISH-
ING DEPARTMENT MAKE

THIS MISTAKE.

Naturally you want all the finish"

ing business you can get. To get
it you must give your customers
the most satisfactory service.

It is important that you keep
close watch of just what sort of

work this department is turning
out.

We know that in some cases, fin-

ishing departments have neglected
or forgotten the fact that Premo
Film Pack films require either

Premo developer or else a longer
development than roll film.

While Premo Film Pack film is

from the same stock and coated
with identically the same emulsion
as the Kodak N. C. film, it has a

special treatment to overcome
scratching when pulling out the

tabs. This treatment does not
affect the speed or the quality of

the film.

But it does affect the development.

The Premo Tank powders are

compounded from a different

formula than the Kodak Tank
powders. They contain more car-

bonate in order to open the pores
of the gelatin after its special treat-

ment, and admit of developing the

film in the same length of time as

the Kodak film.

The Kodak powders can be used,

hit in this case the film must be
left in the solution 50% longer, or

it will be thin and under-developed.

With the Premo Tank powders,
the normal time of 20 minutes will

produce the proper results. If the

Kodak Tank powders are used in

the Premo Tank, the film must be
left in the solution 30 minutes at

65 Fahr.
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JjCt the chihlrcn

KODAK
Let them have the fun—
the broadening apprecia-

tion of the out-of-doors.

I.ct us s\\o\\ you a suitabk'

Kodak or Brownie Camera.

RICHARD ROE & CO., 1201 Tripod Ave,

^SmSSI

Car Sign No. 587.

.^-*^*;

The Boy Scout's Diary—

a

w.
will double his summer
fun. Works on the simple

Kodak plan. Everything
for Kodakery.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1201 TRIPOD AVENUE

Car Sign No. 588.

In other words, if your developer
is right for 20-minute development
for Kodak films, it will be right for

30-minute development for Premo
Film Pack films. But should you
allow the film pack to remain in

only for 20 minutes, your nega-
tives will be thin and under-devel-
oped. Impress this fact then,

upon your finishing department.
In case your finishers develop

by the dark-room method, no
matter what powders are used,

satisfactory results will beobtained,

for this is not automatic develop-
ment ; the operator watches his

films, and in the case of the film

pack, merely continues developing
until he actually sees that he has
the proper density.

We know that the above state-

ments are correct from test after

test. See if the department is de-
veloping film packs in the same
tanks as roll films, and if so, call

attention to the necessity of leav-

ing film packs in the tank for 50%
longer than the roll films.
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STOLEN CAMERAS. WARNING!
The following cameras have During the past month a man

been reported stolen since the ^"<^ woman have been traveling

June Kodak Trade Circular went through certain sections of West-
to press :

^^^ Pennsylvania, securing cam-
eras and lenses from photographic

Vest Pocket Autographic Kodak, dealers and photographers. Their
^ - - - - - No. 253232 scheme is to rent or borrozv a cam-
Do.,/. 7.7 lens, - - No. 263215 era to photograph a house or

Vest Pocket Kodak, - No. 100986 ?'^^"^! ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^Y ^'^
Vt'^'

No. 1 Autographic Kodak Junior, i"^' ^i
'^"^^ "^^^^y point. They

_ No. 35571 "^^^ t)een operating extensively
Do., - - - _ No. 36438 among Kodak dealers, using the
I^O" - - - - No. 51659 following plan : They secure a

No. lA Autographic Kodak Junior, room with telephone service at a

Do.:r.R. : : : No! 56787
1^/^al hotel The man goe^ to a

Do., - - - - No. 68413 photographic dealer, using the
Do., /. 7.7 lens - - No. 72537 name of some prominent woman,

No. lA Kodak Junior, R. R. No. 74896 and representing himself as a rel-

No, lA Autographic Kodak, R. R. ative. If the dealer hesitates, he
No. 88534 asks him to call up this woman,

No. lA F. P. Kodak, R. R. No. 65714 giving the phone number where
No. 3 Autographic Kodak, No. 117985 his accomplice is stationed at the

J^'''\ - - - - No- 119006 hotel. In this way he is satisfac-

Do /
8,'''^'''-^ '-^'''^-^'

No' 390343
^""'^^^ identified and secures the

Do.','
" - - - - No! 394560 outfit, usually renting it for a day

Do., - - - _ No. 394563 or longer, in order to afford plenty
I^O" - - - - No. 395029 of time to get away. In some

N(x 3A F. P. Kodak, - No. 345638 places he represents himself as

go-'R.R., : : : So! 365226
Assistant Manager of LesUe-Judge

Do., without lens or shutter. Publishing Co. He is described

No. 381247 as about 28 or 30 years of age
;

Do., - - - - No. 385272 5 ft., 7 inches in height ; weight
Do., Kodak Anastigmat lens, about 135 lbs.; smooth shaven;

m|'.tttef^^"^^^"%^-o. 390329
dark complexion

;
wearing dark

Mr. 1 A„f^„.- I
• T^ 1 1 c blue or black suit and derby hat.No. 1 Autographic Kodak Spe- n^, . i- i .i ^ n i

cial, Zeiss lens, - - No. 1439 ^ ^^ woman IS slightly taller and
Do., lib Tessar lens - No. 17980 wore a dark green dress and large

No. 3 Special Kodak, - - - black hat. If apprehended, arrest,

Kodak - - - _ No. 400738 hold and notify A. H. Diehl, Pres-

ident Pittsburgh Sect. No. 2,

The following cameras, con- Sewickley, Pa.
signed to Edward E. Muecke,
Iquique, Antofogasta, Lima, Peru,
were stolen from the case, en All the FoldinP"
route :

^

XT. QA Q 1 1^ ^ 1 -7 Kodaks are now
No. 3A Special Kodak, Zeiss

Tessar lib lens, - No. 19633 A 11 fnfrrj:inViir
Filmplate Premo, 4x5,- No. 275o

^ "-"to
apillC.
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FITTING
AUTOGRAPHIC BACKS.

Autographic Backs as made are

uniform. They should fit the cor-

responding models (except old

models which may have to be

returned to us for fitting), without
adjustments of any kind. Instances

have occurred, however, where the

Backs have been bent slightly in

transit, and there are more cases

where a heavy fall has put the

camera slightly out of alignment,

thus causing some difficulty in

making them fit properly. In

cases of this kind you will, no
doubt, be able to make the proper
adjustment, but if it is impossible

for the customer to bring the

Kodak to you, impress upon him
the importance of using care and
persuasion, rather than force, in

putting the Autographic Back on
his Kodak for the first time.

If the new Back does not slip

properly into the grooves at each
end of the instrument, do notforce

it into place, as the ends of the

Kodak, through rough usage, may
be slightly out of shape. If the

ends of the Back are bent in, very

slightly, this will, in most cases,

cause the Back to fit properly.

If this is not effective, and you
also are unable to make the proper
adjustment, send the Kodak and
Back to us and we will locate the

trouble.

CITRIC ACID.

We find it necessary to advance
the price of Citric Acid, and until

further notice this will be billed at

two times our regular list price,

—

that is, $2.30 per pound, subject

to the same discount as heretofore,

331/3%.

B. & L. ANASTIGMAT
F. 6.3 LENS.

We are now prepared to fill

orders for the No. I Autographic
Kodak Special, fitted with B. & L.

Anastigmat lens. This new lens

has a speed of f. 6.3. The fact

that it is made by the Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co., is sufficient

guarantee of its quality, so that

there should be no hesitancy on
your part in fully recommending it

to your customers.
This is listed in the Kodak cata-

logue as a special equipment, for

the No. 1 Special, at the same
price as is the Cooke Kodak Anas-
tigmat, / 6.3 lens, $36.00.

Disturbed conditions make it

difficult to obtain Cooke lenses in

sufficient quantities, and if you
have orders in for this camera
with Cooke Kodak lenses and wish
to cancel them, taking the B. & L.

Anastigmat instead, we will will-

ingly make the change.

Remember!

Your customers

do not all know

that the Vest

Pocket Kodak at

$10.00 is Auto-

graphic and Anas-

tigmatic.
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The Kodak that goes with you on your

vacation will come back with a complete

story of the summer's fun—a story that

will have a freshening interest with each

succeeding year.

Take a

KODAK
with you.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Column Cut—147B. Double Column Cut— 147A.
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YOU CAN DO IT.

Whether or not a man gets a

thing in this world depends usually

upon how badly he wants it.

At the time "Old Man Weston"
was making his remarkable trans-

continental walks, somebody asked
E. H. Harriman if he thought he
could walk from New York to San
Francisco. His reply was : "Yes,
if I put my mind to it."

You, Mr. Dealer want improved
conditions of merchandizing

—

want to be freed from unfair com-
petition. You can be if you want
it badly enough to put your mind
to it.

The first step is the passage of

the Stevens Bill to protect you
against unfair competition on the

part of piratical price-cutters.

You can't get anywhere by sim-

ply complaining about poor busi-

ness. One thing for you to do is

to see your congressional repre-

sentative and call on or write to

your two state senators. Another
thing is to get your neighbors to

also use their influence in the same
direction.

When you find a man that is

opposed, convert him. Unless he
has a dollars and cents interest on
the other side, you can usually

bring him into line. If you have
been too busy to keep a line on
the arguments, let us know and we
v/ill send you the literature.

But there is always one obvious
argument. When a man sells a

well established and widely known
article at less than cost, he is doing
it to fool the public. He is making
a leader so as to get people into

his store, and sell 'em something
else. If it so happens that you
also sell that article, he is hurting
you. If he makes up for the loss

on that article by making an
extraordinary profit on other art-

icles, he is hurting the people zvhotn

he lures into his store. If he doesn't
make up his losses somewhere, he
goes broke, and hurts his creditors.

If you want improved conditions
badly enough to put your mind to

it and improve them, the Stevens
Bill will be passed at the next
session.
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KODAK Advertising
SLOGAN COMPETITION.
There are among your customers,

many who would no doubt be glad

to compete for a share of the

$3,000.00 in cash prizes for newpho-
tographs to illustrate advertising

slogans, if they but knew about it.

HERE ARE THE SLOGANS.

Take a Kodak zvith you.

All outdoors invites your Kodak.
The} e are no gaine lazvs for those

zvho hunt with a Kodak.
Let the children Kodak.
Wfite it on the film—at the time.

(For Autographic Kodak Advertising.)

For the best photographs illus-

trating each of these slogans, we
will pay $300.00. For the second
best photographs illustrating each,

we will pay $200.00.

And for the best new slogan,

(to be originated) together with a

photograph illustrating same, we
will pay $500.00.

We want something original,

not simply copies of those which
have been used. The thought is

suggested in the slogans, and it

simply remains to work out the

practical ideas with the proper

settings. One thing that is essen-

tial, though not a condition of the

contest, is that any figures that

are introduced should be clothed

in up-to-date fashions, and the

Kodaks in the pictures should be

the latest models. Many of these

pictures will not be used before

next summer, and while we cannot
get around the fact that the dress

will be one year behind the times,

we do not want them of a style

that was in vogue two or three

years previously.

If you haven't a supply of cir-

culars describing the contest, let

us know and we will send them.

ARTURA IRIS

GRADE E SEMI-MATTE

Artura Iris is so well known
among the profession that any
announcement of a new grade of

Artura is in itself, an endorsement
of its quality.

Iris Grade E Semi-Matte is of a

light buff, double weight stock,

with a slight sheen to the surface;

the characteristic Artura softness

and the gradation and the richness
that go to make up the ideal paper
for portrait work.

The prices and dealers' dis-

counts on Grade E Semi- Matte,
are the same as on the other Iris

double weight papers.

PHOTO PASTE.

Judging from the requests we
have received, we believe there is

a demand among amateurs for

Photo Paste in tubes of a smaller
size, and we have added the 2 oz.

tube to our line.

PRICE.
2 oz. tube, Photo Paste,
Dealers' discount,
In gross lots, assorted,

$ .10
40^/

50^/.

Get the habit

of inoffensively

suggesting things

toyour customers.
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BOX OF CALENDAR PADS.

As a matter of convenience and
cleanliness in displaying them, we
have made up boxes of 100 assorted

calendar pads in seven styles.

These pads are the same as the

ones packed 25 in a bundle and
priced elsewhere in this issue.

The box is attractive in appear-
ance and will be found the best

way of handling your calendar pad
situation.

Price.

100 assorted pads in box, . . $2.00
Dealers' Discount, 33}i%

THE YEAR
BOOK CALENDAR.

Here is something new and
attractive in a gift calendar, for

1916, and entirely independent of

our regular line of Souvenir
calendars.

The Year Book Calendar consists

of 12 mounts, on each of which is

the calendar of the month. These
mounts are in a carton having an
easel back, and may be easily re-

The Year Book Calendar.

moved for changing. Besides
being able to mount 12, 3l4 x 5/^

or 4 X 5 prints, or from 24 to 36
prints of a smaller size, one can
write a description of the pictures

on each mount.
The Year Book Calendar will

make a pleasing memento to pre-

sent to one's companions of the

camping party ; of the vacation or

a motor trip in the country. Pic-

tures about the home, or portraits

of the family, with an appropriate
little story written on each page,

makes the calendar a delightful

Christmas or New Years gift.

The color scheme is Swiss Gray
and London Brown, and suitable

for either black and white or sepia

prints.

The price is $ .50, subject to a dis-

count of 33K %>

.

DISCONTINUED.
We have discontinued the manu-

facture of the following brands of

printing paper: Aristo Junior,

Aristo Self-Toning and Aristo
CoUodio-Carbon
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NEWS BROMIDE.

News Bromide is just what its

name implies. It is intended for

newspaper use where quick results

are required ; where the staff pho-
tographer goes out to make a
" beat" on a bit of current news.

It is a develop! ng-out paper that

works with a snap and produces
contrasty, brilliant printsespecially

suited for making the best quality

of half-tones for newspaper work.
Though not limited in its scope,

News Bromide is particularly

suited to this class of work, and is

made only in single weight with a

glossy surface. No doubt, among
your customers, there are some
who are doing this class of work.

Get them to try News Bromide.

PRICES.
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KODAK
NEGATIVE ILLUMINATOR

The Kodak Negative Illuminator

has been designed as a conveni-

ence for Kodak dealers who do
amateur finishing, in showing the

customer the full printing value of

his negatives, at the time he gets

them! And it is reasonable to ex-

pect that with such means of show-
ing the negatives, better orders for

prints and more orders for enlarge-

ments may be secured.

Some dealers have arranged a

light, covered with a ground glass,

and while this may answer the

purpose, the illumination is apt to

be very uneven. Every dealer

should have an illuminator, for in

looking through a negative, either

at an electric light or ordinary
daylight, the customer cannot see

the quality that is in the negative.

The new Kodak Negative Illum-
inator is intended for the dealer's

show-case or counter where finish-

ing is usually delivered. An elec-

tric light cord 5^ 2 feet long with
plug allows the device to be con-
nected with a fixture behind the
counter so the light may readily

be switched on or off.

The illuminator is made of the

best quality oak, dovetailed and
wax finished in a pleasing brown
tone. The sloping front is fitted

with a 6 X 6^2 inch flashed opal
glass, below which is a ledge to

prevent negatives from slipping off

as they are being shown. Above
the flashed opal glass is a narrow
panel containing the line "We
make the print on Velox ''

in white
letters on a blue ground.

Inside the box is a socket for the

small Tungsten lamp which is fur-

nished vviih the illuminator.

The box rests on four rubber tips

and has concealed openings at the

front and back for ventilation,

which prevent the glass from
becoming overheated.

This illuminator is handsome
enough for any sales-counter and
will be found a great convenience
in showing amateur negatives, will

interest your customers and make
sales.

In ordering please state the

current in use in your store

—

whether 104, 106, 108, 110, 120 or

whatever voltage you may have.

This is important as low voltage
lamps burn out very quickly with
high voltage current.

We are selling it without profit,

at - - - - - $1.50

HARD RUBBER STIRRING
ROD.

The Eastman Hard Rubber Stir-

ring Rod has been slightly changed
to facilitate the crushing of chem-
icals, by making the head a series

of concentric ridges, instead of

flat as heretofore. The quality of

the rod has not been changed and
the price remains the same.
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MORE CHEMICAL ACTION.
We are compelled to make

further advance in the price of the

following chemicals, the same to

take effect July 13, 1915 :

POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE

Advance of 100% over list mak-
ing present list per one-half pound,
S.80. less regular dealers' discount
of 331^%.

POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE

Advance of 100% over list, mak-
ing present list per pound, $1.50,

less dealers' discount of 33^%.
POTASSIUM CARBONATE

Additional advance, from 50%
to 100% over list, making present
list per pound, $.50, less dealers'

discount of 33l^%.
POTASSIUM BROMIDE

Additional advance, from iVi
to 3 times original list, making
present list per pound, $1.95, less

dealers' discount of 331/3%.

MERCURY BICHLORIDE

Advance of 25% over list, mak-
ing present list per pound, $2.00,

less dealers' discount of 33f3%.
SODIUM SULPHIDE

i\.dvance of 25% over list, mak-
ing present list, per pound, $.50,

less dealers' discount of 33/^%.

Effective Monday, July 26th,

1915, the following chemicals will

be advanced in price:

ALUM CRYSTALS

Further advance, from l!<4 to 2

times original list, making present
list per pound, $.20, less dealers'

discount of 333^%.
ALUM POWDERED

Further advance, from 1^ to 2

times original list, making present
price per pound, $.20; 5 pounds,
$.90; dealers' discount 33^%.
100 pound drum, $.7^2 per pound
net.

POTASSIUM BROMIDE

Further advance, (superseding
instructions effective July 13th)

from 3 to 3>^ times original list,

making present price per pound,
$2.27^. Discount to the trade,

33/3%.

Effective Monday, August 2nd,

1915, the following chemicals will

be advanced in price :

POTASSIUM FERRICYANIDE

Further advance from two to

three times original list, making
present list per pound $2.25.

Dealers' discount, 33/%.
ROYLON

Advance to one and three-

quarters times original list, making
present list per pound, $11.38.

Dealers' discount 33/%.
ACROL

Advance to one and one-half

times original list, making present
list per pound, $7.50. Dealers'

discount, 33/%.
TOZOL

Further advance from two to

two and one-half times original

list, making presint list per pound,
$6.25. Dealers' discount, 33' 3%.

STOLEN CAMERAS
The following cameras have

been reported stolen since the

July Kodak Trade Circular went
to press :

Vest Pocket Kodak, Anastigmat
lens, - - - - No. 2042r-S

No. lA Autographic Kodak, No. 86366
No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 374437
Do., - - - - No. 383382
Do., - - - - No. 389280

No. 3A F. P. Kodak, - No. 99657
No. 3A F. P. Kodak, Goerz lens,

Ser. 3, - - - No. 190874
Do., - - - - No. 370594

No. 3 Folding Brownie, - No. 77533
Premoette Jr. No. 1, Achro-

matic lens. - - No. 80046
3A Film Premo No. 1, Planato-

graph lens, - - No. 11094
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What if the

calendar does

decree that your

vacation ends on

such and such

a day!

With an

Autographic

Kodak

you can make your vacation a permanent

thing—to live over again as you will.

The pictorial record on the print, the written record

beneath each negative keeps each happy memory ahve

—forever.

You are looking forward to the good times now

—

with an Autographic Kodak you can look back on them
as well. .

We have Autographic Kodaks priced from $6.00 up.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Cut No. 193 A
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No. 2 Folding Autographic Brownie
See pages 2 and 8.
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An Autumn Booster

The No. 2 Folding Autographic

Brownie
The picture, the price and the

specifications — nothing more is

needed to tell the story of this

new Brownie.

The limit to its immediate suc-

cess will be governed only by our
factory capacity.

It is small in size, neat in

appearance, has a fine quality
meniscus achromatic lens, and
considering all its advantages, the

price is remarkably attractive. It

has the Kodak Ball Bearing shutter

with Snap Shot Speeds of 1-25 and
1-50 of a second and the usual time
and "bulb" actions. It is made
of metal and has the Atitographic

feature, heretofore incorporated
only in the Folding Kodaks.

There is quick business in this

camera for those who order quickly.

On page 8 we offer an advertising
suggestion that will help you get
vacation business. There is a big
crowd that has not yet started on
the summer outing. Some of these

people, many of them, will be
quick to appreciate this high grade
proposition at six dollars.

We can sell all we have and
more, but we want j'ou to sell them
nozv, and get them to eating up
film—for your interests and our
own. Hence the suggestion that

you order noza and advertise the
minute you get the goods in stock.

Our own advertising drive will

come the instant that the supply
begins to equal the demand. And,
pardon us, it will be "some drive."

The No. 2 Folding Autographic
Brownie is going to be one of the
big sellers. Make the most of it.

Specifications: No. 2 Folding
Autographic Brownie, iox2V^y.Z)i
pictures, Loads in daylight with
Kodak Autographic Cartridge of
six exposures. Size of Camera
IH X31/8 X 6]^ inches. Fitted with
meniscus achromatic lens. Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter with variable
snap-shot speeds of 1-25 to 1-50 of
a second, also time and " retarded
bulb" actions. Shutter is equip-
ped with Kodak Autotime scale.

Camera has automatic focusing
lock, two tripod sockets ; is made
of metal covered with a fine imita-
tion of leather and is well made
and finished in every detail.

Price with meniscus achromatic
lens, ----- $6.00

A NEW CODE
The new Eastman Telegraph

CODE will be ready for distri-

bution this month. Copy will be
sent you as soon as possible and is

to become effective as soon as

received. Since the Code was
printed we have placed on the
market two new brands of plates.

Please add to- the Plate Section,
Page 52, the following :

Redeem—Standard Slow Ortho
Plates.

Refine—Standard Panchromatic
Plates.
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As right as a fulljeweled watch

The Vest Pocket

Autographic Kodak

keeps good times—forever.

It is never in the way, it is ready for

business as soon as you are and it in-

sures you a permanent record of the

summer's fun.

Travel as light as you will, the Vest

Pocket Kodak can never be excess

baggage.
PRICES

Vest Pocket Autogrraphic Kodak, men-
iscus achromatic lens and Kodak Ball
Bearins- simtter. S 6.00

Ditto, with Kodak Anastif^mat lens,/.T.7 10.00

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column Cut No. 200H.

Double Column Cut No. 200G.

SUGGEST IT.

It is to our mutual interest to

help the amateur produce the best

possible results and thereby
maintain an increasing demand for

photographic supplies. To do
this, we must suggest things that

will raise the standard of his work.
The new Kodak Sky Filter will

help to produce more satisfactory

results by intensifying the cloud
effects. Ordinary exposures can
be made with it, on a bright day,

in 1-25 of a second, (or about

twice the normal exposure) and
without making it necessary to use

a tripod.

Picture stories of the home

—

stories whose unaffected charm is

always interesting— find their most
fitting expression through the
medium of the Kodak Portrait At-

tachment.

Don't forget the advantages of

the Kodak Film Tank, to the

amateur who "does the rest" him-
self. This is the height of the

vacation season and many am-
ateurs prefer to develop their films

where they are.

Then there's the Kodak Amateur
Printer, which enables the amateur
to do his own printing with a con-
venience, dispatch and uniformity
that is characteristic of the sim-

plicity of the entire Kodak system.
There' s always plenty to suggest

to the enthusiastic amateur. Let
your suggestions carry the weight
of conviction, and the rest will

take care of itself.

GOOD PRINTS FROM
WEAK NEGATIVES.

Contrast Velox is made with a

definite purpose in view,—that of

helping to save many a weak neg-

ative from consignment to the

waste-basket, and since it broadens
the scope of your good work,

makes you just that more efficient

and your finishing business more
profitable.

Don't fail to take advantage of

using Contrast Velox, when occas-

ion demands, and tell your custo-

mers who do their own finishing,

about it. Every amateur, no mat-
ter how expert, has some weak
negatives that will nevertheless

yield good prints on Contrast
Velox.
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TWO NEW
BRANDS TO BOOM

YOUR PLATE BUSINESS.

We have added two new emul-
sions to the standard plate line,

which will mean much more busi-
ness for you, especially among
your commercial trade. These
plates are just what many com-
mercial photographers have long
been looking for—proper color
values and medium prices.

STANDARD SLOW ORTHO.
This is, as the name indicates, a
slow working emulsion, highly
orthochromatic in quality and of
the speed generally desired by
commercial photographers. It is

sensitive to yellow and green and
may be used advantageously
either with or without a ray filter.

To obtain the full color correction
of which the plate is capable, it is,

however, desirable to use a medium
yellow filter. The emulsion is

well adapted for photographing
oak, maple and walnut furniture
as it has a very fine grain and gives
very strong, vigorous negatives,
with good separation and full of
detail. This plate may be used to
good advantage for landscape
effects where extreme speed is not
demanded.

STANDARD PANCHROMA-
TIC. An emulsion which will

meet the demand for a plate that
is sensitive to the entire range of
the spectrum. For photographing
mahogany furniture, oil paintings,
labels, and for other commercial
purposes, as well as for landscape
work, this plate will give excellent
results. For full color correction
the fatten "K3" or Wratten
"A" Filters should be used. For
photographing unfinished mahog-

any furniture, this plate will give
excellent separation without the
use of a filter. The plate must be
handled in total darkness or by a
dim green light, such as the
Wratten No. 3 Safelight, only.

These plates will be furnished in
all sizes at regular Standard single
coated list prices, and the regular
Standard discounts will apply.

RETURNABLE
FILM AND PAPER.

We are sure that all our dealers
who have been with us for some
time know about the arrangement
we make for credit on old Film,
Film Packs and Paper. For the
benefit of new dealers and for
those who have placed new clerks
in charge of the Kodak Depart-
ment, we are again explaining the
matter.

Films, Film Packs and Paper
which have become too old to
deliver safely to customers, may
be returned to the factory of man-
ufacture (not to Branches), freight
or express charges paid, and a
credit in exchange, of 50% of the
list price will be given, provided
the Films or Film Packs are
returned vvithin three months after
the expiration of time limit as
stamped on cartons; Printing-out
and Developing-out Papers, within
thirty days from expiration of time
limit, and the quantity returned
is not excessive.

In order to avoid the unpleas-
antness of customer compiaints
and the inconvenience of returning
exhausted stock, charge your
clerks with the responsibility of
always keeping the oldest stock to
the front. In this way you are
continually turning it, and elim-
inating obvious trouble.
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PREMOETTE JUNIORS, f.1.1.

Ever since the Kodak Anastig-

mat lens f.7.7 was put on the

market, we have been receiving

requests for Premoette Juniors

fitted with these lenses.

We have known that these popu-

lar little cameras with such equip-

ment would prove good Premo
sellers, but they are so compactly
made that the slight extra length

of lens barrel necessary on the

Kodak Anastigmat /:7.7 made it

impossible to close the camera
when so fitted. This difficulty has

now been overcome in a very

simple and a very satisfactory

manner.
A circular disc is embossed out

from the camera, about one-eighth

of an inch, making it an easy

matter to close the camera without

injury to the lens mount.
This does not add appreciably

to the dimensions of the camera,

and if anything, makes it more
attractive in appearance than the

regular model.
The inexpensive Kodak Anas tig-

mat has made a great "hit" among
amateur photographers. The light,

compact, already popular Premo-
ette Juniors, with this new equip-

ment, means many sales and more
profit for those who push them.

Prices.

Premoette Jr. No. 1. with Kodak
Anastigmatlens/.7.7and Kodak
Ball Bearing shutter, - - - - $12.00

Premoette Jr. No. lA, with simi-

lar equipment, ------ 15.00

SPECIAL SIGNS.

It has been suggested that we
prepare a series of special signs

with the idea of boosting the sales

of films and supplies on special

occasions, such as Labor Day and
the various holidays throughout
the year.

While it is a good thing to have
such signs, they would not be as

forceful if printed and prepared
by us as they would be if hand-
lettered. In the first place, a

printed sign, to carry the message
forcefully, should have an illustra-

tion to make it eye-compelling
and effective, while a hand-painted
sign, no matter how crude, has an
attention value all its own and is

generally conceded to be the most
effective for such emergency
advertising. It will cost but a few
cents to have a sign like the

following hand-lettered, and it will

produce the results :

''Get your Holiday Films to-day.

We close Labor Day.
'

'

Try it and see what the results

will be. And it may be worth
repeating.

DISCONTINUED.

Hypo Trays in 4 x 5 and 5x7
sizes have been discontinued,

though we still have on hand a few

of the 5x7 size, which will be

supplied as long as they last.

Hypo Trays are listed on page 90

of the 1915 Condensed Price List.

ERROR
The following error occurs on

page 10 of the "A" Discount

Sheet : Century Printing Frames
should follow Brownie Printing

Frames and the 5 gross lots,

assorted, refers to Century and

not to Brownie Frames.

Please correct your copy.
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STOLEN CAMERAS.
The following cameras have

been reported stolen since the

August Kodak Trade Ciradarvj^nt
to press

:

Vest Pocket Autographic
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SERVICE

Anything you can do for your
customers in the way of service,

will yield a proportionate return

in future profits. It may only
amount to a courtesy, but it will

always pay big dividends.

Just let us imagine you are a

stranger in your town and spend-

ing your vacation there. You
want two or three rolls of Kodak
Film, and find that Mr. A has

them. You are recognized as a

stranger, but nevertheless no
special attention is shown you.

Instead of buying two or three

rolls, you buy one, lay down the

money, not a word is said, and
you walk out. You don't know
why, but you take the roll back to

Mr. A for developing and
finishing, and you are received in

the same phlegmatic manner.

A little further down the street

Mr.
The

B—— has a Kodak store,

notes that you are aclerk

stranger, and aptly remarks that

he will be glad to assist you in any
way he can. He hands you a

neatly printed pamphlet which is

full of information regarding the

best places in the community for

pictorial purposes. You buy three

rolls of Film, and when you take

them back for developing and
printing, you receive with the

return job a personal note of criti-

cism and suggestion. Wouldn't
Mr. B's store stand out as an

example of service? The people
that are giving the service are the

ones that are getting the business.

Does it pay? Would it pay a

garage to have a boy around, with

hands clean enough to wash off

the grease the repair man gets on
everything he touches about your
car? Service is the difference
between success and failure.

PRICE MAINTENANCE,

*' Yes," said the specialist as he stood at thehed-

side of the sick merchant, **
I can cure you.''

"What will it cost ? " asked the sick man faintly.

** Ninety-five dollars."

**You will have to shade your price a little,"

replied the merchant. '*I have a better bid than

that from the undertaker."

The specialist *' stood pat" on his price, and his

competitor got the job. —Selected.
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JUST IN FROM ROCHESTER
A shipment of the latest product of

the Kodak factories.

The New
No. 2 Folding

Autographic

Brownie

Just how the Eastman people can do it we don't

see. They have surely put a lot of goodness and quality

in a small package at a small price.

This latest Brownie makes 2/^x3^ pictures, using

the Autographic Cartridges, has a meniscus achromatic

lens, Kodak Ball Bearing shutter. It's made of metal,

is good all the way through and small—it will go in

most any pocket unobtrusively. And the price is $6.00.

Perhaps it's still in time for your vacation. Anyway

let us show you.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Column Cut—222 H Double Column Cut— 222 G
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IMPROVE YOUR FINISHING
DEPARTMENT

In these days of keen com-
petition, the old theory of the

"survival of the fittest" holds

good. If your competitor is doing
better amateur finishing than you
are doing, he is going to get the

bulk of the business. It's per-

fectly natural that he should.

Then there is the competitor that

gets his business at a cut rate.

The best way to arm yourself
against such is to produce "quality
work". This is what the average
amateur wants in preference to low
prices. So no matter which way
it works, quality counts.

Up here in Rochester we main-
tain at a considerable expense,
what is known as the Educational
Department. Its object is to afford
thorough instruction in the best,

most economical and up-to date
methods of amateur finishing and
each and every instructor is an
expert. Dark-rooms are set aside
for the use of ''students" and
every assistance that can be, is

given to impart the newest and best
methods which, quite naturally,

come to our attention. These em-
brace, not only the best practice

in developing and printing but the

correct, scientific way to handle
developing orders both large and
small—the after treatment of neg-
atives so that they will yield the

best possible prints, in fact every
operation that comes within the

scope of the up-to-date amateur
finishing department.
To every Kodak dealer, or his

accredited employees this service

is free; the materials are free and
the service of our experts is also

free. A student may spend as

much time as is necessary in order
to become proficient. There is

but one stipulation, the student
must come to Rochester ^ as the course

is in no sense a correspondence
course. The only expense to be
considered is that of transportation

and living expenses while in atten-

dance.
Please send in your applications

for enrollment at an early date as

the number that we can accommo-
date is naturally limited.

For further particulars address,

Educational Department, Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
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CHEMICAL CHANGES.
We are compelled to make a

further advance in our sellingprices

of the following, the same to take
effect Friday, October 1st, 1915:

CHROME ALUM CRYSTALS.
Further advance from 2 to 3

times original list, making present
list per pound, 45c. Dealers' dis-

count, 33!^%.
POTASSIUM BROMIDE.

Further advance from 3>^ to 4
times original list, making present
list per pound, $2.60. Dealers' dis-

count, 33>^%.
ACETIC ACID (28%).
ACETIC ACID (80%).
ACETIC ACID, Glacial.

Further advance from 10% to

double the original list prices.

Dealers' discount, 33>^%.
POWDERED ALBUM.

Further advance from 2 to 2^
times original list. Dealers' dis-

count same as heretofore.

EASTMAN FLASH SHEETS.
EASTMAN FLASH CARTRIDGES.
EASTMAN SPREADER FLASH

CARTRIDGES.
Further advance from 25 to 40%

of original list. Dealers' discount
the same as heretofore.

KODAK
"V^OU keep taking pictures

but how do you keep the

pictures you take ?

Pictures neatly mounted in

a Kodak album are safe against

loss or injury and, appropri-

ately displayed on the album
page, gain much, both in

interest and effect.

We have a complete line

of Kodak albums—what you
want is here.

NOTICE.
It was our original intention to

equip the No. 1 Majestic Print

Dryer with the universal motor
using either direct or alternating
current. But we now find that the

motor furnished on the No. 5
Majestic Print Dryer is giving the
best satisfaction and hereafter thfe

No. 1 will be equipped with a sim-
ilar motor for which there will be
no change in price.

It is imperative, however, that you
specify in ordering, whether it is to

be used with direct or alternating

current.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

single Column Cut—306 B.
Double Column Cut—306 A.

CHANGE IN F. O. B. POINT.

There seems to have been some
misunderstanding on the part of a

few dealers concerning the f. o. b.

point on Sodium Hyposulphite in

bulk, granular and pea crystal.

This point is not New York City,

but Camden, N. J., and until

further notice all orders for bulk

Hypo will be accepted f. o. b.

Camden, New Jersey.
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KODAK LEATHER
DRESSING.

This is a special preparation

which we have manufactured and
in fact used exclusively as a dress-

ing for Kodaks and cameras for a

number of years.

It is unsurpassed for refinishing

all real and imitation black leather

articles and for harness, automo-
bile tops, leather upholstry and
other leather products. It is only
after repeated requests from our

dealers, that we have decided to

place the preparation on the mar-
ket and we feel sure it will meet
with a ready demand.

PRICE.

In Pint Cans, list price, . . $ .35

Dealers' discount, . . . 33>^%

ONE SUBJECT LETTERS

If you want action from your
letters, do not write about more
than one subject in a letter, as it

requires from two to four times as

long to give each individual case
the proper attention when the
different subjects are in the same
letter.i

In other words, if you are send-
ing in an order, it would go to

the order department; if a check,
it would go to the credit depart-
ment; if a camera for repairs, it

would go to the repair depart-
ment, and requests for advertising
signs and literature to the adver-
tising department.
Each of these subjects should be

taken up in a separate letter so that
the department referred to could
give the matter prompt attention
and finally have the letter filed

where it can readily be located

when desired.

Now if these four subjects were
all embodied in one letter, it might
take several days for the letter to

get to the advertising department,
and finally when all the matters

were attended to, where would
the letter be filed so that it could

be located?

The New No. 2 Folding

Autographic Brownie

combines the old Brownie simplicity of

operation with a new compactness that

increases its convenience, a new effi-

ciency that broadens its field of use-

fulness.

And as a mark of distinction— for the

New No. 2 is sure to be the hit of the

Brownie line— it has been fitted with the

Autographic attachment, heretofore an
exclusive feature of the Folding Pocket
Kodaks.
Takes pictures 2% x 3X inches.

Price, with achromatic lens, $6.00

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column Cut 222 H.
Double Column Cut 222 G.
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NEW KODAK METAL
TRIPOD.

The new
No. 6 Kodak
Metal Tripod
may be car-

ried easily in

the ordinary
coat pocket.

It has a new
folding head
permitti n g
the three legs

to fold flat in-

to a space of

y^ of an inch

thick, 21/8

inches wide
and \\%
inches long.

The length of its six sections ex-

tended is 40 inches and the weight
but 24 ounces.

Tripod weather is here now, so

show this new one to your cus-

tomers and many a sale should

result from the suggestion.

How many shall we send you as

a starter?

PRICE.

$5.00No. 6 Kodak Metal Tripod,

Dealers' discount, 40%.

With other Kodak Metal Tripods, in

lots of 100 assorted, 40 and 10%

.

BROWNIE FILM TANK
COVER

Owing to certain changes that
have been effected in the con-
struction of the Brownie Film
Tank Cover, we are able to supply
these at a considerable reduction
in price.

Hereafter the list price will be
twenty-five cents, subject to deal-
ers' discount of 25%.

FOCUSING CAP FOR
ENLARGING CAMERAS.

The Eastman Focusing Cap is

designed to aid in composing the

image properly on the bromide
paper for enlarging work. It con-
sists of a block with an opening in

the center to admit the lens barrel,

the same being adjustable to fit

different size lens barrels. The
front edge of this block contains a

slide, with two apertures, one of

which is covered with ruby glass

as a safeguard when the bromide
paper is being placed. To make
the exposure the slide is moved so

that the uncovered aperture comes
opposite the enlarging lens.

This device will be of great

benefit in any finishing department
where enlargements are made for

either amateur or professional use.

PRICE

Eastman Focusing Cap for Enlarg-
ing Cameras.

No. 1, for lens barrel of 1>^^^ to 2%^^

diameter, . . . . $ .75

No. 2, for lens barrel of 2%^^ to 3'^

diameter, .... 1.00

Dealers' discount, 33y^fc.
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FOR GOOD MEASURE
Too early to talk Christmas?

—

not by a minute. There are lots

of thoughtful people planning their

Christmas gifts and expenditures
right now and it's the early mer-
chant that catches the fattest yule-

tide worms.

Where can you find a more
acceptable Christmas gift for

either sex than the Vest Pocket
Kodak with the Kodak Anastig-
mat F. 7.7 lens, especially when
enclosed in the handsome Im-
ported Satin Finish Leather Case?
— and when this in turn is enclosed
in the silk-lined blue leatherette

Gift Case the combination is irre-

sistible— it is the finishing touch.

Now, just for good measure, and
to help you boost your holiday
sales of the Vest Pocket Kodak,
with each order for the Vest
Pocket Kodak with Kodak Anast-
igmat F. 7.7 lens and Imported
Satin Finish Leather Case, we will

include the Gift Case without
charge.

Get your orders for this most
attractive combination in early.

There will be a good many brides
between now and Christmas, and
incidentally a few birthday cele-

brations, so why not cash in on all

of them and the Christmas trade
as well. Remember only twelve
dollars list for the whole combi-
nation.

The Order Department is wait-

ing—how many please?

LOOK OUT FOR THEM.

We have been informed that two
young men, claiming to be repre-

sentatives of the Eastman Kodak

Company, are traveling through
certain sections of the middle-west,
soliciting orders for Kodaks and
film, at the same time making
slides and showing local scenes at

the picture shows in conjunction
with the regular reels.

These men are not represen-

tatives of the Eastman Kodak
Company, therefore we cannot
assume any responsibility for their

actions.

PARCEL POST INSURANCE
"The Post Office Department

havingrecently revised itsschedule
of Parcel Post Insurance Rates we
are now also able to announce a

reduction in our rate on shipments
valued at $15.00 or less.

Beginning October 1st, 1915, the

following schedule will apply:

$ 1 00 and not exceeding $ 15.00—$ .03

Over 15.00 25.00— .05

25.00 50.00— .10

50.00 75.00— .15

75.00 100.00— .20

If order exceeds $100.00, and is

desired sent by parcel post, it will

be shipped in two or more pack-
ages, the proper insurance charge
being made on each."

MASKS FOR MASKIT
PRINTING FRAMES

We are prepared to supply extra

sets, consisting of three masks for

the Maskit Printing Frames, in the

following sizes :

3X^ X 4X^^

X T
Price per set 10 cents list.

Dealers discount 33/^%.
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EASTMAN PRINTING
MASKS

We have had a great many re-

quests for Eastman Printing Masks
that will fit the regular 3A Printing

Frames and give a variety of mask-
ing sizes. These we are now pre-

pared to supply in new sizes as

follows:
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STOLEN CAMERAS.

\

The following cameras
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The Autographic Kodak
The historian of the household.

Pictures of all that goes to make your home

—

your home
as distinguished from everybody else's—tell a story that

for you and yours have an interest eternal.

And the Autographic Kodak enabling you to date and
title each negative at the time the exposure is made^ adds the

needed touch.

Not just picture stories

—

an authentic record—a history.

We have the Autographic Kodaks priced from $6.00 up.

Ask us for the free booklet, "At Home iv'tth the Kodak.^^

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Double Column Cut No. 211 C.
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A Christmas Booster

The No. 2A Folding Autographic

Brownie

To allow the No. 2A Folding
Pocket Brownie to remain just

plain Brownie in the face of such
a remarkable improvement as the

Autographic feature has wrought
to the No. 2, would be altogether
unfair to this popular little fellow.

And so it gives us pleasure to in-

troduce the No. 2A Folding Auto-
graphic Brownie.

Comparatively speaking, it is

just as compact and efficient, just

as simple and dependable as the

new No. 2 which was announced
in the September Kodak Trade
Circular, In fact it is exactly like

the No. 2 except in its size and
the size of the pictures it makes.

These two cameras put a new
light on the perplexing Christmas
problem. Either will make a

Christmas gift that any boy or

girl—any grown up might be proud
to possess. You can see at once
there is going to be a big rush to

get the new No. 2A in stock before

the Christmas season opens, hence
the suggestion that you order now
and begin the advertising drive

that will result in quick sales and
increased film consumption.

The No. 2A loads with twelve
or six exposure Autographic Film
Cartridges and has the Kodak
Ball Bearing Shutter working at

variable indicated speeds of 1-25,

1-50 and 1-100 of a second, as well

as the time and "bulb" actions.

The camera is made of metal.

covered with fine imitation leather,

bellows of black leather, and nickel
and black enamel fittings.

Details : For rectangular pic-

tures, ly^ x4}i inches. Capacity,
12 exposures without reloading.

Size of camera, lyV x 3% x 7%
inches. Weight, 25 ounces. Lens,
meniscus achromatic, 414 inch
focus. Also supplied with Rapid
Rectilinear lens if desired. Shut-
ter, Kodak Ball Bearing equipped
with Kodak Autotime Scale. Re-
versible finder, two tripod sockets,

automatic focusing lock, black
leather bellows.

PRICES
No. 2A Folding Autographic
Brownie, meniscus achromatic
lens, and Kodak Ball Bearing
shutter, . . . . . $ 8.00

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear
lens, 10.00

Dealers' discount, . . SSyifc

AUTOGRAPHIC BACKS.

There are thousands of Kodaks in

use, which are not yet equipped
with the Autographic feature.

Don't forget to talk of the advan-
tages of this feature to those of

your customers who have the old

style Kodaks. The film is Auto-
graphic and at a slight additional

cost, an old style Kodak may be
brought up-to-date.

Keep Autographic Backs of all

sizes in stock and push them.
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A SLOGAN FOR YOU
Unquestionably the greatest

advertising slogan ever coined

was: ''You press the button; zve do

the rest.''

The writer can say this because

he admits, regretfully, that he was
not the originator. The phrase was
born of necessity and abandoned
from policy. When the Kodak was
first advertised the camera itself

was simple, but the finishing me-
thods were difficult. To make a

market it was necessary to provide

a means for finishing the pictures.

There were then no photographic
finishers and professional photo-

graphers did not care to bother

with paper film or stripping film.

There was no transparent film.

With the simplification of the

developing and printing processes

a new business was born. The
trade started finishing depart-

ments. For the most part these

people used our goods. We did

not want to compete with them
and so we practically stopped
advertisingthatend of our business.

Our finishing department has in

fact been run for the last twenty
years with the sole object of pro-

viding a place for subjecting our

goods to a practical test, and of

trying out new methods that could

be passed on to the trade. There
are today a number of finishers

who develop more negatives and
make more prints than we do.

Another thing, ''You press the

button; zve do the rest'' carried the

idea, which was once the fact, that

the amateur could not "do the

rest". When it first became easy
for the amateur to do his own de-

veloping and finishing, we wanted
him to know that he could do it

and it seemed unwise for us or for

our dealers to use a slogan that

could possibly give him an im-

pression that the finishing was
difficult.

But conditions have changed.

It is now well established with the

public that photography is simple

all the way through by the Kodak
system. The slogan "You press

the button; we do the rest" is, there-

fore, again a good one. Not for

us, however, because we don't want
to enter into competition with our

customers the dealers and finishers.

But the Kodak dealer who has

such a department can use it

effectively, and he is welcome.
And in this connection, just one
suggestion. To give it the full

force it should be used in the same
typographic form that we always

used :

" You press the button;

we do the rest."

A SPECIAL SIGN.

From time to time we have had
requests from dealers for a window
or store sign advertising their

Kodak finishing business. Here-
tofore it has seemed inadvisable

for us to put out such a sign, for it

appeared to be a matter that could

best be handled by the dealer him-

self, with a hand-lettered sign.

However, we have gotten up a

plain, two-color sign, called
" Kodak Finishing," which we are

prepared to send on request only to

dealers conducting an Amateur
Finishing Department in connec-

tion with their regular Kodak and
supply business.

If you come under this classifi-

cation, and desire such a sign, let

us know and we will send it, gladly.
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SLIDES FOR THE MOVIES

Many retailers find the oppor-
tunity offered for lantern slide

advertising between the movie acts

highly profitable. We have been
supplying such slides for Kodak
advertising, on special request, for

some time, and the dealers who
have tried it come back for more.

Such advertising being both of

and by photography is certainly

particularly appropriate for you.
And perhaps it will not be taken
as a brag if we state that we make
this advertising effective for Ko-
dak dealers — because we furnish

good slides. Many of the slides

used for the purpose are far from
attractive. All of ours are photo-
graphic reproductions from nega-
tives that are right from the

technical as well as from the
advertising standpoint. Their
quality is such as to make them
stand out from the rest—people
remember them.

Each slide will have the repro-

duction of an appropriate photo-
graph—along with your firm name
and address as a Kodak dealer,

and not in stencil either but by a

special process of our own that

looks and is right.

We put these out in sets of six,

as the dealers usually wish about

a six weeks run, using each slide

for one week and then changing.
No two dealers in the same town

will be sent the same slides.

Our advertising department is

ready to supply you.

PETIT LARCENY
A Chief Justice of the State of

Washington announced some time
ago, "No one will suppose that
the retailer pockets the loss accru-
ing from cut prices. He merely
makes it up in some other way."
And this in plain words means

that the price cutter commits petit
larceny in order to provide the
means to make a sensational ad-
vertising cut on some well known,
standard value article.

You know the evil effects of

price cutting as regards your own
business, and you can readily see

how it affects the economy of your
household as well.

For your own interests as a mer-
chant, as a house holder, as the
head of a family, it is of vital im-
portance that you do everything
in your power to effect the passage
of the Stevens Bill, House Bill

No. 13305.

Will your representatives at

Washington listen to you and
heed what you have to say?

Rest assured that they zvill.

The interests on the other side

of the fence are working hard to

defeat this measure. They are

working much harder than the
small dealer, so if you want the
Stevens Bill to become a law you
must act—and quickly.

Write your representatives today
urging the passage of the Stevens
Bill.
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THE RACE IS ON
On your mark! Get set! Go!
Get off this time with the gun.

Don't let the other fellow get the

start, at the start. More races are

lost through a bad start, than are

won by coming up from behind.
The Christmas season is almost

here. The wise shopper is looking
around now for a place to buy.

What's the matter with your store?

Tell him about it before it's too

late. Start in by using a little space
in your local papers—judiciously,

to let your people know that there

is a new member in the Brownie
family—the No, 2 Folding Auto-
graphic Brownie. Turn to the back
cover of the September Kodak
Trade Circular and use that copy
if you cannot get up something
that suits you better. But you
haven't got to devote all your
energies to this little youngster

—

there are the Autographic Kodaks
and every conceivable best thing

that is photographic, and the point
is, you have them all right there

on your shelves. Maybe, however,
not all the people within your ter-

ritory know it. Tell them by all

means.

THEY'RE ON THE WAY

There is a package of Kodak and
Premo window and store signs on
its way to you. Each of these

silent little salesmen, bears a spe-

cial message in a clear, concise

way, and we flatter ourselves they
are the best we have ever sent out.

Put them to work and watch the

results.

The Kodak and Premo Winter
Booklets are now on the press. In

a few days they will be ready, but
remember these are sent only on
request. Send inyour order for what
you need, for we're booking now.

The Kodak Booklet cover is a

beauty— in full color, and the
Premo is also upholding its repu-
tation for attractiveness.

With this wealth of material and
the Christmas season as the ob-
jective, there is no reason why
some of the prosperity that's going
around shouldn't come your way.

Let the kiddies tell

their story with a

BROWNIE
They can do it—anybody

can—for picture taking with

this sturdy little camera is

simplicity itself.

We have the Brownies

from $1.00 to $12.00 and

they all take good pictures,

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Col. Cut—No. i8o B.

Double Col. Cut—No. i8o A.
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Holidays are

Kodak Days
Put Kodak on your
Christmas list

Price S6.()0 and Upwards

Richard Roe&Co.
1201 Tripod Ave.

Car Sign No. 667

CAR SIGNS

This is going to be another
Kodak Christmas. All the leading

magazines are carrying the Kodak
Christmas message to millions of

people, with Christmas money to

spend.

We have always given a great

deal of attention to suitable and
attractive car cards for dealer' s use,

and this year they seem to carry

more forcibly than ever the thought
and spirit of the season.

Each year we print what seems
to us a greater number than will

be used, but nevertheless many
dealers are disappointed by send-

ing in a late order. The time to

order is now while the matter is

fresh in your mind. We find that

most of the dealers have a contract

for car space beginning about
November 15th, and that's why
the signs go so soon after they are

announced.
The Kodak and Premo cards are

all in colors—the standard size,

11 X 21 inches,—and in ordering,

please state the quantity of cards

needed and be sure to specify by

number the style wanted.

In filling orders for street car

cards, we shall as usual give pre-

ference to the first dealer who
applies, as it is obvious that no
two dealers in the same town
would care to use the same cards.

But no one dealer will be furnished

with more than one style of card

until we are satisfied that the other

dealer in the same town (if there

is another) is not interested.

When there is only one dealer in

the town using the cards, he can
run the full line if he chooses.

HYDROCHINON
We are compelled to make

further advance in the price of

Hydrochinon, such advance to

take effect November 1st, 1915,

and until further notice this prod-

uct will be billed at five times our

regular list price, that is, $7.00

per pound ; $3.50 per half pound;
$2.00 per quarter pound; 65c per

ounce, in cans, subject to our usual

trade discounts.

For the present we are supplying
only ounces and quarter pounds,

but hope, shortly, to be in a posi-

tion to supply larger containers.
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Every outdoor sport

invites your

KODAK P
Kodaks, S<->.(M) iind Ipwiiuis

Brownies, SI.00 to 812.00

Ricliard Roe & Co.
1201 Tripod Ave.

Car Sign No. 668

M
Let the children

^ IK0PAE
C i Add to your Kodak

%y^ Album, the pictures of

k/y their outdoor sports.

M
Richard Roe & Co.

1201 Tripod Ave.

Car Sign No. 669

For someone on your
Christmas List—

a

PremoetleJr/?:7
Light, compact, efficient, and
inexpensive, this is an ideal

Christmas gift.

Our store is full of Christmas suggestions

JOHN DOE & CO., 1234 Premo Street

*i^

Car Sien No. 670
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HAVE YOUR PEOPLE
PUSH THE PACK

The improvements which we
made in the film pack early in the
year, and which were announced
in the May Trade Circular, have
stood the test of a summer's excel-
lent business. The results with the
new pack, all over the country,
have been so generally satisfac-

tory, that we wish to repeat the
statement which we made in May :— "the new Premo Film Pack runs
as consistently uniform in every
quality as do our other sensitized
products— the most consistently
uniform in the world." With this

fact before you, it is materially to

your advantage to push Premo
Film Packs and Premo Cameras.

Of course, you read the Kodak
Salesman, but we want to call your
especial attention to the article in

this month's issue, concerning the
pack. We ask you to see that your
salesmen are alive to the merits of

the pack and use the film pack
demonstrators, which we furnish
free of charge on request, at every
opportunity.

There are a goodly proportion of
amateurs to whom film pack feat-

ures appeal strongest. Get these
for your customers. Get after all

the possible photographic business
in your territory.

ADD TO YOUR CODE
Please make the following addi-

tions to your code :

Sloven—Azo Grade AA, Hard,
Double Weight.

Beetle—No. 2 Folding Autogra-
phic Brownie, R. R. lens.

IMPROVEMENT IN
PRINT WASHERS

We have found that by making a
slight improvement in the Rounds
Print Washers, their efficiency will
be increased.

Heretofore the water passed
through holes in the bottom of
the distributing pipes, but in the
future these distributing pipes will
be fitted with 5/8^^ nipples in order
to bring the force down to a lower
point and give a greater throw to
the water.

There will be no additional cost
to the purchaser.

R. R. LENS FOR THE NEW
BROWNIE.

We are now prepared to supply
the new No. 2 Folding Auto-
graphic Brownie equipped with
Rapid Rectilinear lens. This lens
has done remarkable work on
thousands of Brownies and will be
a valuable addition to this already
efficient little camera. From one
end of the country to the other
people are learning about the No.
2 Folding Autographic Brownie
through our big National Adver-
tising Campaign and they will
shortly hear about the Rapid Rec-
tilinear lens equipment. And the
only way to meet a sure demand,
is to have a stock on hand ready
for the call. If your cash register
can toll the additional $1.50 for
the Rapid Rectilinear lens equip-
ment, don't stand in its way, for
there's more profit in it for you.

PRICE.
No. 2 Folding Autographic
Brownie, with Rapid Recti-
linear len^s, - - - - $7.50
Dealers' discount, 33>^%.
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STOLEN CAMERAS.

The following cameras have

been reported stolen since the

October Kodak Trade Circular

went to press:

Vest Pocket Autographic
Kodak, f.1.1 Anastig-
matlens, - - - No. 319779

Vest Pocket Kodak, - - No. 27341

Do.,with Anastigmatlens, No. 358776

No. 1 Autographic Kodak
Junior, - - - - No. 67110

No. 1 Kodak Junior, R. R.
lens, - - - - No. 29937

No. lA Kodak Junior, - No. 64391

No. lA Kodak Junior, single

lens, - - - -

No. lA F. P. Kodak, R. R.
lens, - - - - No. 78388

Do., - - - No. 194386

No. 3 F. P. Kodak, R. R.
lens, - - - - No. 113254

No. 3A Autographic Kodak, No. 373178

Do., with R. R. lens, - No. 398438

Do., with /.7.7 lens, - No. 399032

No. 3A F. P. K., - - No. 406261

No. 1 Kodak Special, Cooke
/.6.3 1ens, - - - No. 2926

No. 3A Autographic Kodak
Special, Zeiss 6.3 lens. No. 19526

No. 3A Special Kodak, - No. 16248

Do., with Cooke Kodak
lens, Compur shutter, - No. 20467

No. 2A Folding Brownie, -

No. 3 Folding Brownie, - No. 72770

Do., with R. R. lens, - No. 63738

No. 1 Premoette Jr., achro-
matic lens, - - - No. 72542

Film Premo No. 1, - - No. 43947

AZO CHANGES
Soft and Hard, double weight

Azo C, will hereafter be labeled

Grade F, and any orders we may
receive in the future for either post

cards or double weight paper
calling for C Soft, or C Hard in

double weight Azo, will be filled

with F Soft and F Hard.

Please make the correction in

your Condensed Price List page 66.

POTASSIUM BROMIDE.
The October Trade Circular

closed its forms a little too early to

include in it the notice of a further

advance in the selling price of

Potassium Bromide. This advance
is from 4 to SYi times the original

list, making the present list per

pound $3.58. Dealers' discount,

33^%.

Autographic

and a Brownie too

T^HE new No. 2t. Folding Brownie is

Autographic—the new mark of dis-

tinction in things photographic.

Makes pictures 2>^ x 4X inches. Has
Kodak Ball Bearing shutter with high-

est speed iJo of a second, time and
"bulb" actions. Made of metal, cov-

ered with fine imitation leather and

neatly nickeled parts.

No. 2^ Folding

Autographic Brov^nie

Price—with achromatic lens, - -

with Rapid Rectilinear lens,

$8,00
10.00

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Single Column Cut 222 H.
Double Column Cut 222 G.
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NEW GRADE OF AZO

We have just added to the Azo
line a new grade of paper, AA
(Carbon). This new grade is

similar to grade A(Carbon), but is

made only in double weight with

the one degree of contrast (Hard).

The prints are warm in tone and
very pleasing and especially from
negatives of average contrast, the

results are highly satisfactory.

Prices and discounts the same as

other grades of double weight
Azo.

REPAIRS

From time to time we receive

from dealers, cameras and other
articles for repairs. These are

often accompanied by repair tags

made out by the dealer, bearing
his order number, the customer's
name, instructions concerning the
work required and finally the
request that the tags be returned
with the article for proper iden-

tification.

Frequently no other instructions

than are contained on these tags

come to us, and in such instances
it is necessary for us to retain

the tags for our files. So please
bear in mind that if you want the
tag returned with the camera or

article, you should forward a letter

of instructions at the time the
goods are sent.

Would it not, however, be a

better plan for you to keep a book
record of all repairs, showing the
style and serial number of the
camera returned, also the cus-

tomer's name and address? This
would obviate the necessity of

forwarding tags and then upon the

return of your outfit, the ownership
could be readily determined.

"KODAKERY*' PAYS.

Kodakery's circulation has in-

creased in the past year,—from
October to October,—a little over

65%. There must be a reason.

We know it isn' t because its readers

simply enjoy looking at the pic-

tures. We know this because of

the hundreds of letters we get

every week asking for photographic
information and advice. Every
one of these is answered with a

personal letter. Not by the office

boy, but by experts who have
grown up in the business—have
become proficient through years of

experience. Many of these letters

contain prints or negatives for

criticism and a tremendous amount
of time is required to give each its

proper attention.

But what has this to do with the

dealer ? It helps you by creating a

demand forsupplies. "Kodakery"
is a salesman, working along the

lines of modern salesmanship
through suggestion and education

—in a quiet, unobtrusive way. It

impresses your customer with the

fact that "Kodak Service" is not

a myth. It begins with the sale

of a Kodak, Brownie, Premo or

Graflex camera, and "Kodakery"
creates the desire for the materials

with which to make better and
better pictures, since it explains

how this can be done. It goes

free for one year to the purchaser

of any of these cameras.

See to it that your clerks use

''Kodakery" as a means for making
sales.
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Kodaks, Dec. p. 3; Apr. p. 1-2-3; May
p. 3; Oct. p. 5.

Kodakery, Dec. p. 9; Nov. p. 10.

Kodak Heights, July p. 6-7.

Kodak Salesman, Dec. p. 1; Jan. p. 3.

Lantern Slides, Nov. p. 4.

Leather Dressing, Oct. p. 3.

Lens Transposition, Jan. p. 7; May p. 2.

Masks, Oct. p. 5-6.

Negative Illuminator, Aug. p. 6.

News Bromide, Aug. p. 5.

Parcels Post Insurance, Oct. p. 5.

Photo Paste, Aug. p. 2.

Plates, Feb. p. 4; Sept. p. 4.

Post Office RuHng, May p. 2.

Positive Film, Dec. p. 5.

Powders, M. Q., May p. 4.
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Premo Film Pack, May p. 3; Nov. p. ?.

Printers, Apr. p. 4.

Print Dryers, Feb. p. 6; June p. 4.

Printing Frames, Apr. p. 5.
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Shutter Exchange, Dec. p. 9.

Sky Filters, Apr. p. 6.
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Stevens Bill, July p. 4-5; Aug. p. 1; Nov.
p. 4.

Stolen Cameras, Dec. p. 4; Jan. p. 5;

Feb. p. 7; Mar. p. 7; Apr. p. 13; June
p. 5; July p. 10; Aug. p. 7; Sept. p. 6;

Oct. p. 7; Nov. p. 9.

Stolen Lenses, Mar. p. 6.

Trays, Jan. p. 4.

Trimmers, Mar. p. 4; June p. 2.

Tripods, Oct. p. 4; Dec. p. 11.

Universal Clamp, Dec. p. 8.

Velox, Jan. p. 4; June p. 1-6.

Velox Printing Cabinet, June p. 3.

View Cameras, Mar. p. 5,

Vignetter, Dec. p. 8.

X-Ray Developer Powders, Mar. p. 5.

X-Ray Film, Feb. p. 3.
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After the turkey

KODAK
The friends and relatives who will gather around your fire-

side on Thanksgiving—and you, yourself—will want some-
thing more tangible than mere memories of all that the day
has in store.

h,et Kodak tell the story.

Kodaks from ^6.00 up.

Brownies from ^1.00 up.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Col. cut—No. 173 B.
Double Col. cut—No. 173 A.
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35 Million Working for You!
We have never taken much stock

in what is called "dealer effect"
advertising—the kind of advertis-

ing in which a splurge or two is

made to interest the retailer. It is

used in every line of business, but
it's an economic mistake. Adver-
tising in the general publications

that is aimed at the dealer instead

of at the consumer is futile.

But it's worth while, once in a

while, for us to show you what we
are doing.

Of course we are always doing.
There is never a lapse in Kodak
advertising. Even in the lighter

months, millions of our advertise-

ments are working for you.
But with Christmas almost here

we want you to know what we are

doing this year, that you may join

with us, may have the goods in

stock, may fit in your local cam-
paign with our general campaign

—

with more profit to all concerned.

7,500,000 IN COLOR.

Twice a year we specialize in

colored back covers—the space
that combines poster effect with
fireside intimacy. This year there
will be seven million five hundred
thousand of those colored adver-
tisements working for Christmas
trade for you and for us. Some of
them on publications that appeal
to the four hundred, millions on
publications that appeal to the big
buying middle classes.

12,500,000 BLACK AND WHITE.

On top of the advertisements in

color, inside space, (full pages in

the standard magazines and large

space in the so called *' flats,")

will be used in magazines and
illustrated weeklies having a circu-

lation of 12,500.000 copies to tell

the Christmas story of Kodak for

you and for us.

15,000,000 IN THE COUNTRY.

Forty per cent, of the popula-
tion of the United States, so tlie

figures say, is urban, and 60 per
cent lives in the small towns and
on the farms. Of course the higher
grade publications reach thoe
rural districts to some extent— but
they do not cover them. Yet
Kodak advertising does. To reach
this field we use fifty-two papers
with an aggregate circulation of

15,000,000 copies per issue. We
used space in 43 of these papers
twelve times during the year. In
the other nine we used space
seven times. We are in all of them
with our Christmas advertising.

35,000,000 IN ALL.

There are twenty million families

in the United States. With our
35 million circulation, it's safe to

say that we are reaching practically

every worth while family once

—

and most of them several times,

with this one issue,

35,000,000 Kodak Ads. will be
working to help the holiday trade.

These figures include nothing of

what has gone before. It' s just the

publicity for Christmas business,

and you can benefit.
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a/ways welcome gift—

A KODAK
The gift that keeps the picture story of every youthful interest—School

days and sports, the winter and summer outings, the city boys trip to the

country and the country boys trip to the city. In all these there is fun in

the picture taking and afterwards both fun and satisfaction in possession.

Catalog of Kodaks and lirownifs, free at your dealer's or by mail.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y., The Kodak City.
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OUR
COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS.
Of course the Trade Circular can't give

you the effect in size but here is the story,
briefly, of our color pages. The double
page spread on pages four and five will
run in Vogue and in Life, circulation
over 300,000. Voguey copy isn't it?

Prepared especially, of course, for those
publications.
Then there is the big home appeal, the

healthy appeal if you will, in the copy on
page three. It's the kind to make father
rather anxious to " loosen up ".

'Twill be run in Saturday Evening
Post, Colliers, Literary Digest, Ameri-
can Boy, Outlook, Youth's Companion,
Independent, and several other publica-
tions in color and in a long list in black
and white. It was written for the Youth's
Companion and American Boy. As an
afterthought it was submitted to, con-
sidered and discussed by several adver-
tising men of long experience. They
decided that its appeal was as strong to
Daddy High Brow as to the Kid who
reads the Indian stories in the American
Boy and so it went also into the Inde-
pendent, the Outlook and the Literary
Digest and a big list of magazines in

black and white as well as in color.
And the out-door appeal, winter or

summer, is always good. The copy on
page eight coming shortly before Christ-
mas will suggest that summer isn't the
only time for Kodak pictures and will

help the all year round idea, which in turn
will help the Christmas business. It

will be run in the Country Gentleman,
Ainslees, Popular and several other
publications of wide circulation.

HOW TO GET THE
BENEFIT

This holiday extra would but incom-
pletely tell the story of our Christmas
Kodak Campaign, in the magazines, if it

did not stop to point out the lesson.
Your windows, your newspapers, your

street cars, your mailing lists and your
enthusiasm, should work to make the
most of the opportunity for you.
Whether you ask or not you will receive
a line of Christmas window material with
the punch in it. Use it.

Our cut service is at your command
—to help in newspaper advertising. We

shall also send you a pad of reaily to
print advertisements. Cuts are sent unly
on request.

For mailing we have the " Kodak
Winter Book " The Kodak on the Farm
and At Home with the Kodak. Book-
lets are sefit only on request.
For street car advertising we furnish

the cards. See announcement in Novem -

ber Trade Circular.. Car cards are sent
only on request.
For enthusiasm, we have plenty and to

spare, but it's hard to ship. However, a
representative line of the goods in your
show case will help mightily in stirring up
your enthusiasm and that of your clerks.

EVIDENCE

Swiped from ^'Life.'^

Note please that he

writes it on the film—
at the time—not on the

negative after develop-

ment and—after he has

forgotten.
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Holidays are

Kodak days
EVERY winter outing, every home coming of the boys and girls, the Christmas

and New Years festivities— in each of these are fascinating subjects for the

Kodak—pictures that make fun in the taking and that to you will always
prove a delight.

Picture taking, by daylight or flashlight, is simple by the Kodak method

—

and its not expensive now-a-days.

Put Kodak on your Christmas list.

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y.

KODAK ON THE FARM
There are, according to the United

States census, 6,361,502 farms in the
United States. The farm papers that we
use have a circulation of over seven
million copies, An analysis of this circu-

lation and of the number of farms in each
state shows that in each of thirty four
states our advertising appears in farm
papers to a considerable excess over and
above the number of farms in such states.

In the 15 states where the number of farms
exceeds the circulation of Kodak adver-
tising the literacy and farm values are
very low. Where farm values and edu-
cation are high—there the Kodak farm
paper advertising is strongest. For
example : Iowa has 217,044 farms with
an average valuation of $17,259. The
farm papers that carry Kodak adver-
tising have a circulation in that state of

492,147 copies per issue.

Just before Christmas practically every
prosperous farm family will read the

above message Holidays are Kodak Days.

It will pay those dealers who have a

rural trade to connect in the local papers,

with this farm publicity and it can be done
most readily by the use of the same cut

we are using. It is No. 167 A and will be
sent, instantly, prepaid upon request.

The small town dealer should remember
too, that he is not only getting help from
these farm papers but that an equal num-
ber of women's papers circulating in the

small towns and on the R. F. D. routes

will talk Kodaks for Christmas, to say

nothing of the many copies of such papers

as the Saturday Evening Post, Ladies

Home Journal, Reviewr of Reviews,
McClures and the like that reach his

territory.

Order electro No. 167 A and use it.
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// it isn't an Eastman^ it isn't a Kodak.
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A KODAK CHRISTMAS
You cannot start the last stages

of the Christmas drive too early.

Now is the time to pave the way
for your Kodak campaign with

appropriate displays of the window
cards and signs that have been
sent you. Get the car signs busy
working for you, and the Winter
Booklets. The value of advertising

has been known since the days
when Bagdad was the heart of the

market world and men stood before
their bazaars shouting the merits
of their wares. From these great
merchants have come many lessons

that apply to modern business and
none more forcibly than that which
has develooed into what we know
as advertising. The man who
shouts the loudest makes himself

heard the farthest. It is the same
way with advertising. The more
you advertise the wider your field

of endeavor. And no matter how
trivial the results may seem to be,

there are many who have read
your advertisment and know where
to go when they are ready to buy
what you have to sell.

You have received before this,

your copy of the Ten Christmas
Advertisements for the Kodak
Dealer. Make the advertising
cuts we furnish free, tell their story
in your local papers, by suggesting
the gift that is a fitting remem-
brance not only throughout the
year, but in the years to come,—

a

Kodak.

There is nothing more appro-
priate than a Kodak or Brownie
as a Christmas gift.

CALENDARS.

This is just the time to put
some effort into calendar sales.

To simply make a store or window
display of calendars without a card

explaining what they are, does
not mean anything to the casual

observer. Give him the benefit of

doubt and make it clear by a hand
lettered sign that these calendars,

with his ovvn prints in them, make
a most acceptable, inexpensive

Christmas or New Year's gift.
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A NEW LENS
KODAK ANASTIGMAT F. 6.3

The Kodak Anastigmat family,

the lenses that we make ourselves,

for use on our own cameras, is

growing.

Our advertising of the Kodak
Anastigmat/ 7.7 has carried no
overstatement. Our customers
have made no complaints—and the

sales have been enormous. Of the

/. 7.7 we have simply said: "A
trifle faster than the best of the

rectilinears ; the equal in quality

of the best anastigmats." We
could have truthfully added that

in quality it was better than some
of the higher priced anastigmats.

It isn't really now necessary for

us to make comparative claims.

Several tens of thousands of the

lenses are making them for us.

And now there is a new Kodak
Anastigmat, the /. 6.3. Up to the

present it is made in only one
size—2/i X 3^4, and is fitted only

to the No. 1 Autographic Kodak,
Special. It gives the full speed

/.6.3, the focal length is 4^4 inches,

and it is the equal in definition

(sharpness) and general optical

quality of any anastigmat made.

The Kodak Anastigmat lenses

are made for a specific purpose

—

use with hand cameras, and they
fulfill that purpose. We do not

claim that they will cover an area

larger than that for which they are

listed. But they do cover that

area remarkably well, better in

fact than some lenses which will

make a better showing than the

Kodak Anastigmat when used to

cover a larger area. We have
proceeded on the assumption that

99% of those who lDuy, say, a

2X X 3H lens for use on a Kodak,
will not want to use it as a wide

angle on a 3}i x 414 camera.
For the area it is advertised to

cover and for the speed announced
by the / designation, you can't

beat the Kodak Anastigmat. If

you want a higher speed and a

lens that, by stopping down, can
be used as a wide angle on a larger

plate, you can get it in some of

the other makes—at a higher price.

Ihe Kodak Anastigmat /'. 6.3

will be furnished with the No. 1

Autographic Kodak Special. As
its name indicates, it is free from
astigmatism, it gives clean defin-

ition at the full opening/. 6.3.

And it has a sufficient length of

focus to avoid distortion, a most
important consideration. It is

made for a specific purpose and
fulfills it.

PRICE.

No. 1 Autographic Kodak, Special,

with Kodak Anastigmat lens

/. 6.3 - - - - $40.00

Dealer's Discount 33^%

ANGELO SEPIA
PLATINUM BUFF

We have just added to the

Angelo brand, a new paper known
as "Angelo Sepia Platinum Buff."

This is the regular Angelo emul-
sion coated on a smooth stock of

a buff tone.

Like the Angelo Sepia, this new
paper is simple to handle, and
produces prints that are rare in

delicacy and remarkable in grada-

tion. It is made with sole refer-

ence to the requirements of the

highest class 'professional ^^por-

traiture. Suggest to your pro-

fessional customers that they give

this new paper a trial.

List prices and discounts the

same as on Angelo Sepia.
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"FOR SOMEONE ON YOUR
CHRISTMAS LIST.''

Most everybody has a Christmas
list. It may not be written out on
paper. But everyone has a cer-

tain list of persons in mind who
must be remembered on Christmas
with a gift.

And the Christmas list always
presents this big problem : What
will make the most suitable and
acceptable gifts for the various

persons on it r

The live photographic dealer has

the best chance in 'the world to
' 'get in" on these lists. The camera
is of such universal use, appealing
as strongly to one sex as to the

other, and to the young as well

as the old, that there's almost
sure to be at least one on every
Christmas list, for whom a camera
would be considered just the thing.

With this idea in mind, Premo
copy is being run in many of the

leading magazines, "playing up"
theChristmas list idea, and suggest-

ing for it the Premoette Jr. f. 7.7.

This is a great little holiday propo-
sition. You know how attractive

the little Premoettes are to the

eye. When fitted with the anas-

tigmat lens, at the comparatively
low prices at which they are

offered, they are going to appear
on many a Christmas list.

With a little co-operation from
you, a little pushing of this same
idea on the part of your store, we
can get it on the Christmas lists of

many of your townspeople.

In the December Kodak Sales-

man we illustrate a greatly reduced
copy of one of the advertisement
being run by the Rochester Optical
Division, and in the book of sample
Christmas advertisements, sent
you some days ago, is shown an

application of this idea for dealer's

newspaper advertising. We furnish

the cuts gratis. This is really an
ideal Christmas proposition. Get
your salespeople busy on it. Get
busy on it yourself. It will help
swell the Christmas profit.

W. A. TAPRELL
"Tap" has gone.
Among men there are a few who

have a breadth of character and an
uprightness that is felt rather than
seen, who have dignity, the
natural unassumed dignity that
comes from being born that way,
and who are at the same time so

likable, so unassuming, so full of

human sympathy that a nickname
never seems a breach of courtesy,
never seems an undue familiarity.

Such a man was "Tap."
Among the younger men in

photography, none was more
widely known. As a boy he
worked in a photographic stock
house in Chicago, and later went
into the card mount business. As
the head of Taprell, Loomis v<:

Co., W. A. Taprell was known to,

if not by, everybody in the photo-
graphic trade. He had a clear

knowledge of the business and his

dealings were such as to make and
maintain friendship.

Although but few people knew
it, he had been ailing for a year.
In September he underwent an
operation and from the reports
received, his friends were delight-
ed to learn that he was convalesc-
ing at his home. A return to the
hospital became necessary, how-
ever, and the end came on the
evening of November fourteenth.
W. A. Taprell has gone. But

in thousands of hearts "Tap" will

live as a happy memory.
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KODALOID
PRINTING MASKS

Kodaloid Printing Masks are

intended for use with the Kodak
Maskit Printing Frames. While
they are transparent, permitting a

quick and sure adjustment of the
negative, the orange color allows
only that portion of the negative
under the opening to be printed.

Many thousands of Maskit Print-

ing Frames have been sold during
the past season and we are sure the
users of these will see the advan-
tages in using in them, Kodaloid
Printing Masks. These masks are

supplied in sets of three, each mask
with a different size opening.

We are looking for big sales of

these masks. Stock them and
push them.

PRICES
Per set of 3, 3^ x 4^ - - $.20
" '• " " 31^ x5^ - - .25

" """5x7 - - .30

Dealer's discount, 33}i%.

AZO PRICE LIST

We have just prepared an Azo
price list for dealer distribution

and as these will be sent out on
request only, let us know how many
you can use to advantage. We
find that dealers have had a con-
siderable demand for Azo price

lists, and heretofore it has been
necessary to break an Azo package
in order to satisfy the request.

The new price list includes a table

of the different grades and con-
trasts of Azo, revised to date, and
as it is of a size to fit the regular
commercial envelope, will be
convenient for mailing.

DISCONTINUED

Extra Heavy, Rough, American
Platinum paper has been discon-
tinued owing to a diminishing
demand for Platinum papers of
this grade.

We will continue to supply
American Platinum papers in the
other stocks as heretofore.

They will get plenty of

toys — here is something

more—a toy with a serious

purpose—

a

BROWNIE
A never ending source of

pleasure and the means of

a childhood record that

will gather interest with the

years.

The Brownies are priced from

$1.00 to $12.00 and our

line is complete.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col. Cut—189B
Double Col. Cut—189A
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CHEMICAL CHANGES.
Conditions have again forced us

to advance,—November 15th,

—

our selling price of the following

chemicals :

NITRIC ACID C. P.

Advance from list 25%, making
present list price 48c. per one
pound bottle.

OXALIC ACID.

Advance to 3^2 times original

list, making present list $1.23 per

pound.
POWDERED ALUM.

Advance to 3^ times original

list making present list 35c. per

pound.
IODINE RESUBLIMED.

Advance list 50%, making pre-

sent list 68c. per ounce.
POTASSIUM BROMIDE.

Advance list to 9 times original

list, making present list $5.85 per
pound.

POTASSIUM CARBONATE.
Advance list to 3!/^ times orig-

inal list, making present list 88c.

per pound.
POTASSIUM METABISULPHITE.
Advance list to 3 times original

list, making present list $1.35 per
pound.

POTASSIUM OXALATE.

Advance list to 4^ 2 times ori-

ginal list, making present list

$1.35 per pound.
POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE.
Advance list to 5 times original

list, making present list $2.00 per
half pound.
POTASSIUM SULPHOCYANATE.
Advance list 75%, making pre-

sent list $2. 10 per pound.
AMMONIUM SULPHOCYANATE.
Advance list to two times ori-

ginal list, making present list 90c.

per one-half pound.

BORAX.

Advance list 50%, making pre-

sent list 23c. per pound.
PYRO CRYSTALS.

Advance list 10%, making pre-

sent list $2.86 per pound.
There will be no change in

dealer's discount.

TOZOL.
ACROL.

Cannot be supplied for the
present.

CARBOYS RETURNABLE
You are no doubt aware of the

fact that glass carboys, in which
we ship certain chemicals in 100
lb. lots, are returnable. For their

return in good condition, transpor-
tation charges prepaid, we issue

credit to offset our original charge
of $2.00. Recently a lot of car-

boys purchased from other manu-
facturers have been returned to us

for credit. It is obvious that we
cannot allow a credit on these and
so please be careful to return only
the ones purchased from us which
are marked with the letters P. S.

within a circle.

CODE ADDITIONS
In telegraphing for No.2A Fold-

ing Autographic Brownie, use the
same code word given for the reg-

ular No. 2A Folding Brownie.
Also please add the following to

your code:

Page 22, "Begging"—
No. 2 A Folding Autographic
Brownie with R. R. lens.

Page 54, "Scouting"—
7x11 Paper.

Page 57, "Smote"

—

Azo F Hard Double Weight.
Page 57, "Smother"—

Azo F Soft Double Weight.
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LEATHER CARRYING CASE
FOR NO. 6 METAL TRIPOD
The new No. 6 Kodak Metal

Tripod has been mighty popular
since its introduction two months
ago. You know this is the tripod
that folds flat and is very compact,
but as not everybody will put it in

a trunk, or bag, or even carry it in

the hand without a case, it had to

have one.
A servicable, goodlooking carry-

ing case always enhances the value
of anything and makes its possess-
ion more worth while. Don't fail

to have this new carrying case
within arms' reach when you sell

a No. 6 Kodak Metal Tripod.
The case is made of heavy servic-

able black leather ; is very compact
and has a handle for carrying.

PRICE
Leather Carrying Case for No. 6
Kodak Metal Tripod - - $L50

Dealers' Discount - - - 33>^%

NEW TWO EXPOSURE
FILMS

We are now in a position to

supply Autographic Film Car-

tridges, No. A 120, for IVa x 3^
pictures, in two exposures.

It will be well to acquaint your
customers with the fact that you
have these new two exposure films

in stock. The list price is 10 cents

and dealers' discount, 25 and 10%.

The No. lb. Folding

Autographic Brownie

{Price with achromatic lens, $8.00
with Rapid Rectilinear lens, $10.00)

The thinness and compactness of

construction— it fits the coat pocket

—

and the simplicity and ease of opera-

tion could only have been secured in

Kodak factories by Kodak workmen.

And then it has the autographic

feature, heretofore incorporated in

Kodaks exclusively.

There's room in that Christmas

list for an Autographic Brownie.

RICHARD ROE AND COMPANY

Single Col. Cut— 222H
Double Col. Cut—22.

G

npHE KODAK TRADE CIRCULAR
extends to each and every dealer, its

best wishes for a very Merry Christmas,

and a Happy, Prosperous New Year.
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PLAIN OR PRINTED?

Amateur Delivery Envelopes
have been supplied, heretofore,

without printing of any kind on
them, but as many of the dealers

preferred them with an advertise-

ment on the two inside faces, we
are now prepared to supply the

envelopes cither way.
The advertisement is neatly dis-

l^iayed, and we feel that it is

decidedly to your advantage, as

well as our own, for you to use

them. The list price is the same
for both, but the printed envelopes
will cost you less than the ones
without printing.

The advertisement, which as

you see is a mutual booster, reads

as follows

:

"For the best results use East-

man Film, and let us develop it

promptly after exposure."
Same list prices as heretofore,

for both styles. Discount for the

printed envelopes, SSV^fc; without
printing, 25^.

In ordering, be sure to specify

"Printed" if you desire them that

way.

FILM PACK
DEVELOPMENT

Inthejuly Kodak Trade Circular
we called your attention to the
fact that Premo Film Packs require

50% longer development if Kodak
powders are used.

Please make it very clear to your
clerks and salesmen behind the

counter, that Premo developer
should be recommended for devel-
oping Premo Film Packs, and
zuhere Kodak poivders are used the

Premo films must remain in the

developer 50% longer than is re-

quired by the Premo directions

which also means that they must
remain in the developer 50%
longer than Kodak films would
have to be left in the same
developer.

In practically every case of

seemingly undertimed Premo
negatives it is really underdevel-
opment.
Make your finishing department

thoroughly conversant with this

fact, and if they are developing
film packs in the same tanks as

roll films, see that the packs are

left in longer than the roll films.

Nothing is more discouraging to

the amateur than continued bad
results, which will be the case if

the films are under-developed.

STOLEN CAMERAS

The following cameras have been
reported stolen since the Novem-
ber Kodak Trade Circular went to

press

:

Vest Pocket Kodak,
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Christmas 1915

KODAK
Ty^EEP a Kodak picture story of the child-

^^ ren at their play, the family reunion

and all that goes to make Christmas day

a merry one.

After each exposure, write in your Auto-

graphic Kodak

—

Christmas igi^j and the

pictures become a family record.

Let us show you our Christmas

stock of Kodaks and Brownies.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Double Column Cut No. 165-A.










